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Abstract
is thesis presents a body of work on the theme ofmillimetre-wave FMCWradar,
for the purposes of security screening and remote sensing.
First, the development of an optimised soware radar signal processor will be
outlined. rough use of threading and GPU acceleration, high data processing
rates were achieved using standard PC hardware. e ﬂexibility of this approach,
compared to specialised hardware (e.g. DSP, FPGA etc…), allowed the processor
to be rapidly adapted and has produced a signiﬁcant performance increase in a
number of advanced real-time radar systems. An eﬃcient tracker was developed
and was successfully deployed in live trials for the purpose of real-time wave
detection in an autonomous boat control system.
Automated radar operation and remote data telemetry functions were im-
plemented in a terrain mapping radar to allow continuous monitoring of the
Soufrière Hills volcano on the Caribbean island of Montserrat. is work con-
cluded with the installation of the system 3 km from the volcano.
Hardware modiﬁcations were made to enable coherent measurement in a
number of existing radar systems, allowing phase sensitive measurements, in-
cluding range-Doppler, to be performed. Sensitivity to displacements of less than
200 nmwas demonstrated, which is limited by the phase noise of the system. Eﬃ-
cient compensation techniques are presented which correct for quadrature mixer
imbalance, FMCW chirp non-linearity, and scanner drive distortions.
In collaboration with the Home Oﬃce, two radar systems were evaluated
for the stand-oﬀ detection of concealed objects. Automatic detection capability,
based on polarimetric signatures, was developed using data gathered under con-
trolled conditions. Algorithm performance was assessed through blind testing
across a statistically signiﬁcant number of subjects. A detailed analysis is pre-
sented, which evaluates the eﬀect of clothing and object type on detection eﬃ-
ciency.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview
e doctoral work which will be outlined in this thesis encompasses a number
of distinct, yet closely related areas and themes within modern millimetre-wave
FMCW radar. From the outset, this body of research has been conducted with
a clear vision towards advancing the use of millimetre-wave radar for the appli-
cations of remote-sensing of the natural environment, and in stand-oﬀ detection
of concealed objects. is work charts a path through the development of radar
timing circuitry, high performance signal-processing techniques, ﬁeldwork and
large-scale experimental trials, culminating in the analysis and statistical interpre-
tation of the resultant radar output. is introductory chapter will outline the un-
derlying principles, techniques and applications of millimetre-wave FMCW radar
and will provide the context, into which this work ﬁts, within the wider body of
research representing the current state of the art.
1.2 Frequencymodulated continuous wave radar
A radar, in itsmost basic sense, is an apparatuswhich determines the range and/or
velocity of a target, or series of targets, by the correlation of a transmied radio-
wave signal with its time-delayed reﬂection. Much of the initial radar research
took place both prior to and during the Second World War, spurred on by a clear
defensive military need for aircra and ship detection at distance [1]. ese early
systems were almost all pulsed radars, which transmit a temporally-short high-
power radio signal and then listen for the much smaller returned echoes. In a
1
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simple pulsed radar, the correlation in question is a time measurement between
the transmied pulse and the received echo. is thesis, however, concerns the
application of a diﬀerent class of radar system, the frequency modulated continu-
ous wave radar, which will henceforth be referred to as FMCW radar.
ADC
R
Figure 1.1: Simplified diagram of a single antenna FMCW radar with a single
target at distance R.
Figure 1.1 shows a simpliﬁed diagram of a single antenna FMCW radar with
a single target at distance R. In contrast to pulsed radars, FMCW radars trans-
mit and receive simultaneously during acquisition and utilise a source which is
modulated in frequency. is modulation is typically a linear frequency ramp,
in which case the target return lags the transmied signal by a frequency pro-
portional to the time-of-ﬂight. e radar return signal is subsequently down-
converted against the transmit signal to produce an intermediate frequency (IF)
output. A discrete Fourier transform of this IF signal produces a frequency spec-
trum, directly interpretable as a range proﬁle. e power received from a point
target is given by the following equation:
PR =
PTGRGTσλ
2
(4pi )3R4
(1.1)
Where PR is the received power, PT is the transmied power, GR is the receive
antenna gain, GT is the transmit antenna gain, σ is the radar cross-section, λ is
the operating wavelength, and R is the range to target. e R4 dependence is due
to the two-way propagation of the radar beam.
Each individual frequency sweep is commonly referred to as a chirp. While
many FMCW radars do transmit continuously with zero inter-chirp delay, a radar
which does not transmit for a period of time between chirps would still be con-
sidered to be FMCW. Figure 1.1 shows a simpliﬁed diagram of a single antenna
FMCW radar.
ere are a number of beneﬁts to FMCW radar in comparison to pulsed radar
which will be outlined below:
• Low peak transmit power: Only a very small fraction of the transmied
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signal is reﬂected back to the radar. Since pulsed radars transmit only for a
short period of time, the peak transmit power is high relative to the mean
transmit power. is typically requires using large, heavy, ineﬃcient, high
voltage vacuum components. In comparison, the continuous transmission
of FMCW means that the same average transmit power can be achieved
using a signiﬁcantly smaller peak power. is allows FMCW radars to be
built using lower cost, eﬃcient solid state components [2]. Low power con-
sumption means that FMCW radars may be easily powered by baeries or
solar panels in portable or remote deployment [3].
• High range resolution: e range resolution of a radar determines the min-
imal separation for which two distinct targets may be distinguished. In a
simple pulsed radar higher range resolution is achieved by shortening the
pulse duration, thereby increasing the bandwidth of the pulse. However,
component switching time and the need to further increase transmit power
limit the achievable range resolution. Analogously, the range resolution of
an FMCW radar is determined solely by the bandwidth of the chirp, inde-
pendent of the chirp duration which permits ﬁne range resolution to be
achieved.
• Short range measurement: Pulsed radars do not transmit and receive si-
multaneously and therefore have a minimum measurement range, which
results from the combination of pulse duration and switching time. FMCW
radars, in contrast transmit and receive simultaneously and are capable of
very short minimal measurement ranges. In practice, the presence of a
large DC component in the demodulated FMCW IF, which must be ﬁltered
to prevent ampliﬁer saturation, limits the minimum measurement range in
an FMCW system. Measurement of ranges on centimetre scales is possible
in a well-designed FMCW radar.
• High frequency operation: FMCW itself imposes no requirements on op-
erating frequency. Indeed, FMCW radars have been successfully built with
operating frequencies above 600 GHz. e experimental work described in
this thesis was performed on systems operating at 94 GHz and 340 GHz. In
compact radar systems, high frequency operation is desirable as an equiv-
alent beam-width can be achieved with a physically smaller antenna. Ad-
ditionally, as the range resolution depends only on the chirp bandwidth,
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the bandwidth as a percentage of the carrier frequency is smaller, given an
equal range resolution. is is important, since the diﬃculty of engineering
RF components generally depends on percentage bandwidth, rather than
the absolute bandwidth.
• Arbitrary irp duration: In a simple pulsed radar, pulse duration and
pulse bandwidth are inversely proportional. In the case of FMCW radar,
chirp duration and chirp bandwidth are completely independent. Chirp
duration may be increased arbitrarily while maintaining a ﬁxed range res-
olution. is allows good signal-to-noise to be achieved while maintaining
low transmit power in order to limit power consumption, to reduce the
likelihood of causing interference or to reduce the probability of intercep-
tion [4].
Of course, these beneﬁts come at the expense of several disadvantages:
• Range-velocity ambiguity: Since range to target is encoded in frequency,
any Doppler shi introduced due to target movement alters the apparent
target range. Radially translating targets will display an error in observed
position and rotating targets will result in a spreading of the target’s range
peak. is ambiguity can be removed by comparing the phase progression
of a target across a series of consecutive chirps. is technique also permits
moving targets to be isolated from within a larger stationary background.
• Chirp non-linearity: While range-resolution is determined by the chirp
bandwidth, any deviation from a perfectly linear frequency rampwill cause
the target-induced IF frequency to vary across the duration of the chirp, de-
grading the range-resolution of the radar. ere are a number of hardware
and soware compensation techniques which may be used to address this
issue.
• Transmitter leakage: Typical target return power is far smaller than the
transmit power. Because FMCW radars transmit and receive simultane-
ously, even very small amounts of transmier leakage can overwhelm the
target return, potentially damage sensitive RF components. Ensuring ade-
quate isolation is therefore critical, to minimise the degradation in receiver
sensitivity. While utilising separate transmit and receive antennas is oen
the simplest way to reduce leakage, single antenna designs are feasible [5]
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and may be more desirable for compact systems. In single antenna designs,
separation of transmit and receive paths is achieved by the use of an RF
circulator. However, antenna and circulator leakage typically remains as
the dominant cause of receiver sensitivity loss. ere are a number of tech-
niques available to suppress this leakage in order to achieve good perfor-
mance in single antenna radars [6, 7].
• Minimumirp duration: Since FMCW radar down-converts the received
radar return against the original transmission, it is necessary that the two
signals overlap signiﬁcantly. is means that chirp duration must be much
greater than the round-trip time, placing an upper limit on the chirp repe-
tition rate. In phase-coherent radars where each chirp is phase-consistent
with the previous one it may be possible to down-convert radar returns
from the previous chirp with the transmied signal of the current chirp.
is would result in a potential ambiguity in range.
1.3 Millimetre-wave radar
While many of the techniques discussed within this thesis apply generally to
FMCW radar at any operating frequency, all of the experimental work was under-
taken using radars which operate using millimetre-waves. e millimetre-wave
spectrum is loosely deﬁned as the spectral region between the wavelengths of
10 mm and 1 mm, or the frequencies of 30 GHz and 300 GHz respectively. e
choice of operating frequency represents a trade-oﬀ as each spectral region oﬀers
diﬀerent advantages and disadvantages, which can be broadly grouped under one
of the following categories:
• Spatial resolution: For a ﬁxed aperture size, a higher operating frequency
results in a beam with a smaller angular size.
• Range resolution: e range resolution of an FMCWradar is determined by
the chirp bandwidth. A higher range resolution is more easily achievable at
a higher operating frequency, because a given chirp bandwidth represents
a smaller percentage variation of the carrier.
• Atmospheric attenuation: As the operating frequency increases, so too
does the level of atmospheric aenuation. A larger atmospheric aenuation
limits the operating range.
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• Material penetration: e ability for the directed beam to penetrate a ma-
terial, varies depending on the material in question. As is the case with
atmospheric aenuation, lower frequencies can generally penetrate deeper
into a material.
is thesis concerns two areas of application: remote sensing of the natural
environment and the scanning of persons for the detection of concealed threats.
e use ofmillimetre-wave radar in these circumstances represents a compromise
between the good material propagation properties of microwave radar, and high-
resolution optical ranging techniques, such as Lidar.
For short range environmental mapping, Lidar is a well established measure-
ment technology. Lidar, an optical analogue of radar, oﬀers high spatial reso-
lution, in a compact system with a relatively low cost. Such systems utilise a
laser source and typically operate in the infrared. However, measurement range
is severely degraded in the presence of dense airborne obscurants such as dust,
ash, or fog. In environments where measurement is precluded by low optical
visibility, millimetre-wave radar can provide the propagation characteristics and
spatial resolution necessary to permit measurement.
Millimetre-wave systems are increasingly seeing large adoption in security
screening applications, routinely installed in sensitive installations such as air-
ports. Typical airport scanners, such as the ProVision ATD from L-3 SDS, employ
an enclosed booth with an active millimetre wave imager. ere are a number of
research radar systemswhich are designed to operate at larger stand-oﬀ distances.
Millimetre-waves are uniquely suited for human screening because of their abil-
ity to detect threat objects concealed below clothing. As millimetre-waves are a
form of non-ionising radiation, their use is considered to be completely safe at
legally-permied transmit powers [8,9]. As individuals rightly have the expecta-
tion of personal privacy, automated classiﬁcation algorithms are used to analyse
captured imagery in such systems.
1.4 Examples of millimetre-wave FMCW radar
Millimetre-wave FMCW radars have been designed and used in a wide variety
of applications, both as research systems and commercially. ese applications
include:
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• Remote sensing: ground-based terrain mapping of volcanoes [3, 10, 11],
airborne thickness proﬁling of ice [12–14], airborne terrain mapping using
synthetic aperture radar (SAR) [15, 16]
• Security: detection of concealed weapons [17–20], perimeter surveillance
[21]
• Industrial: assisted vision in mining environments [22–25], silo depth sen-
sors [26, 27]
• Aeronautical: low visibility radar assisted landing of aeroplanes [28], detec-
tion of suspended cables [29–31], assisted landing for helicopters in dusty
environments [32], detection of foreign object debris on runways [33–37]
• Automotive: autonomous navigation [38], low-cost integrated radar mod-
ules for parking sensors, cruise control and collision avoidance [39–43]
• Meteorological: cloud proﬁling [44], short-range measurement of rain and
related weather phenomena [45]
e aim of this section is to provide an overview of the broad range of appli-
cations which represent the current state-of-the-art, many of which are relevant
to the research presented in this thesis.
1.4.1 Volcano terrain mapping
On 18th July 1995, the Soufrière Hills volcano on the Caribbean island of Montser-
rat, a British Overseas Territory, erupted aer a period of prolonged dormancy.
e island’s Georgian-era capital city of Plymouth was destroyed in the initial
eruption and in subsequent eruptions during the years that followed. While the
number of casualties has fortunately remained low, the volcano continues to have
a major adverse eﬀect on the island’s population. While more than half of the is-
land is covered by an exclusion zone, residents outside of this area are still subject
to evacuation during periods of eruption. e ability to monitor volcanic activity
in order to understand and predict risk is of utmost importance in safeguarding
the population, while minimising the disruption to everyday life.
AVTIS (All-terrain Volcano Topography Imaging Sensor), is a hybrid mm-
wave radar and passive imager developed by Dr David MacFarlane at the Uni-
versity of St Andrews [3, 10, 11]. AVTIS operates at 94 GHz and is designed to
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monitor the rapidly changing topography of the volcano’s lava dome. At this
operating frequency it is capable of penetrating the environmental obscurants
which frequently cloak the underlying terrain, while maintaining a good spatial
resolution. Orographic clouds which result from interactions between the air
and the terrain itself are the principle cause of this loss in optical visibility. By
monitoring the changing topography of the dome, the rate of growth can be deter-
mined and it is hoped that this will aid in the prediction of future dome collapse.
In addition to a radar, AVTIS also functions as a passive millimetre-wave imager,
allowing thermal images to be acquired, despite a lack of optical visibility. Since
the radar and passive imager share a common antenna, radar topography and
thermal imagery may be trivially co-registered.
ere are two current incarnations of AVTIS, which both share a common
design:
• AVTIS-2: A mobile surveying instrument with a 45 cm Cassegrain antenna.
e radar and its control computer can operate for many hours using stan-
dard 12 V lead-acid baeries.
• AVTIS-3: A permanently installed and fully automated instrument with a
smaller 30 cm Cassegrain antenna. Currently situated approximately 3 km
from Soufrière Hills. Recorded data is transferred to the Montserrat Vol-
cano Observatory by standard 802.11 wireless networking with a high gain
antenna link. e radar, control computer and communication hardware
are powered by solar panels.
A millimetre-wave radar, such as AVTIS, is ideally suited to this type of ap-
plication when compared to other common surveying techniques. Commercially
available Lidar surveys, while providing useful information about the surround-
ing topography, consistently fail to map the topography of the lava dome itself.
Furthermore, signiﬁcant terrain changes may occur from one day to the next
during periods of activity. ermal imaging cameras can provide some useful
indication of activity based on surface temperature, but are similarly adversely
aﬀected by optical obscurants.
1.4.2 Runway debris detection
e risks posed to aircra by foreign object debris (FOD) arewell understood. Per-
haps the best documented incident in civil aviation is that of Air France Concorde
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ﬂight 4590, where a piece of debris which had become detached from another air-
cra caused a tyre to rupture during take oﬀ. e resultant damage to one of the
fuel tanks and the consequent failure of two engines caused the plane to crash
less than two minutes aer take oﬀ. All 109 passengers and crew, as well as 4
persons on the ground, were killed.
e item of debris which caused the accident measured 435 mm in length.
While airport protocol in place at the time of the accident required that a manual
runway inspection be performed prior to take-oﬀ of a Concorde, on this occasion
the required inspection was not completed. e loss of ﬂight 4590 highlighted the
danger posed by the presence of FOD. In the aermath of the accident, QinetiQ
began development of the Tarsier runway debris detection radar, a dual-antenna
94 GHz FMCW radar system [34]. Tarsier features an asymmetric Gregorian an-
tenna, resulting in an azimuth-conﬁned fan beam which can be quickly scanned
across the entire runway. While manual inspections are slow, labour-intensive
and extremely prone to human error, Tarsier can perform a scan of a runway
Figure 1.2: Deployment of the Tarsier runway debris detection radar. The radar,
obscured by its protective radome, is mounted at a high elevation in order to allow
the swept fan beam to obtain a good view of the whole runway. Image reproduced
from [33].
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prior to every take-oﬀ or landing and is speciﬁed to detect objects as small as a
single M12 bolt.
In the case of Tarsier, antenna leakage is controlled by the use of separate
transmit and receive antennas. However, it is well known that phase noise leak-
age from large reﬂectors in a scene can also result in a severe degradation to the
receiver noise ﬂoor [46]. is typically manifests itself as a radial streak along
the entire range proﬁle when the beam strikes a target with a large radar cross-
section. is is a particularly acute problem in the case of radars such as Tarsier,
where very small objects must be detected in the presence of considerably larger
background cluer. In such measurement conditions, the use of low phase noise
sources is critical to achieving a good detection performance. For further discus-
sion of the impact of reﬂected phase noise, in phase sensitive measurement, see
section 3.5.
While Tarsier has been the most successful system designed for this applica-
tion, there are other radars which are designed for this purpose [35–37].
1.4.3 Stand-oﬀ detection of concealed weapons
eability to screen civilians for concealedweapons or explosives in public places
is increasingly perceived as an important capability for use by security agencies
and law enforcement. While there are a number of established and emerging
technologies, both passive and active, for close-range screening of individuals in a
checkpoint scenario, mid to long-range screening presents a considerably greater
challenge. is is mainly due to the large antenna sizes required to obtain a suf-
ﬁciently narrow beam proﬁle at distance. is requirement can be somewhat
mitigated by operating at higher frequencies in the sub-millimetre wave band,
from 300-1000 GHz. Such capabilities are highly desirable in the context of non-
cooperative screening of crowded public gatherings, perimeter security, high-
throughput checkpoint scenarios or where clandestine operation is required.
In such applications there are two main indicators which may be used in
threat determination of a target: spatial proﬁle and material properties (i.e. re-
ﬂectivity, de-polarisation). In contrast to passive imaging systems, radars have
the ability to determine range to target. is allows a surface proﬁle of the target
to be obtained, which may be used in order to detect concealed objects carried
by a person. For this technique to be viable, a narrow beam-width and ﬁne range
resolution are required in order to provide a usable spatial resolution. A team led
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by Ken Cooper at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Lab (JPL) have demonstrated FMCW
radar systems operating at 580 GHz [47], 675 GHz [48], and most recently at 340
GHz [18], with a bandwidth of 30 GHz. e resultant ﬁne range resolution per-
mits multiple reﬂections due to clothing layers to be resolved, and the proﬁle of
a concealed object to be resolved, as shown in ﬁgure 1.3. eir current 340 GHz
system is capable of operation at a frame rate of up to 4 Hz, at a stand-oﬀ distance
of 7 m. A 350 GHz system has also been reported by a team led by David Sheen
at Paciﬁc Northwest National Laboratory [19, 20].
Figure 1.3: Detection of front return due to subject’s clothing and a back reflection
showing a concealed pistol for a subject at a stand-oﬀ distance of 4 m. Acquisition
time of 6 minutes. Image reproduced from [49].
An alternative approach is to identify and detect polarisation signatures char-
acteristic of concealed man-made objects, against the background torso reﬂec-
tions received from a target. Such detection signatures are reported in the liter-
ature [50, 51]. One system capable of such measurements is IRAD [17, 52], a 340
GHz imaging radar developed by Dr Duncan Robertson at the University of St An-
drews. IRAD is a dual-mirror-scanned 3D imaging radar with dual-polar receive
and a maximum frame rate of between 5 and 10 Hz, depending on its scanner
conﬁguration. IRAD has a chirp bandwidth of 3.6 GHz, which corresponds to a
range bin size of 4.2 cm. Single polarisation transmit and orthogonal co-polar
and cross-polar receive channels, permit changes in polarisation due to be used
in order to classify targets. As part of this doctoral work, operating frame rate
was signiﬁcantly increased by careful reimplementation of the signal processing
and scanner control soware in order to permit real-time operation. In order to
leverage these enhancements, a series of large-scale ﬁeld trials were undertaken
in collaboration with the Home Oﬃce. ese trials and the subsequent data anal-
ysis and interpretation form are described in chapter 4 of this thesis.
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1.4.4 Automotive radar
e potential of millimetre-wave radar in active driver assist systems has long
been recognised, and has been the subject of research and development eﬀorts
since the early 1970s [53]. Since the late 90s, advances in computing power
and the emergence of lower cost millimetre-wave components have converged
to make car radar systems a viable mass-market technology.
e functions enabled by automotive radar broadly fall into two categories:
• Driver convenience: Parking assistance to alert the driver of obstacles out-
side of their ﬁeld of view and adaptive cruise control to allow the car to
match the speed of nearby vehicles.
• Safety: Collision detection and mitigation either to provide advance warn-
ing to the driver of a likely collision or to take automatic action in order to
either avoid low speed collisions altogether or reduce the severity of mid-
to-high speed collisions.
Automotive radar systems usually comprise a short-range wide band radar
operating at either 22-26 GHz or 77-81 GHz and a long range radar operating
at 76-77 GHz [42]. Millimetre-wave radar is advantageous in this application, in
comparison to optical techniques such as camera or laser based solutions, due to
its ranging capability, ability to operate in adverse weather conditions and the
possibility for it to be concealed behind opaque bodywork for aesthetic reasons.
Automotive radar is the only current mass-market application of millimetre-
wave radar, andmodules are produced by a number of companies including Bosch,
Smartmicro and Freescale. e size of the market allows highly integrated mod-
ules to be produced with a typical unit cost of around $50 USD.
Additionally, automotive radar modules could potentially be integrated into
the navigation systems of other types of vehicle. Chapter 5 presents an evalu-
ation of the potential of such radar modules to detect the location of waves, as
part of the navigation system of an autonomous boat system. is work was
performed using an existing radar system, SAFIRE, with the data degraded post-
acquisition in order to closely mimic the basic system parameters of a car radar.
Using an existing radar system allowed the concept to be explored without the
need to assemble a new radar system. Commercially available car radar modules
are well tuned for their speciﬁc application. However, adapting existing manufac-
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turing technology to a new application would more economically viable, when
compared to the expense of developing a completely new radar architecture.
1.4.5 Mining applications
e eﬃciency of modern mining operations is the result of a trend towards heavy
mechanisation and a lower reliance on human labour. In this type of environ-
ment, such heavy excavation generates substantial volumes of dust which results
in extremely low visibility even at close range. Low optical visibility in this envi-
ronment greatly reduces operator visibility resulting in reduced eﬃciency and a
negative impact on safety. Millimetre-wave FMCW radar systems have a demon-
strated utility as an augmented vision system within the mining industry, in op-
erations both above-ground and below-ground [22–25].
Figure 1.4: Imagery showing a photograph of a drag-line (le) and the correspond-
ing radar imagery (right). Image reproduced from [23].
In above-ground operations, where the operator is eﬀectively blind, a radar
can provide topography mapping of the mine in real time, as well as providing an
indication of the ﬁll level of the excavator bucket as well as detecting damage to
the excavator. Figure 1.4 shows a photograph and corresponding radar imagery
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of a drag-line. e radar imagery permits an operator to monitor the terrain
and ﬁll level of the bucket, permiing operation even when there is no optical
visibility. In below-ground operations a radar system can measure the quantity
of material moving through a mine sha and to determine the topography of
newly excavated cavities. Such radar systems have been demonstrated with the
capability to penetrate dust levels in excess of those normally expected to be
encountered, up to a level of 4 kg/m³.
1.5 Signal processing techniques
One early application of FMCW radar was in radio altimeters where a reﬂection
is obtained from a single target. FMCW systems capable of resolving multiple
targets were severely hampered by a lack of signal processing capability [1]. e
emergence of the fast Fourier transform in the 1960s [54] as well as advances in
computing were responsible for making FMCW a viable technology. As modern
high-performance FMCW radars present a considerable computational load, ef-
ﬁcient signal processing routines are required in order to achieve high system
performance. ere are a great many technologies available to satisfy this pro-
cessing requirement [55]. ese include:
• Conventional general-purpose CPU-based processing
• GPU-based computation, implemented using CUDA/OpenCL/GLSL/HLSL
• Specialised digital signal processing (DSP) hardware
• Field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs)
e above list is presented in order of generally increasing computational
eﬃciency per unit power. is increased eﬃciency does however come at the ex-
pense of an increase in implementation complexity. is increased computational
eﬃciency can be broadly aributed to the degree of parallelism oﬀered by each
method. Signal processing algorithms in general, and FMCW processing speciﬁ-
cally, consist of the repetition of a small set of mathematical operations to a large
amount of data. Power dissipation of transistor circuits restricts the maximum
allowable clock speed in modern computer processing hardware. However, by
allowing the same instruction to be applied to multiple pieces of data simultane-
ously, by performing multiple mathematical operations as a single instruction, or
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by dividing execution between multiple processors, the number of mathematical
operations performed each secondmay be increased. Each of the options outlined
above oﬀer some degree of parallelism, which will be discussed and contrasted
below.
1.5.1 CPU-based processing
e general-purpose CPUs found in conventional personal computers are de-
signed to perform well in a wide range of operations, but are not speciﬁcally
tuned for any particular task. With today’s focus on energy eﬃciency, and a
need to control the amount of heat which must be dissipated, these convention-
ally non-parallel devices now oﬀer several diﬀerent methods of performing par-
allel operations.
e ﬁrst of these techniques permits the same operation to be executed on
multiple pieces of data. ese processor instructions are given the name Single
Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD). e various generations of Intel’s Streaming
SIMD Extensions (SSE) provide 128-bit registers and permit operations to be per-
formed simultaneously on four 32-bit ﬂoating point numbers, or two 64-bit ﬂoat-
ing point numbers [56]. e modern successor to SSE, the Advanced Vector Ex-
tensions (AVX) currently provides 256-bit registers for operation on eight 32-bit
ﬂoats or four 64-bit ﬂoats. Processors scheduled for delivery in 2015 will further
double this operation count by providing 512-bit registers.
e other technique available to a programmer is multi-core processing. Mod-
ern processors equipped with multiple processing cores are capable of simultane-
ously handling of a number of threads of execution, each one independent of the
others. is independence comes as both a blessing and a curse, as one is free to
simultaneously execute distinct tasks while burdened with the need to manually
coordinate the state of each independent thread [57]. is can be the source of
particularly insidious concurrency-related bugs which manifest infrequently and
can be very diﬃcult to diagnose and remedy.
1.5.2 GPU-based processing
ree-dimensional graphics rendering is the perfect example of a highly paral-
lelisable processing task. Complex three-dimensional structures, represented as
individual polygons, typically triangles, are manipulated by a series of matrix op-
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eration resulting in a complete scene projected onto a two-dimensional screen.
Early graphics processors featured ﬁxed rendering pipelines, with a limited selec-
tion of texturing and lighting options. Support for programmable shaders later
allowed a programmer to take control of various parts of the rendering pipeline,
allowing arbitrary creative visual eﬀects to be realised. Non-graphics process-
ing operations are also possible using programmable shaders in OpenGL [58,59],
programmed using OpenGL shading language (GLSL) [60–62]. However, the util-
ity of graphics acceleration hardware for a larger range of non-graphics calcula-
tions did not escape the aention of those within the graphics industry. Modern
graphics cards now oﬀer complete access to the highly-vectorised processor ar-
chitecture beyond what is possible using programmable shaders, through either
nVidia’s dominant yet proprietary CUDAprogramming interface [63], or through
the open industry standard OpenCL interface [64].
Despite clock speeds which are typically considerably lower than conven-
tional CPUs, a GPU oﬀers considerably improved processing capability for suit-
able computation loads.
1.5.3 Digital signal processors
A digital signal processor (DSP) is a processor speciﬁcally optimised for some par-
ticular digital signal processing application. Such processors oﬀer instructions
which are well suited to signal processing, without the need to consider more
general programming applications, unlike a general-purpose CPU. One such ex-
ample of a specialised instruction is the multiply-and-add instruction useful for
the acceleration of the fast Fourier transform algorithm. In common with CPUs,
DSPs typically oﬀer vector instructions but with a considerably larger number of
simultaneous operations, allowing a larger number of operations per second for
a lower clock speed.
1.5.4 Field-programmable gate arrays
Aﬁeld-programmable gate array (FPGA) is an integrated digital circuit which con-
sists of blocks of reconﬁgurable logic gates. Additionally, modern FPGA devices
oen incorporate specialised DSP components. ese devices are typically pro-
grammed using a high-level hardware description language, typically one of the
two industry standards, VHDL and Verilog. Unlike conventional programming
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languages, these hardware description languages aren’t executed. ey describe
the ﬂow of data between diﬀerent logical elements, allowing for a very high level
of parallelism. In other words, this allows for the construction of a completely
custom digital signal processor suited to the processing workload in question,
without the need to develop custom silicon. While individual design components
including FFT processors are commercially available, gate arrays require a con-
siderable eﬀort to design and implement.
1.5.5 Optimal method
For a wide range of applications in FMCW radar, it is clearly desirable to imple-
ment a high performance and energy eﬃcient signal processor. is desire must
however be balanced against other concerns including ﬂexibility, complexity, cost
and diﬃculty of implementation. ese concerns will clearly be balanced diﬀer-
ently for mass produced commodity radars and for specialised research systems.
e work described herein was guided by the principle that standard computers
can oﬀer acceptably high performance for a demanding research radar system.
While a great deal of care and aention must be put into the implementation
of such a signal processor, high performance is achievable using a conventional
desktop computer, by making full use of the parallelisation features available on
modern CPU and GPU hardware. is is a hybrid approach of the CPU-based
approach described in section 1.5.1 and the GPU-based approach described in
section 1.5.2 outlined above. However the author considers that the ease of im-
plementation is considerably greater than that of the other above described tech-
niques.
Other advantages of this approach include the ease at which soware may be
modiﬁed to accommodate changes in system operation and the wide availability
of analogue sampling hardware. is ﬂexibility is very valuable in a research
radar.
1.6 Summary
e experimental work which will be outlined in this thesis covers a broad range
of topics, connected by a common drive to advance the state of art in millimetre-
wave FMCW radar. Hardware enhancements were made to a number of exist-
ing radars, and a completely new, highly-eﬃcient, soware radar processor was
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developed, permiing a range of experimental work to be performed. e ex-
perimental work described herein broadly concerns the applications of remote
sensing and security screening.
In chapter 2, the development of a ﬂexible high-performance hybrid CPU-
GPU radar processor will be outlined. A number of optimisation techniques and
algorithms were implemented and benchmarked. A novel memory-eﬃcient log-
arithmic colour-scaling algorithm was designed and implemented with bench-
marks demonstrating completion of the full logarithmic colour-scaling process
with an execution speed approximately 22 times faster than the conventional
algorithm. A GPU-based colour-scaling algorithm was also implemented using
OpenGL shader language (GLSL), allowing CPU power to be conserved by per-
forming the colour-scaling process on the graphics card, where support exists.
Two methods of coordinate transformation were implemented. e ﬁrst such
method was implemented without the use of GLSL for maximum compatibility,
and the second method was implemented using GLSL for improved image qual-
ity where GPU support for GLSL is available. A threaded data processor was
implemented and benchmarked. Use of threads allows the full power of modern
multi-core processors to be accessed. e eﬀect of thread pool size on perfor-
mance was explored for diﬀerent processors, and is an adjustable parameter in
order to allow for processor-speciﬁc optimisation. ese developments were then
integrated into a complete hybrid CPU-GPU soware radar processor. is radar
processor was adapted for the control of two security radars, NIRAD and IRAD,
where it is capable of operating each radar at its hardware limit using a low-cost
conventional computer. is work was later adapted to two other radar systems,
SAFIRE and AVTIS.
Chapter 3 describes work to enhance the operational capability and perfor-
mance of the NIRAD and IRAD security radars. Complete frequency referenc-
ing of the radar was performed to satisfy phase coherency conditions, permit-
ting sensitive phase-displacement measurement and Doppler processing. New
microcontroller-based timing circuitry was designed and implemented to syn-
chronise acquisition and modulation and address a number of pre-existing prob-
lems related to clock metastability. ese enhancements were validated through
a series of phase observations of stationary reﬂectors, demonstrating the relation-
ship between measurement stability and target reﬂectivity. ese measurements
were validated against theoretical predictions based on source phase noise. A
soware based compensation routine was developed in order to correct scanner
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drive waveforms in the IRAD imaging radar, caused by dispersive eﬀects in the
mirror drive system. As a result, mirror performance was greatly improved allow-
ing for continuous operation at frame rates of up to 10 Hz. e soware based
radar processor was adapted for control of both radars, greatly improving the
measurement capability of these instruments by allowing data processing rates
at the limit of the radar hardware itself. A compensation routine to correct for
chirp dispersion was investigated to permit the restoration of band limited range
resolution, thereby increasing the usable bandwidth of the radar.
Chapter 4 describes work performed over a series of 3 one week ﬁeld trials
performed with NIRAD and IRAD in collaboration with the Home Oﬃce, for the
purpose of detecting a the presence of concealed objects under clothing. e tri-
als were performed in three phases. During the ﬁrst phase, initial data was gath-
ered for a number of test subjects under controlled conditions, for the purpose of
constructing a library of observations. An algorithm was then developed which
made use of the polarimetric measurement capabilities of the radar in order to de-
tect depolarisation signatures which are observed in the presence of man-made
objects. is algorithm was further reﬁned, including spatial analysis of the cap-
tured imagery, in order to reduce the prevalence of false positives resulting from
the subject themselves. ese techniques were evaluated in MATLAB before be-
ing integrated into the control soware itself for a live readout during subsequent
trials. A second trial was then undertaken in order to evaluate the eﬀectiveness
of this algorithm. Further reﬁnement work was then performed in advance of a
ﬁnal trial and live demonstration, which was conducted completely blind. is
work was concluded by assembling a threat scoring for each test performed. Sys-
tem eﬀectiveness was evaluated ﬁrst by comparing each score with the record of
objects present. A detailed statistical analysis of the system is presented which
characterises the eﬀect that parameters such as object type, placement and cloth-
ing type have on the detection probability.
Chapter 5 describes the integration of the computational enhancements, de-
scribed in chapter 2, to the SAFIRE radar. is radar was originally developed by
Dr David Macfarlane for public education, but has also been used more recently
for research purposes. e changes which were implemented resulted in signiﬁ-
cant improvements in system performance and ﬁnal rendered image quality. e
radar is a portable mirror-scanned radar originally designed for aended opera-
tion in public education seings. A fully automated version of the radar control
soware was created, and the radar was continuously deployed over a two year
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period as a part of a large science centre exhibition at Dundee Science Centre,
Satrosphere Science Centre in Aberdeen and at Glasgow Science Centre. To date
SAFIRE has reached an estimated 250,000 people, increasing public awareness of
this very exciting technology.
Chapter 5 also describes the deployment of SAFIRE as part of an investigation
in order to evaluate the potential application of millimetre-wave car radar tech-
nology for the purpose of wave tracking, as part of a collision detection and avoid-
ance system in an automated boat navigation system. is work was performed
as part of an MOD CDE funded industrial collaboration involving ales and
ASV Limited. Initial data was gathered using SAFIRE, from an on-shore vantage
point. Beam resolution was deliberately degraded in order that the beam width
closely resemble that of a typical car radar module. Using this data, an eﬃcient
real-time wave tracker was developed based on the principle of the alpha-beta
ﬁlter. Filter performance was optimised oﬀ-line using archive data. e tracker
was integrated into the SAFIRE radar control soware and was interfaced with
the boat control system. is project culminated in a live proof-of-principle trial,
which demonstrated eﬀective prediction of wave arrival, allowing appropriate
mitigating action to be taken by the boat controller.
Chapter 6 describes the application of processing enhancements described in
chapters 2 and 3 to the AVTIS terrain mapping radar, for the purpose of volcano
monitoring. iswork involved twomonths of ﬁeldwork on the Caribbean island
of Montserrat, where a small autonomous version of AVTIS was deployed on a re-
mote monitoring location. Another larger roving unit also exists which allowed a
complete topography to be obtained from a series of suitable vantage points. e
requirement for continuous unaended operation necessitated the development
of soware to manage the storage and reliable transfer of the large volume of cap-
tured data, over an intermient wireless data link. Timing circuitry, designed and
implemented for coherent operation in NIRAD and IRAD, was adapted for use in
AVTIS. Because of the compact design of these two radars, a small printed circuit
board was designed for this purpose, improving reliability by consolidating the
functionality of multiple components into a single system. ese enhancements
have increased the level of control over the radar timing, which should permit
a number of measurement opportunities, including phase-sensitive and Doppler
measurements.
Chapter 2
Soware signal processor
2.1 Introduction
In high performance FMCW radar systems, an eﬃcient signal processor is essen-
tial to overall system performance. A large part of the computation load involved
can be aributed to the discrete Fourier transform which must be performed for
each line of sight acquired, and the subsequent coordinate transformation, colour
scaling and drawing operations necessary to present the data to the operator. For
many applications, video-rate operation and high spatial resolution are critical.
However, such requirements produce high rates of data which must be processed
eﬃciently in order to maintain the desired system performance. In other appli-
cations, where the power available is constrained, limited computing resources
necessitate an eﬃcient signal processor.
is chapter will outline the development of an eﬃcient hybrid CPU/GPU sig-
nal processor designed to operate on a standard desktop computer. is processor
was designed to make full use of the parallelisation features oﬀered by modern
processing hardware, with a modular design which separates radar hardware-
speciﬁc control interfacing, data processing, and rendering code.
2.2 Processing routine
A typical FMCW radar employs a linear frequency ramp, with correlation be-
tween transmied and received signals being performed by the discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) of the intermediate frequency (IF) output of a frequency mixer.
e frequency of the IF which results from a given target is determined by the dif-
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ference between the transmit frequency and the time-delayed return frequency:
fIF = fTX(t )   fTX(t   τ ) = Bτ
T
(2.1)
Where B is the chirp bandwidth, T is the chirp period, and τ is the time of ﬂight
as deﬁned by the equation:
τ =
2R
c
(2.2)
Where R is the range to the target and c is the speed of light. e relationship
between target range and IF frequency is therefore:
fIF =
2BR
cT
(2.3)
As the IF frequency resulting from an individual target is directly propor-
tional to range, the power in each frequency bin is directly interpretable as the
power reﬂected by a target at a corresponding range z. Bin centre frequency and
resolution is determined by the chirp bandwidth. Additional processing steps
must be performed to produce a screen-rendered representation of the scene, in-
cluding: coordinate-transformation, conversion to logarithmic power and colour-
mapping. As each line of sight is an independent measurement, this processing
is highly parallelisable.
2.3 Processing hardware
ere exists a variety of suitable processing hardware which may be used for this
purpose. Some examples are given below:
• General purpose computational processing units (CPU)
• Graphics processing units (GPU)
• Digital signal processors (DSP)
• Field-programmable gate arrays (FPGA)
ese are presented in order of increasing eﬃciency, at the expense of a cor-
responding increase in complexity and implementation diﬃculty. is increase
in eﬃciency is achieved through parallelism, whereby the same computational
operation may be applied simultaneously to diﬀerent data chunks.
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e approach which will be presented in this thesis is a hybrid CPU/GPU
based signal processor. is processor is wrien in ANSI C in the National In-
struments LabWindows/CVI environment. e sowaremakes use of GPU-based
rendering using the industry standard OpenGL API [58,59]. Calculations related
to data visualisation are performed on the GPU though use of programmable frag-
ment shaders programmed using the OpenGL shader language (GLSL) [60–62]. A
number of optimisation techniques were carefully employed to maximise system
performance. ese techniques will be discussed in the remainder of this chapter.
is soware was developed to control NIRAD and IRAD, two security radars
with a dual-polarisation receiver with quadrature down-conversion. However,
the modular design adopted means that it can be modiﬁed to operate other radars.
A detailed discussion of NIRAD and IRAD can be found in chapter 3.
2.4 Threaded programming
2.4.1 Multi-core processors
ere are two factorswhich inﬂuence the number of operationswhich a computer
processor can perform in a given time: architecture design and clock speed. How-
ever, in the last decade technology limitations have placed an upper bound on the
frequency of operation which is achievable, while ensuring stable operation and
adequate cooling. For this reason, the industry has shied towards multi-core
processor designs which are capable of running multiple tasks simultaneously.
is poses a new diﬃculty for programmers, since a traditional single-thread
program is only capable of accessing a fraction of the processing power available
in a multi-core processor.
e solution to this limitation is to move towards multi-threaded program-
ming, where processing work is divided between multiple cores. In such designs,
each thread of execution is responsible for a fraction of the overall workload. Use
of threads introduces additional complexity into the programming design since
each the operation of each thread must be coordinated. However, when high per-
formance is necessary, threaded programming is critical if the whole capacity of
the processor is to be utilised.
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2.4.2 Multi-tasking
Modern operating systems have long supported multi-processing [57], the tech-
niquewhich allowsmultiple programs to be run concurrently. Each process exists
within its own memory space and execution state which is isolated from other
running processes. In single-core processors, which can only execute one pro-
gram at a time, concurrent operation is achieved through time slicing, the divi-
sion of processor resources into discrete periods of time. Time slices are allocated
cyclically by the operating system’s scheduler in order to give the illusion of con-
current operation. As each process has its ownmemory space and execution state,
it is isolated from other running processes.
Furthermore, modern operating systems support threading, another multi-
tasking technique. Each process may be further subdivided into more than one
execution state. ese execution states are called threads. reads execute simul-
taneously, while operating on the same memory address space. All processes are
associated with at least one thread.
However, on processors with a single processing core, only one thread may
execute at any given moment. On such systems, multi-processing and multi-
threading don’t unlock additional processing resources, but they do allow a pro-
gram to continue performing calculations in one thread while another thread is
waiting for additional data or user input.
With the advent of multi-core processors this situation changed as each pro-
cessing core can execute a thread independently of the other cores allowing for
true simultaneous operation. e disadvantage of a multi-core processor when
compared to a correspondingly faster single-core processor is that a simple single-
threaded program can no longer utilise all of the available processing power. On
multi-core systems, processing load must be distributed across multiple threads,
if a program is to use all available CPU power.
2.4.3 Programming complexity
Use of threads inevitably results in a large increase in complexity and, as the pro-
gram is subject to the whims of the operating system scheduler, an increase in
unpredictability. As each thread operates within the same memory space, simul-
taneous manipulation of the same memory locations may cause data corruption.
For example, incrementing a variable involves more than one CPU instruction.
First the value is loaded from memory into a register, the register is incremented
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and the new value is wrien back to memory. As the order of execution is unpre-
dictable, these individual instructions may be interspersed with those of another
thread. If two threads aempt to increment the same variable at the same time,
the variable may only be incremented by one instead of the expected two. Such
bugs may cause problems which manifest frequently enough to cause problems,
but infrequently enough as to render their detection and removal extremely dif-
ﬁcult.
As each thread is responsible for a smaller part of a larger processing load, it
must communicate with other threads in order to coordinate its behaviour. e
amount of inter-thread communication required, which can reduce or in some
cases eliminate any potential performance gain, depends on how parallelisable
the workload is. Fortunately, in most radar systems, output frames are formed
from a large number of separate radar measurements. Each processing thread
may be presented with batches of measurements which are processed individu-
ally and later assembled to form a single image. Inter-thread communication is
therefore restricted to coordinating the arrival of new data and passing processed
results to the renderer for display.
2.4.4 Implementation
e remainder of this section will discuss the threaded design adopted for the
soware radar processor. Many threads are created in order to maximise system
performance and while remaining responsive to user input. As well as dividing
the workload between the processing cores, additional threads are created to sep-
arate the user interface and data acquisition from the processing threads. e
following threads are created:
• One main user interface thread
• One ADC capture thread to acquire and prepare the data for processing
• A conﬁgurable number of worker threads in order to distribute calculations
across the processor cores
• One rendering thread for each polarisation
Data is passed between each processing stage through a series of circular
buﬀers. is increases throughput by allowing data from a new frame to be trans-
ferred by theADC capture thread before the previous frames have been processed,
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Figure 2.1: Simplified flow diagram illustrating the processing structure. At each
stage, data is stored and read from circular buﬀers. Grey indicates data awaiting
processing and white indicates processed data ready for overwriting.
and by allowing the next frame to be processed without disturbing the rendering
of the previous frame. is reduces dead time incurred by avoiding the need for
threads to wait for new data to arrive. e size of these buﬀers is conﬁgurable
depending on the available system memory. e state of each buﬀer is shared
between the various threads by means of a shared data structure.
2.4.5 Inter-thread communication
As was previously mentioned, simultaneous manipulation of a data structure by
multiple threads can lead to data corruption. e integrity of this inter-thread
communication structure is assured by use of mutexes. A mutex relies on fea-
tures of the processor to ensure that lock can only be held by a single thread at
any given time, preventing simultaneous manipulation and consequent data cor-
ruption [57]. One mutex is used to lock the structure which coordinates transfer
of data between the ADC capture thread and each worker thread and a second
mutex is used to lock the structure which coordinates transfer of data between
the worker threads and the rendering threads.
2.4.6 ADC thread
eADC capture thread is responsible for interfacingwith the analogue sampling
card. e sampling hardware which was used acquires data using a double buﬀer,
which allows the last frame to be transferred to the computer while a new frame
is acquired. As the card is only capable of storing one frame of acquired data, it
is important that the transfer process be completed before the acquisition of the
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new frame ﬁnishes, otherwise an acquired frame will be overwrien before it is
transferred to the computer. Separating this job into a separate thread allows the
program to remain responsive to newly arriving data without slowing down the
other processing threads. e CPU utilisation of the ADC thread is consequently
very low.
e data which is received from the ADC is represented as 16-bit integer val-
ues which are later converted to a voltage represented as a double precision ﬂoat-
ing point. As NIRAD and IRAD feature quadrature down-conversion, the ADC
simultaneously samples four analogue signals, two channels for each the two re-
ceived polarisation.
2.4.7 Worker threads
e discrete Fourier transform and subsequent conversion to linear power units
is performed on the CPU by a pool of worker threads. Each worker thread is
allocated an equal share of every frame which it processes independently of the
otherworker threads. e number of threads created is user-conﬁgurable to allow
performance to be tuned to the speciﬁc processor in use. e following is a list
of each processing task performed by these worker threads:
1. Conversion from 16-bit integer to double precision ﬂoating point: e
acquisition card used features a 12-bit ADC. ese sample values are sign
expanded and transferred to the computer as an array of 16-bit integers.
ese are converted to a voltage which is represented as a double precision
ﬂoating point.
2. Fast Fourier transform: Aer conversion to ﬂoating point, an FFT is per-
formed on each line of sight to yield a complex frequency spectrum.
3. Conversion to absolute power: Imagery is typically generated using the
absolute power contained within each range bin. erefore, the absolute
value is determined by calculating the square modulus of the complex value
contained within each range cell.
e output from the worker threads is a collection of power spectra, each
representing the range proﬁle of each individual direction vector.
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2.4.8 Render threads
eﬁnal stage of the processing pipeline is the process of rendering the processed
data to screen. One thread is created for each polarisation which is to be rendered
to screen. Prior to display, the linear power value of each range bin is mapped to a
logarithmic colour scale which allows the full dynamic range to be displayed, and
an appropriate coordinate transformation is applied (e.g. polar to Cartesian). In
order to ensure high performance, hardware accelerated rendering is performed
using the industry standard OpenGL application programming interface. By of-
ﬂoading rendering operations to the GPU, the maximum overall throughput of
the system is increased by reducing processing burden placed on the CPU.
Conversion from linear units to decibels was identiﬁed as a potential bole-
neck, since a base-10 logarithm must be calculated for each range cell. A typical
radar frame contains over 1 million range cells. To address this boleneck, two
optimised methods were developed. e ﬁrst method is a fast CPU-based lookup-
table method method. e second method is a GPU-based routine which makes
use of programmable fragment shaders, bypassing the need for calculation on the
CPU.Where GPU support exists, the GPU-based routine is preferable as it further
reduces the processing burden which is placed on the CPU. e soware colour
scaling method exists as fallback routine when GPU support is missing.
2.5 Colour-scaling
2.5.1 CPU-based method
A colour scale is typically constructed from a number of distinct colours each
representing a diﬀerent value. If the value to be mapped lies between two such
colours, a linear combination of the two colours is used. e obvious implementa-
tion of a logarithmic colour scaler would ﬁrst take the logarithm of the value to be
converted and then obtain a linearly interpolated colour from this value. If how-
ever, the requirement to explicitly calculate the logarithm could be sidestepped,
a signiﬁcant speed increase could be obtained. One method would be to con-
struct a lookup table which maps a power in linear units to a colour which scales
logarithmically. In practice, to obtain an equivalent entry density in logarith-
mic units, the size of such a lookup table would increase exponentially with the
dynamic range of the colour scale. I have developed a novel logarithmic colour
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Figure 2.2: IEEE 754 double-precision (64-bit) floating point format.
scaler which accesses the internal structure of a ﬂoating point number [65, 66].
Within the radar soware, radar data is represented internally using C dou-
bles. e C double data type is an IEEE 754 double-precision ﬂoating point num-
ber which occupies 8 bytes of data, as illustrated in ﬁgure 2.2. A given number x
is represented by a 52-bit fractional part f (ranged between 1 and 2) and an 11-bit
integer exponent e such that
x = f  2e (2.4)
e remaining bit indicates the sign of the number. As power can only possibly
be positive, the sign bit is disregarded. f and e may be extracted using C bitwise
manipulations. Taking the base-2 logarithm of equation 2.4 produces
log2(x ) = e + log2( f ) (2.5)
1  f < 2 =) 0  log2( f ) < 1 (2.6)
e = blog2(x )c (2.7)
erefore the integral part of log2(x ) may be obtained without calculation by
extracting the exponent. e fractional part of log2(x ) is equal to log2( f ) and
can be calculated using a lookup table, since the dynamic range of f is ﬁxed and
is independent of the, typically signiﬁcantly higher, dynamic range of x . A two-
dimensional lookup table is constructed which maps values of e and f to a colour.
However, lookup entries uniformly spaced across the linear dimension f are not
uniformly spaced across loд2( f ). We must determine a minimum number of en-
tries in f such that the density of entries across f is equal to or greater than
the desired density logarithmically. A lookup table with N entries equidistant
logarithmically requires S entries as shown below:
S = N
d
dx
log2(x )
x=1 = Nln(2) = 1:443  N (2.8)
us a lookup-table representing 256 equally spaced logarithmic colour entries
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only requires at least 370 equally spaced entries in e and f , regardless of the range
spanned by the colour-scale in decibels. While our lookup entries across f are not
coincident with an ideal table uniform in loд2( f ), meeting the above stated con-
dition means that each entry overlaps with no more than two entries in the ideal
table. By storing the ideal transition boundary in each table entry, the correct
colour is obtained as if we had constructed a table of uniform density logarithmi-
cally with the computational advantage of eliminating the direct computation of
a logarithm.
Colours in the lookup table are stored as 32-bit integers, each containing four
8-bit channels representing red, green, blue and alpha (transparency). is data
format is an OpenGL compatible texture format suitable for rendering. is data
is uploaded to the GPU as a texture which is mapped to a rendering geometry
deﬁned to perform a suitable coordinate transformation.
In order to assess the performance improvement oﬀered by this lookup table,
the implementation of this lookup method was benchmarked alongside a conven-
tional lookup method performed by directly calculating the logarithm. Table 2.1
shows the results of these benchmarks, which compares the computation time
for 200 million colour-scale calculations. is corresponds to approximately 190
frames composed of 1024 lines of sight each containing 1024 range bins. Bench-
marking was performed on the radar control computer, which is equipped with
an Intel Core 2 Duo F6550 processor with a clock speed of 2.33 GHz, running a
32-bit version of Microso Windows XP. e lookup-table method showed an re-
duction in compute time by a factor of 21.9. For comparison, the benchmark was
also performed on a more powerful workstation which was equipped with an In-
tel Core i7 870 processor with a clock speed of 2.93 GHz, running a 64-bit version
of Microso Windows 7. On this processor, a large reduction in compute time
Processor Ar Standard Lookup Improvement
Intel Core 2 Duo F6550 @ 2.33 GHz i686 21.875 s 1.000 s 2187%
Intel Core i7 870 @ 2.93 GHz i686 10.577 s 0.734 s 1441%
Intel Core i7 870 @ 2.93 GHz x86_64 3.728 s 0.515 s 722%
Table 2.1: Benchmark results illustrating the performance of the lookup-table al-
gorithm. Times shown indicate the total elapsed time to calculate 200,000,000 val-
ues. Compilation was performed using GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) version
4.9.2. SSE4 optimisation was enabled as this feature is supported by both proces-
sors. Compiler optimisation flags used were ”-O3 -msse4” for i686 and ”-O3” for
x86-64. Standard method calculates the logarithm directly and fiing to the colour
scale.
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was observed, however the improvement factor is lower than for the the Core 2
Duo. An additional reduction in compute time was observed when compiled as
a 64-bit program.
2.5.2 GPU colour-scaling
In addition to the lookup table based approach described above, I have devel-
oped a GPU-based colour scaling routine which makes use of OpenGL fragment
shaders to perform the logarithm colour-scaling, coordinate transformation and
ﬁnal render. ese tasks are well suited to the GPU and free CPU-resources avail-
able to the FFT thread pool.
is routine is programmed in OpenGL shader language (GLSL). e colour
scale is loaded during program initialisation into the GPU as a one-dimensional
texture in 32-bit integer format. Radar power spectrum data for each polarisation
is stored as separate 32-bit ﬂoating point textures whose contents are updated
once per frame, before rendering begins. ese textures aren’t rendered directly,
but are used by the fragment shader code to generate the ﬁnal rendered image.
At each pixel location the Cartesian screen coordinate is converted to system
coordinate (e.g. polar coordinates in the case of a 2D revolving beam scanner).
is system coordinate allows the linear power to be retrieved from the power
spectrum texture. e base-2 logarithm of this power value is taken and is con-
verted to a colour coordinate used to access the one-dimensional colour scale tex-
ture, based on the scale minimum and maximum converted from decibels. e
colour scale texture is accessed by a normalised coordinate which ranges from 0
to 1, where 0 represents the le hand side of the ﬁrst colour pixel and 1 represents
the right hand sight of the last colour pixel. A given pixel n within an N pixel
colour scale, is centred at (2n   1)=(2N ). erefore the values which lie within
the colour scale are converted to a normalised coordinate between 1=(2N ) and
(2N  1)=(2N ). Values smaller than the colour scale minimum are clamped to the
minimum value and values greater than the maximum are given a distinct colour
to indicate that saturation has occurred. Linear blending is enabled for the colour
scale texture which causes the GPU to linearly interpolate between the deﬁned
colour scale pixels without explicit calculation in the shader code.
is GPU processing code performs well, freeing more CPU resources for the
FFT pool. With the computer which was used to run this soware, the perfor-
mance of the radar processor was observed to be CPU-bound. Where fragment
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shaders are supported by the hardware available, this is the preferred renderer.
An advantage of choosing GLSL over other more specialised GPU processing
APIs, such as OpenCL or CUDA, is that it runs on a larger variety of GPU hard-
ware.
2.6 OpenGL integration
While the LabWindows/CVI environment includes a variety of data visualisation
user-interface controls and libraries, their performance is unsuitable for the large
quantity of visualised data in this application. To address this shortcoming data
visualisation was implemented using the industry standard OpenGL program-
ming interface. is choice allows graphics operations to be oﬄoaded to graph-
ics processor and rendered in hardware, freeing resources for other operations.
As LabWindows/CVI does not include a suitable OpenGL rendering control, nor
a mechanism for implementing one, it was necessary to develop a workaround
which bypasses LabWindows/CVI.is workaround was abstracted into a library
called LWGL (LabWindows GL). is library surreptitiously inserts OpenGL ren-
dering controls directly into the application window using low-level Windows
programming interfaces. Because LabWindows/CVI lacks knowledge of these
rendering contexts, user interaction events related to them, are discarded by the
LabWindows/CVI event handler. is shortcoming was addressed by further low-
level manipulation, inserting a shim function betweenWindows and the LabWin-
dows/CVI event handler. Events related to the OpenGL controls are intercepted
and passed to a secondary event handler, while unrelated events are forwarded
to the LabWindows/CVI event handler as normal.
2.7 FFT libraries
Performing a discrete Fourier transform is the most CPU-intensive task which is
allocated to the CPU and on the hardware which was used was found to be the
critical boleneck. For this reason, eﬀort was made to increase the eﬃciency of
these soware routines. While writing a custom FFT implementation undoubt-
edly has value as a learning exercise, and one which the author has himself un-
dertaken, there are a number of highly eﬃcient libraries available under both
open source and commercial licenses. FFTW, developed at the Massachuses
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Institute of Technology, is one of the most popular libraries available and is li-
censed under the GNU General Purpose License (GPL) [67]. Other well-known
implementations include Intel’s Math Kernel Library (MKL) which incorporates
FFT routines and is licensed commercially.
CPUs diﬀer greatly in terms of available extensions and cache sizes which
means that code which is optimally tuned for a given CPU may not be optimal
on diﬀerent CPUmodel. e key to FFTW’s high performance is its use of smaller
processing routines, termed codelets [68]. ese sets of redundant codelets may
make use of CPU-features such as the vector-processing extensions SSE (stream-
ing SIMD extensions) and AVX (advanced vector extensions), or may be tuned
for diﬀering CPU cache sizes. ese codelets are combined to form a complete
FFT routine, the ideal combination determined by the CPU in use. By treating
the set of all valid codelet combinations as a search space, FFTW aempts to
select an optimal routine among this search space. is optimisation routine is
performed once per given FFT length. It would not be feasible to achieve similar
performance with a custom FFT implementation in a reasonable time-frame.
I have performed a benchmark of FFTW to assess its performance in compari-
son to FFT routines available within the Labwindows/CVI environment. Two Lab-
Windows/CVI routines, AutoPowerSpectrum and FFTEx, were examined. While
AutoPowerSpectrum produces power spectrum output, FFTEx and FFTW output
complex frequency spectra which are subsequently converted to power spectra
by taking the square modulus. Benchmarks were performed on a quad core Intel
Core i7 870 processor clocked at 2.93 GHz. Figure 2.3 shows the time taken to
compute 288,000 power spectra of 1024-sample time series.
e benchmark shows that AutoPowerSpectrum takes around 80% longer to
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Figure 2.3: Comparison of FFT libraries. Graph shows the compute time for the
power spectrum of 288,000 lines of sight with 1024 sample each.
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compute than FFTEx. e increased performance of FFTEx results from the pre-
calculation and re-use of the ﬁxed multiplicands known as twiddle factors in FFT
parlance. However, FFTW oﬀers an additional 50% improvement over the FF-
TEx. Because of its superior performance and permissive licensing, FFTW was
adopted.
2.8 C compiler
Modern compilers increase the performance of compiled code by making alter-
ations to, or removing code to increase eﬃciency without altering its function.
e compiler supplied with LabWindows/CVI, however, is not an optimising com-
piler. Fortunately, the LabWindows environment may be conﬁgured to use an al-
ternative external compiler. Aer conﬁguring LabWindows/CVI to use the freely
available Microso Visual C compiler the above mentioned FFT benchmark was
performed for each compiler. Since the FFT is performed by an external library,
this comparison illustrates compiler optimisation of the conversion to power spec-
tra.
Figure 2.4 shows the time taken to compute the power spectrum for each of
288,000 radar frequency spectra generated by the FFT. A 430% speed increase is
achieved in this benchmark by swapping the compiler alone. For this reason, the
Microso compiler was selected for use in the radar processor.
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of LabWindows compiler to the Microso Visual C com-
piler. Debugging features were disabled to maximise performance. Time to convert
288,000 post-FFT frequency spectra (1024 samples) to power spectra.
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2.9 Benchmarking thread performance
In order to demonstrate the performance increase of the threaded design, bench-
marks were performed on a quad core Intel Core i7 870 processor clocked at 2.93
GHz. e radar control soware was modiﬁed to load archived radar data, in or-
der to allow the benchmark to operate in the absence of the radar hardware. e
benchmark was performed with data for a single polarisation, half of the usual
processing load.
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Figure 2.5: Relationship between the number of worker threads and performance
for single polarisation archived NIRAD data. Benchmark was performed on a quad
core Intel Core i7-870 processor clocked at 2.93 GHz. Discrete Fourier transform
was performed using the FFTW library, and the benchmark code was compiled us-
ing theMicroso Visual C compiler with debug features disabled. Hyper-threading
support on this CPU provides enhanced performance beyond 4 threads.
Figure 2.5 shows a linear increase in performance with thread count until the
number of threads is increased above the number of processing cores. It may ap-
pear puzzling that the frame rate increases, albeit more slowly, with more than
four threads. is is aributed to Intel’s Hyper-reading technology which al-
lows one core to run two threads. If the thread count exceeds the optimal value,
performance degrades as all cores are now being utilised fully and adding threads
only introduces additional overhead.
While a threaded approach signiﬁcantly increases complexity, the increase in
performance is invaluable where high throughput is required.
2.10 Overall performance
is soware radar processor performs well on a low cost computer equipped
with an Intel Core 2 Duo processor clocked at 2.33 GHz. is CPU is dual core,
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lacks Hyper-reading support, and operates optimally with two worker threads.
As this processor is a number of years older than the quad core i7 processor on
which the threading benchmark was performed, performance is reduced. Despite
this, the radar is capable of operating at the radar’s hardware limited operating
speed. is represents an incoming data rate of over 590 Mbps. Running at full
speed the soware performs ﬂawlessly, rendering both polarisations over the full
360° scan, with a CPU utilisation of 50-60%. is is a dramatic improvement over
the original prototype code which was only capable of around a 1 Hz refresh
rate with the output plot resolution severely throled. Performance could be
signiﬁcantly enhanced by using a more powerful computer system.
2.11 Data storage
It is useful to be able to store captured radar data to disk for later analysis. Both
pre-FFT time sampled IF and post-FFT frequency spectrum data may be stored.
In order to minimise the ﬁle size, or to avoid exceeding the maximumwrite speed
of the hard disk, the soware may be conﬁgured to save only a subset of the cap-
tured data. Time data is stored as 16-bit integers which each occupy 2 bytes and
frequency data is stored as double-precision ﬂoating points which each occupy
8 bytes. erefore a whole chirp requires 4-times more storage when stored as
frequency data, although this penalty can be somewhat mitigated by the ability
to conﬁne the range extent which is stored. Storing time data oﬀers the abil-
ity to alter FFT parameters, or to perform corrections. In addition, storing time
data allows FFT parameters, such as the window function, to be altered aer cap-
ture. However, storing the FFT output allows the stored volume to be restricted
in range. Stored data may be further reduced by: storing only one of the two
quadrature channels, storing only one of the two orthogonal polarisations or by
restricting the number of lines of sight stored.
2.12 Conclusions
is chapter has outlined the development of a high performance soware radar
processor. Each factor which limited performance was identiﬁed and carefully
optimised.
In order to access the full computational power of the multi-core CPU, a ﬂexi-
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ble threaded design was adopted whereby computation tasks were divided across
a number of separate threads. As a consequence, the radar soware remains
responsive to user input and is capable of receiving new data quickly without
dropping frames. e division of each frame among a number of worker threads
allows the soware to make full use of the computational resources available to
it.
Hardware accelerated rendering was implemented using the industry stan-
dard OpenGL application programming interface. By allocating this work to
the graphics processor, demand for CPU resources was reduced, thereby increas-
ing the overall system performance. A workaround was implemented to allow
OpenGL to be integrated with the LabWindows/CVI environment.
An innovative lookup-table method was developed to enable eﬃcient loga-
rithmic colour-scaling. is algorithm employs low-level bit manipulation of the
internal structure of a ﬂoating point variable in order to bypass the need to di-
rectly compute the logarithm. In benchmarks, this algorithm performed almost
22 times faster than a conventional colour-scaling routine.
A GPU-based colour scaling method was developed which was implemented
using a programmable OpenGL fragment shader routine. is routine further
reduces the CPU workload, thereby increasing performance. Where support for
programmable fragment shaders isn’t available, the CPU-based routine is avail-
able as an alternative.
In benchmarks, the Microso Visual C compiler completed radar processing
430% faster than the LabWindows/CVI non-optimising compiler. For this rea-
son, the Microso Visual C compiler was adopted. e FFTW fast Fourier trans-
form library was benchmarked against the FFT routines provided within LabWin-
dows/CVI, revealing a 50% performance increase over its fastest routine.
is soware radar processor was wrien to be as abstract and modular as
possible. is ﬂexibility allowed it to be easily adapted to two surveillance radars,
NIRAD and IRAD.is work is outlined in chapter 3. Additionally, the techniques
which have been outlined in this chapter were applied to enhance the perfor-
mance of the radar control soware of two radar systems, SAFIRE and AVTIS.
is work will be discussed in chapters 5 and 6.
Chapter 3
NIRAD and IRAD
3.1 Introduction
NIRAD [21] and IRAD [17, 52] are two millimetre-wave security radars which
were developed within the Millimetre-wave Group in St Andrews, by Dr Duncan
Robertson. NIRAD (Non-Imaging RADar) is a perimeter surveillance radar which
operates at 94 GHz. IRAD (Imaging RADar), is a volumetric imaging radar which
operates at 340 GHz. While IRAD was designed for operation at larger stand-
oﬀ distances, its focus has been adjusted for operation at a stand-oﬀ distance
of 20 m. IRAD’s beam is steered in azimuth and elevation by a pair of scanning
mirrors. ese radars were originally envisioned as complementary, with NIRAD
counterbalancing IRAD’s restricted ﬁeld of view. Table 3.1 compares the typical
operating parameters of NIRAD and IRAD.
NIRAD IRAD Units
Frequency 94 340 GHz
Bandwidth 600 3600 MHz
Range resolution 25 4.2 cm
Chirp duration 102.4 102.4 µs
Sampling rate 10 10 MSa/s
Time samples 1024 1024
Lines of sight per frame 1024 1296
Frame rate 8.8 6 Hz
Transmit power 100 0.25 mW
Data rate 591 510 Mbps
Table 3.1: Comparison of typical operating parameters of NIRAD and IRAD.
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NIRAD and IRAD share a common RF architecture, both employing a hetero-
dyne down-conversion scheme. All signal sources are referenced to a ﬁxed 10
MHz master oscillator, allowing phase coherency to be preserved chirp-to-chirp.
e linear frequency chirp is generated using a direct digital synthesiser (DDS),
and is up-converted to 7.83 GHz prior to frequency multiplication. Direct digital
synthesis is performed using an AD9910 evaluation board driven by an external
1 GHz reference clock. e frequency ramp is generated using the AD9910’s in-
ternal digital ramp generator. Radar baseband output is carried by coaxial cable
from the radar to a standard desktop computer with an Acquitek CH-3160 four
channel ADC expansion card installed, where it is sampled and processed in so-
ware. e ADC is operated in a burst acquisition whereby a ﬁxed number of
samples are collected in response to an external trigger. e acquisition time of
the ADC and ramp duration of the DDS are matched and triggered simultane-
ously. e trigger signal is either derived from a ﬁxed frequency oscillator in the
case of a staring measurement, or derived from the scanner position when the
radar is operated in scanning mode.
e soware radar processor, which is outlined in chapter 2, was adapted
to control both NIRAD and IRAD, resulting in signiﬁcant enhancements to their
performance, allowing them to operate at the performance limit of their hard-
ware. Furthermore, several hardware enhancements were made to enable coher-
ent measurement. is includes the incorporation of an 80 MHz ADC reference
clock derived from the 10 MHz master oscillator and new timing circuitry based
on an Atmel ATMEGA328 8-bit microcontroller.
3.2 NIRAD
NIRAD (Non-Imaging RADar) is a 94 GHz radar with a 360° revolving beam scan-
ner. NIRAD features a lens antenna whose beam is directed vertically upwards
and is scanned in the horizontal plane by a rotating 45° mirror. e scanning
mirror is driven by a variable speed motor, with closed-loop feedback provided
by a quadrature rotary encoder. e mirror may be operated at up to 10 Hz. e
quadrature pulse output of the encoder is used to derive a trigger pulse train
which synchronises radar acquisition to the mirror position.
Figure 3.1 shows a simpliﬁed system diagram for NIRAD. As discussed in
section 3.1, all frequencies are referenced to a common 10 MHz standard. e fre-
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Figure 3.1: Simplified system diagram illustrating the architecture of the NIRAD
radar system. Indicated in bold are modifications made as part of this doctoral
work in order to enable phase coherence chirp-to-chirp.
quency chirp generated by the DDS is up-converted prior to multiplication. e
receiver LO is separately up-converted with a 200 MHz oﬀset, which becomes
2.4 GHz aer multiplication. e two orthogonal receive polarisation channels
are separated by means of an orthomode transducer (OMT), and are ﬁrst down-
converted to 2.4 GHz. Further down-conversion to baseband is performed using a
pair of IQ mixers. Additional frequency referencing, shown in bold, was incorpo-
rated as part of this doctoral work to enable fully coherent measurement. Further
discussion of these changes can be found in section 3.4.
3.3 IRAD
IRAD (Imaging RADar) is a 340 GHz imaging radar with focused optics whose
focus may be manually adjusted. While IRAD was originally designed for opera-
tion at a larger stand-oﬀ distance, the work described in this thesis was performed
with focus adjusted for operation at a stand-oﬀ distance of 20 m for reasons of
convenience. e depth of ﬁeld over which there is acceptable focus is approxi-
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mately 2 m. e radar beam is steered by two scanning mirrors which provide
a ﬁeld of view of approximately 50 cm in both azimuth and elevation at a 20 m
stand-oﬀ distance. At larger stand-oﬀ distances this ﬁeld of view increases at the
expense of decreased spatial resolution. e position of each mirror is controlled
by a voltage applied to a mirror drive unit which uses a closed-loop feedback sys-
tem to adjust the mirror position in response to the applied drive waveform. is
drive waveform is generated by a National Instruments USB digital-to-analogue
converter (DAC) whose sample clock is generated externally and synchronised
to the radar trigger.
To form an image, the beam is raster scanned to build each frame line-by-line.
e vertical scanning mirror is driven by a stepwise triangle waveformwhere the
number of steps corresponds to the number of pixels in the vertical direction. Odd
numbered frames are acquired while the vertical mirror is moving downwards
and even numbered frames are acquired as the mirror moves upwards, therefore
the vertical drive waveform frequency is half the frame rate. As the horizontal
mirror scans considerably faster than the vertical mirror, it is driven by a pure
triangle wave. Similarly, odd lines are acquired le-to-right and even lines are
acquired right-to-le. e horizontal mirror is therefore driven faster by a factor
equal to the vertical pixel count.
Actual mirror position deviates from the drive waveform according the the
transfer function of the physical mirror system. is eﬀect is particularly pro-
nounced at higher drive frequencies manifesting as a smoothing of the steps in
the vertical drive waveform and aenuation of the higher frequency components
of the horizontal mirror drive waveform, which causes it to more closely resem-
ble a sine wave. In addition there is a signiﬁcant frequency-dependent phase lag
observed, the eﬀect of which is to desynchronise the radar timing from the mirror
position resulting in severe image distortion. Uncompensated, this eﬀect limits
the usable frame rate to 1-2 Hz, although some separation of odd and even lines is
present. As part of this doctoral work, a calibration routine was developed which
characterises the frequency-dependent phase lag and pre-distorts the drive wave-
form to compensate for this distortion. is calibration process eliminates the
distortion even at high frame rates, and is a critical factor in enabling high frame
rate operation necessary for many measurement applications.
In testing, the horizontal mirror could not be driven faster than 200 Hz. At a
typical 36x36 pixel resolution this corresponds to a frame rate of 11 Hz, although
in practice the frame rate is kept well below this limit to prevent overheating and
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damage to the drive mechanism. A typical frame rate at this resolution would be
no more than 6 Hz, although higher frame rates may be achieved by reducing the
vertical resolution.
3.4 Enabling coherent measurement
Both NIRAD and IRAD were designed to allow phase coherence between indi-
vidual chirps. In homodyne radar designs, up-conversion and down-conversion
are performed mixing against the same oscillator which consequently means
the phase of the down-converted IF resulting from a stationary target is con-
stant upon exiting the mixer. In heterodyne systems up-conversion and down-
conversion may be performed using two diﬀerent oscillators and therefore any
relative phase progression between them from chirp-to-chirp will destroy the
phase consistency in the IF. In IRAD and NIRAD, this requirement is satisﬁed
by the use of a 10 MHz reference oscillator to which all other oscillators are ref-
erenced, allowing coherence to be achieved within the loop bandwidth.
In order that the phase of the down-converted IF remain consistent chirp-to-
chirp, the diﬀerence in net phase between up-conversion and down-conversion
oscillators must remain consistent between chirps. If a single swept oscillator
is applied to both mixers, as in the homodyne case, this requirement is trivially
satisﬁed. If we consider, however, the case of IRAD and NIRAD, where the swept
frequency signal is constructed from multiple frequency-mixed oscillators, the
requirements become more complicated and we must consider separately:
• Signals whi are applied to both mixers: e phase progression which is
observed in the up-converted signal is cancelled during down-conversion.
ese therefore need not be considered as far as phase coherence is con-
cerned.
• Signals whi are applied to only onemixer: ese signals cause the phase
at the corresponding mixer output to advance at a rate proportional to their
frequency.
In the laer case, phase consistency may be assured by choosing a chirp trig-
ger source with a well-deﬁned phase relationship to each of the oscillators, and
whose period is a common multiple of all of the relevant oscillator frequencies.
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As all oscillators within NIRAD and IRAD are referenced to, and have frequen-
cies which are integer multiples of, a common 10 MHz reference, any trigger
pulse train which is derived from an integer division of the master oscillator will
satisfy this condition.
e ﬁnal requirement in order to permit coherent operation is the synchro-
nisation of the analogue acquisition to the radar chirp. An analogue acquisition
system generally cannot be triggered instantaneously as it operates on a time-
scale discretised by its sampling clock. Consequently acquisition may only begin
at a time which is coincident with a sampling clock transition. e same argu-
ment applies to the DDS based chirp generator. NIRAD and IRAD’s AD9910 DDS
is clocked by a 1 GHz oscillator which is referenced to the 10 MHz master, and its
digital ramp generator is updated by a 250 MHz clock which internally derived
by dividing the DDS oscillator by 4. As this 250 MHz clock has a well deﬁned
phase-relationship with, and is an integer multiple of, the 10 MHz master from
which the radar trigger is derived, it satisﬁes the requisite condition for coherent
operation.
NIRAD and IRAD both use an ADC card which operates up to 40MSa/s across
all channels. Generally the radars are operated at 10 MSa/s per channel, with 4
channel acquisition (quadrature capture, dual polarisation). Although this sample
rate is equal to the frequency of the reference oscillator, the capture card requires
an 80 MHz reference clock from which it internally derives its 10 MHz sampling
clock. is 80 MHz clock is derived by use of two cascaded Hiite HMC394LP4
5-bit programmable binary counters which are conﬁgured to divide the 2.4 GHz
oscillator by 30. e ﬁrst divider is conﬁgured to divide by 15, and is followed by
a division by 2. ese ratios were chosen since the counter output only has an
even mark space ratio when conﬁgured to divide by two.
With the changes described above integrated into NIRAD/IRAD, coherent op-
erationwas achieved, however discontinuous jumps in phasewere observed. is
phase shi was found to be quantised by an amount corresponding to a 100 ns
time delay. is suggested that analogue capture was not being reliably synchro-
nised. is was found to be caused by two separate eﬀects: the rise time of the
trigger as received by the capture card and an unconstrained time-constant phase
diﬀerence between the 10 MHz sampling clock generated within the sample card
and the 10 MHz reference oscillator from which the trigger pulse train was de-
rived. ese types of timing glitches are more generally known as metastability
and are a common problem in clock distribution, oen requiring some degree of
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eﬀort to resolve. ese problems were tackled in two stages.
First of all, a schmi triggered 74-series high-speed CMOS buﬀer (74HC14)
was placed between the trigger signal received from the radar head, and the trig-
ger input of the sample card. Cable length between the buﬀer and the card was
minimised in order to reduce the capacitive load, and hence rise time, of the
received trigger. It was hoped that this would be suﬃcient to resolve the ob-
served metastability. However, the observed result of this modiﬁcation was that
metastabilitywouldwith some probability be eliminated for a givenmeasurement
run, and for other runs would be present throughout. Although, in cases where
metastability was observed the severity was reduced with phase alternating be-
tween only two states corresponding to a 100 ns delay. Only by addressing the
lack of phase constraint would the situation be completely resolved.
An unconstrained phase oﬀset exists as a result of deriving the 10MHz sample
clock by division from the 2.4 GHz oscillator. is phase oﬀset between the sam-
ple clock and the master oscillator may take one of 240 quantised values. Only
by constraining the phase oﬀset could this metastability be eliminated.
e sampling card which was used, an Acquitek CH-3160 four channel ADC
expansion card, does not make its sampling clock externally available, however it
does oﬀer a timer which is driven by the sample clock. is timer can be conﬁg-
ured to drive TTL-level square wave output at an integer division ratio. e radar
was conﬁgured to use this output as the trigger source, routed to the radar via a
RS-485 line-driver. Phase shis continued to be observed however their presence,
or lack thereof, was no longer random. In order to eliminate the phase shiing,
an adjustable time delay was introduced between the trigger signal and the cap-
ture card’s trigger input. is delay was achieved by means of a RC low-pass
network followed by a schmi-trigger to restore a sharp transition. By trimming
the resistor value a delay of up to 100 ns can be introduced. e delay circuit
was calibrated by running the radar and increasing the delay until phase shi-
ing stopped. When the delay was further increased, phase shiing resumed. e
time delay added by the circuit was measured at these two extremes using an
oscilloscope and the delay was set to be the midpoint of these two values.
As a result of these modiﬁcations trigger metastability in the acquisition card
was eliminated. However, the observed phase of a stationary target continued to
exhibit ﬁxed-magnitude discontinuities between two states. e observed phase
jump corresponded to a 4 ns time delay which was found to result from metasta-
bility in triggering the DDS digital ramp generator which is clocked at 250 MHz.
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Figure 3.2 shows how each is oscillator is derived from the 10 MHz master. It was
hypothesised that this metastability was the result of crossing between the two
PLL-derived clock domains.
REF
PLL
PLL ÷30
÷4
÷8
1 GHz
2.4 GHz 80 MHz 10 MHz
250 MHz
Figure 3.2: Flow chart indicating the timing signals are derived within the radar.
The top chain indicates process within the DDS. The 1 GHz clock is generated from
the 10 MHz master oscillator by a PLL and is internally divided within the DDS to
generate the DDS digital ramp generator update rate. The boom chain indicates
the derivation of the 10 MHz sampling clock. The 2.4 GHz signal is generated by
a PLL from the 10 MHz reference oscillator, and is subsequently divided to gener-
ate the 80 MHz clock for the ADC card. The 10 MHz sampling clock is internally
derived from this 80 MHz input.
In order to address this problem a triggering circuit was developed which is
based around two separately derived trigger signals. Figure 3.3 oﬀers an overview
of the circuit design. is circuit is based on an Atmel ATMega168 8-bit micro-
controller and 74-series high-speed CMOS logic. e microcontroller is located
on a board within the radar and communicates via 4 diﬀerential channels. e
diﬀerential signals are generated by RS-485 level transmiers/receivers. ese
are:
• A reset signal is carried from a digital output on the acquisition card and is
connected directly to the microcontroller reset line. is allows the micro-
controller program to be hard reset by the computer.
• A copy of the trigger waveform generated by the acquisition card is carried
to the radar.
• An acquisition enable line is sent to the computer from the radar. is is
routed to an AND gate which acts as a switch between the time-delayed
trigger and the acquisition card’s trigger input.
• An encoder-derived trigger signal is sent to the computer when NIRAD is
operated in scanning mode.
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Figure 3.3: High level schematic of the NIRAD/IRAD clock generation circuitry.
Trigger waveforms are synthesised independently and synchronised to ensure a
fixed phase relationship between all trigger sources.
e microcontroller located inside the radar is interfaced with the computer
through a FTDI FT232R USB to TTL serial converter. Operation is controlled issu-
ing a deﬁned set of commands through the serial connection. When the triggering
system is initialised at a given frequency the following steps are performed:
• e acquisition card is conﬁgured to produce a trigger signal at the desired
frequency. e gate signal is held low so input to the acquisition trigger is
suppressed.
• e microcontroller is instructed to produce a trigger signal at the same
frequency. At this stage the signal is internal and trigger output of the
microcontroller is held low. An arbitrary phase mismatch exists between
the two signals.
• e acquisition card-derived trigger signal triggers the microcontroller’s
input capture allowing the microcontroller to determine the time delay be-
tween the edges of the two trigger signals to within 100 ns (one 10 MHz
clock cycle).
• e microcontroller advances the timer by an the amount necessary to syn-
chronise the two trigger signals. e two separately-derived trigger signals
are now synchronised to within 100 ns.
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• While the trigger signals are low, the gate signal is raised activating the
acquisition. Simultaneously the trigger output from the microcontroller is
activated and acquisition begins.
radar trigger
acquisition trigger in
trigger gate
acquisition trigger out
sync
Figure 3.4: Synchronisation process within the NIRAD/IRAD clock generator. The
trigger gate is initially low which suppresses triggering, since the trigger signals
start with an uncontrolled phase oﬀset. This phase oﬀset is measured by the mi-
crocontroller circuit in the radar head and an instantaneous phase shi is applied
to the radar trigger to eliminate this phase oﬀset. The trigger gate is raised which
enables radar acquisition.
As a result of implementing this triggering circuitry, all previously observed
metastability was eliminated. e phase sensitivity of the radar could then be
evaluated.
3.5 Evaluating phase sensitivity
In order to evaluate the sensitivity of the radar to changes in return phase, mea-
surements were performed using a stationary reﬂector at a distance of 48 metres
from the radar. A +20 dBsm corner reﬂector was used in order to ensure a strong
radar return power. e radar was braced and the corner reﬂector placed on a
weighted tripod. Guy-wires were aached to further reduce motion. e radar
beamwas centred on the corner reﬂector in order tomaximise the returned power.
Signal level was then varied by progressively misaligning the beam. e inter-
chirp period was set to 144 µs. For each position, the return power of the corner
reﬂector and the root mean square (RMS) variation in phase were extracted from
the data set. Phase variation due to physical instability of the reﬂector was elim-
inated by ﬁltering out frequencies below 100 Hz prior to calculating the RMS
variation. It was observed that at low return powers, the noise ﬂoor in the ad-
jacent empty range cells remained at a constant level and that within 15 dB of
the maximum observed target return power, the noise ﬂoor started to rise. is
demonstrates that reﬂected phase noise begins to dominate for bright reﬂectors.
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Figure 3.5: Plot showing the RMS phase error measured from the target for each
value of return power. Return power is stated in decibels above the noise floor in
the absence of the target. The relationship between return power and RMS phase
error for a fixed noise floor is indicated by the dashed line. The solid line indicates
the expected deviation in the presence of target reflected phase noise.
Figure 3.5 shows the RMS phase variation, relative to target return power.
eoretically, the signal-to-noise level can be related to the RMS phase variation
by the following equation [33]:
δφRMS =
1p
2  SNR (3.1)
For a ﬁxed thermal noise ﬂoor, in the absence of phase noise eﬀects, a straight
line is obtained and is shown as a dashed line. Measured results show strong
agreement with this line at lower return levels. However, at high signal powers
the observed RMS phase variation deviates from theory and reaches a constant
limiting value. is deviation is an expected symptom of phase noise reﬂected
by the target. If we combine the thermal noise power Pthermal and the reﬂected
phase noise power Pphase, we can obtain the combined noise power:
Pnoise = Pthermal + Pphase (3.2)
Where Pphase has a ﬁxed relationship to the target return power:
Pphase = Ptarget  Nphase (3.3)
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Where Ptarget is the return power and Nphase is the ratio of phase noise to the
carrier power.
δφ =
1r
2

1   PtargetPnoise+PtargetNphase
 (3.4)
e level of phase noise present in the range cell corresponding to the cor-
ner reﬂector was determined by ﬁing equation 3.4 to the recorded data, and is
shown in ﬁgure 3.5 as a solid line. A good ﬁt was achieved with phase noise
determined to be approximately -59.5 dBc. While higher return powers gener-
ally result in greater phase sensitivity, source phase noise limits the maximum
sensitivity which is achievable.
e minimum RMS phase variation observed was 750 microradians, which is
equivalent to a 190 nm target displacement or 0.006% of the radar wavelength.
is demonstrates a phenomenal sensitivity to displacement. In comparison, sen-
sitivity to 32 nm displacements have recently been reported [69] using a radar
called T-220, which was originally developed at QinetiQ Ltd. and is being further
developed at St Andrews. T-220 derives all clocks and frequency references by
division of a single 7.663 GHz STALO, while NIRAD derives its frequency refer-
ences by a combination of PLL and division of a 10 MHz reference oscillator.
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Figure 3.6: A plot indicating the phase noise spectrum of the upconverted DDS,
prior to multiplication [70].
Figure 3.6 shows the measured phase noise of the unconverted DDS, prior to
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multiplication. e 12× multiplication process introduces a further 20 log10(12)
degradation to this phase noise plot. is oscillator phase noise can be directly ob-
served as a raised noise ﬂoor in the range cells surrounding a bright reﬂector. e
surrounding range cells don’t correspond directly to this phase noise spectrum,
but rather to the diﬀerential signal that exists between the phase noise present at
the LO port of the mixer and a time-delayed copy which is reﬂected by a bright
target. As these two signals are correlated, there is a cancellation eﬀect which
depends on the diﬀerential time delay and the oﬀset from the carrier [46]:
C = 4 sin2(pi f Td ) (3.5)
Where f is the oﬀset from the carrier and Td is the diﬀerential time delay.
e FFT bin width for these measurements is 9765.25 Hz, or 39.9 dBHz. e-
oretical degradation in phase noise due to multiplication is 21.6 dB. Figure 3.7
shows the theoretically expected phase noise spectrum at 94 GHz, normalised to
the FFT bin width. Also shown is the diﬀerential cancellation. e resultant dif-
ferential phase noise spectrum, shown as a solid line, is approximately ﬂat over
bins 5-50.
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Figure 3.7: A plot indicating the expected post-multiplication phase noise, nor-
malised by bin width, over the 50 range cells captured. The doed line indicates
the phase noise, the dashed line indicates the cancellation eﬀect observed about
the target, and the solid line indicates the resultant diﬀerential phase noise ex-
pected to be observed in the radar range profile.
An eﬀort was made to match this theoretical result with the observed noise
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behaviour. Figure 3.8 shows the range proﬁle obtained for the brightest reﬂector
response, averaged over 20,000 measurements, and a ﬁt of the expected diﬀeren-
tial phase noise at 94 GHz. e expected diﬀerential phase noise was calculated
from the pre-multiplication phase noise spectrum shown in ﬁgure 3.6, by ﬁrst
applying the phase noise cancellation from equation 3.5 and then accounting for
post-multiplication eﬀects. A 71.0 dB increase was observed in the measured
radar noise ﬂoor compared to the characterised pre-multiplication phase noise
measurement, which can be compared to the expected increase of 65.6 dB, the
calculation of which is outlined in table 3.2. ere remains 5.5 dB of degradation
which can be aributed to other uncharacterised eﬀects.
Multiplier degradation 21.6 dB
FFT bin width 39.9 dB
Window noise bandwidth factor 3 dB
ermal noise contribution 1 dB
Total 65.5 dB
Table 3.2: Diﬀerential phase noise oﬀset contributions.
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Figure 3.8: Plot showing a fit between the expected phase noise calculated theo-
retically from the characterised pre-multiplication phase noise. Solid line indicates
a 50 bin subset of the radar range profile averaged across 20,000 chirps. The dashed
line indicates the expected phase noise.
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3.6 Vibrometry
In order to demonstrate phase sensitive displacement measurement, a vibrome-
try experiment was performed. A 6 inch diameter loudspeaker was mounted on
a tripod and placed at a distance of 45 m from the radar. As the speaker cone
was constructed from cardboard, aluminium foil was aached to the front of the
speaker in order to provide a larger radar cross section. e radar was aligned
to provide maximum return power from the target and the speaker was driven
by a 1.3 kHz sine waveform. Chirp bandwidth was set at 600 MHz, with a chirp
duration of 102.4 µs and a chirp repetition frequency of 8.065 kHz. Figure 3.9
shows a segment of the phase evolution extracted from the range bin occupied
by the target, and the corresponding Fourier transform. e sine oscillation is
clearly visible in the time data, and the frequency spectrum reveals a sharp peak
at 1.3 kHz with a SNR of approximately 40 dB. RMS phase oscillation is approxi-
mately 12.6 mrad which corresponds to an RMS displacement of the speaker foil
of approximately 3.2 µm.
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Figure 3.9: Figure showing a) the time variation of phase and b) the corresponding
Fourier transform showing 1.3 kHz peak.
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3.7 Micro-Doppler measurements
3.7.1 Theory
When a moving target is observed by a radar the return signal is Doppler shied
depending on the velocity of the target. In the case of FMCW radar, where range
is encoded by the homodyne beat frequency, a position/velocity ambiguity arises
due to the Doppler shi. e frequency shi observed for a target moving at
velocity v , is:
fr = ft
 
1 +v=c
1  v=c
!
(3.6)
∆f = fr   ft = 2v ft
c  v  2v
ft
c
(3.7)
Where ft is the transmied frequency, fr is the received frequency, and ∆f is
the corresponding Doppler shi. In order to obtain velocity information from
an FMCW radar it is necessary to perform a second Fourier transform for each
bin, across a number of contiguous chirps. Increasing the number of chirps over
which this second Fourier transform is performed increases velocity resolution
at the expense of time resolution, a manifestation of the classic time-frequency
uncertainty. For a given chirp repetition rate, the maximum unambiguously re-
solvable Doppler frequency will be equal to half of the chirp rate due to Nyquist
limitation. us the maximum unambiguously resolvable velocity is:
vmax =
c fs
4ft
(3.8)
Where fs is the chirp repetition frequency and ft is the transmied frequency.
If the velocity exceeds this maximum, aliasing will occur resulting in a velocity
measurement of incorrect magnitude and/or direction.
Of course, it must be noted that Doppler analysis is not necessary in order
to extract the bulk velocity of a moving target in the absence of cluer, since
velocity may be estimated by monitoring the change in position with time. In
radar, Doppler-sensitive measurement is well-established as a method of resolv-
ing small moving targets in the presence of considerably larger stationary cluer.
is, for example, allows the detection of a low ﬂying aircra in the presence of
a considerably larger ground cluer. Another related technique, micro-Doppler,
can be used to isolate small relativemovements of components which form part of
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a much larger moving object, from the overall bulk velocity of the target [71, 72].
While this technique emerged from the X-band radar measurement of people,
there is an increasing focus at W-band [69, 73–77]. Higher frequency operation
is desirable due to increased sensitivity.
3.7.2 Measurement
An experiment was set up to perform basic micro-Doppler measurements using
NIRAD. e radar was directed out of the window of the lab with 50 m clear line
of sight towards an adjacent building. In order to ensure that the test subject was
completely enclosed in a single range bin, a chirp bandwidth of 120 MHz was
selected, resulting in a 1.25 metre range bin size. Such a large bin-size is clearly
inadequate for isolating limb movements of the test subject using a non-Doppler
range measurement. In order to ensure that the subject was well isolated from
the surrounding cluer, the subject was instructed to maintain a distance of at
least several metres from the building. A chirp duration of 51.2 µs and a repetition
frequency of 8 kHz were selected, resulting in a maximum unambiguously resolv-
able velocity range of ±6.38 m/s, which was estimated to be suﬃciently high so
as to prevent velocity aliasing.
A number of measurements were made while the test subject was instructed
to make certain distinct movements. First the subject was directed to stand still
and extend and retract both arms simultaneously. Figure 3.10 shows the result-
ing return power and phase in the bin containing the subject, shown in blue,
compared to the return power and phase in the bin containing the building. e
return power from the test subject shows a large time variation due to the move-
ment, yet no discernible structure which could describe the movement. However,
when the phase return from the target is examined there are clear oscillatory com-
ponents present due to movement. In contrast, phase variation of the building
shows minimal time variation as should be expected.
3.7.3 Processing
A set of Doppler processing routines were wrien in MATLAB to perform oﬄine
analysis of captured radar data. e soware operates directly on captured time
domain data in order to allow zero-padding to be performed prior to the FFT. e
rational for performing zero padding is to avoid phase distortion of the target as
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(a) Return power (b) Return phase
Figure 3.10: Plots showing a) return power received from a building to the rear
(green) and from the subject (blue), and b) the corresponding unwrapped phase
response.
it moves within the range bin, or a discontinuous jump in phase as it crosses from
one range bin to another. Without zero padding, target position within its range
bin is uncontrolled since there is no spectral overlap between adjacent bins. If
the length of the time record by adding additional zeros, there will be a larger
number of range bins more densely spaced in frequency by a factor equal to the
zero padding factor. It is important to note however, that there is no increase
in the eﬀective bandwidth of each range bin. Range bin bandwidth will overlap
adjacent range bins aer zero padding. While calculation time will be increased
as a result, a range bin can now be selected where the target is close to bin centre,
thus minimising distortion.
First the data is loaded from disk and stored in a 2D array. Each chirp is win-
dowed and optionally zero-padded by a conﬁgurable factor. A one-dimensional
FFT is then performed for each chirp, yielding a 2D array of range versus time.
Each range bin can then be further decomposed into velocity by performing a
rolling-window FFT across the time dimension. A larger window increases ve-
locity resolution at the expense of time resolution. A windows size of 256 chirps,
or 32 ms, was found to be optimal under the experimental parameters described
above. Smoother results can be obtained by overlapping each consecutive rolling
window. While the result of the two separate one-dimensional FFTs described
above are mathematically equivalent to a two-dimensional FFT, this two stage
process allows the intermediate results to be reused where the rolling windows
overlap. e resulting output is a three-dimensional array representing range,
velocity and time. Figure 3.11 shows a range-velocity plot of the test subject ex-
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tending and retracting their arms, at a single point in time. e stationary rear
wall is visible at the top of the plot, while the subjects arm movements can be
clearly distinguished from the stationary torso.
Figure 3.11: Range velocity plot showing the position (y-axis) and velocity (x-axis)
of objects in the scene at a single point in time.
As the purpose of micro-Doppler is to identify much smaller relative move-
ments amongst the bulk movement of a subject, the data is best presented as a
micro-Doppler plot, which shows the variation of target velocity content as a
function of time. In order to construct such a plot it is necessary to write some
type of tracking algorithm, capable of identifying one or more moving targets
within the scene. In the simple case of a single target conﬁned to move in an
otherwise-empty area, eﬀective tracking may be performed simply by identifying
the range cell with maximal return power, within the deﬁned area of movement.
In the presence of multiple moving targets, or stationary cluer, a more advanced
tracking algorithm would be required. Such a tracking algorithm is described in
section 5.4.
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3.7.4 Micro-Doppler
In the range-Dopper process described above, velocity transformation was per-
formed at all range cells. is limited the amount of zero-padding and time-
window overlap which could be performed without excessive processing over-
head. When constructing a micro-Doppler plot, velocity transform is performed
only on the range cell occupied by the target at that particular moment. e
process is performed as follows:
1. Data is loaded from disk and each chirp is windowed, zero-padded and
Fourier transformed. A zero-padding factor of 32 was chosen, although
a smaller value may be acceptable.
2. For each chirp, the bin of maximal return power within the deﬁned search
region is recorded.
3. A rolling window function of ﬁxed width is moved in time across the chirps.
A window width of 256 chirps, or 32 ms, was chosen. For each window
position a mean target position is obtained from the calculated position
within each chirp.
4. An FFT is applied across the rollingwindow, in the bin corresponding to the
mean target position. e window is advanced in time by a conﬁgurable
number of chirps, allowing each windows to partially overlap the adjacent
window.
5. e velocity spectrum at each window position is assembled into a range-
Doppler plot to show the time variation of target velocity components.
Figure 3.12 shows the micro-Doppler plots obtained for two diﬀerent subject
movements. Each velocity slice in time corresponds to a velocity slice in posi-
tion from a corresponding range-velocity plot such as the one shown in plot 3.11,
which is derived from the same data as that shown in the micro-Doppler plot in
ﬁgure 3.12a. is type of micro-Doppler analysis allows information about the
characteristic motion of the individual mechanical components which make up
an individual subject to be extracted, extracting details which cannot be resolved
in range alone.
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(a) Stationary, arms moving (b)Marching, stationary stop
Figure 3.12: Micro-Doppler plots showing the velocity response for two diﬀerent
movements as a function of time.
3.8 Mirror drive correction in IRAD
3.8.1 Introduction
When IRAD is operated in scanning mode, its trigger is synchronised to the ana-
logue drive waveform which controls the mirror position. However the actual
mirror position lags the control waveform, causing image distortion. e sever-
ity of this degradation increases at higher frame rates, severely limiting perfor-
mance. In order to correct for this eﬀect, a calibration routine was developed,
which calculates and applies a pre-distortion to the drive waveform in order that
the actual position match the desired waveform. is technique will be outlined
in the following section.
3.8.2 Hardware
e desired drive waveforms are ﬁrst generated for each of the two scan axes.
ese drive waveforms are periodic and are looped continuously during opera-
tion. Since odd frames are scanned top to boom and even frames are scanned
boom to top, each complete cycle of the drivewaveforms performs two frames of
acquisition. ese drive waveforms are generated using a National Instruments
USB-6251 DAQ device, which are routed to the mirror controller. e mirror
controller outputs positional feedback as a pair of diﬀerential voltages which are
sampled by the USB DAQ in sync with the drive clock. e relation ship between
voltage and mirror position is the same for both the drive and position sensor.
During calibration, drive waveform and feedback are compared in order to pro-
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duce a compensated drive waveform which produces the desired mirror motion.
3.8.3 Method
e calibration process begins with the generation of the desired mirror drive
waveform. is waveform is fed to the motor controller and the resulting motion
is recorded. During the ﬁrst frame there an additional distortion eﬀect since the
motors start from a standstill. erefore, in order to characterise the steady state
operation of the mirrors, two cycles of the drive waveform are performed, which
corresponds four frames of the radar. Feedback from the ﬁrst cycle is discarded
and the second cycle is used as a steady state measurement
e drive waveform and the recorded position data are both Fourier trans-
formed. As the drive period is matched to the acquisition period, and is hence
cyclic, windowing is not necessary since each frequency component lies on bin
centre. For each frequency component in the drive waveform, the aenuation
and phase delay are determined by comparing the feedback position to the drive
waveform.
As the drive waveforms are triangle waves, its frequency content is restricted
to odd harmonics. However, low level even harmonics can be observed in the
monitor signal as a result of non-linear eﬀects in the motor drive. As the am-
plitude of these components was observed to be very small relative to the odd
harmonic content, this eﬀect was ignored.
In order to compensate for these phase and amplitude distortions two sim-
ple methods were considered, which are applied for each frequency component
within the drive waveform:
• Advance the phase of each frequency component within the drive wave-
form by an amount equal to the measured phase delay.
• Magnify the amplitude of each frequency componentwithin the drivewave-
form by an amount equal to the reciprocal of the measured aenuation.
ese corrections are applied in frequency space and an inverse Fourier trans-
form is performed on the modiﬁed drive waveform to yield a calibrated drive
waveform suitable for driving the mirrors.
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Figure 3.13: Plot showing the uncorrected drive waveform representing the de-
sired mirror position, the actual movement which results, the pre-distorted drive
waveform, and the corresponding movement. The actual position measured for
the compensated mirror drive waveform conforms closely with the desired mirror
movement. Measured mirror position is controlled to within 20 mV, except at the
extreme positions during which time the mirror is accelerating. All measurements
were performed using the fast-scanning mirror. The mirror speed corresponds to
an operating frame rate of 2.7 Hz.
3.8.4 Results
Figure 3.13 shows a comparison between the desired drive waveform, the actual
resultant motion, the compensated drive waveform and the resultant corrected
motion. Correction for amplitude aenuation was not performed. e position
feedback for the compensated mirror drive waveform conforms closely with the
desired mirror movement. Measured mirror position is controlled to within 20
mV, except at the extreme positions, during which time the mirror is accelerating.
e eﬀect of applying further correction iterations to reﬁne the corrected
drive waveform was examined. However, it was found that further calibration
cycles resulted in no signiﬁcant reﬁnement to the drive waveform, while increas-
ing the required characterisation time.
e higher frequency components within the drive waveform suﬀer from a
greater level of aenuation. Correcting for amplitude aenuation results in large
visible harmonics in the compensated drive waveform. At low frame rates this
resulted in a large increase in noise and heat in the motor drive and at higher
frame rates caused the mirror movement to stuer. For this reason it was decided
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that correcting for amplitude would not advisable.
is calibration process was integrated into the radar control soware and
is performed automatically before a scan begins. It is necessary to perform this
correction before every scan since the required compensation depends on the
exact drive waveforms, as determined by the frame rate and scan resolution. e
process introduces several seconds of delay to the radar start-up sequence. As a
result of this work, the maximum frame rate of IRAD has been increased from
approximately 1 Hz to as 6 - 10 Hz, depending on desired frame resolution.
3.9 IQ-mixer imbalance
3.9.1 Theory
As shown in ﬁgure 3.1, NIRAD and IRAD employ a heterodyne down-conversion
scheme. e received radar signal is ﬁrst down-converted against a local oscilla-
tor with a 2.4 GHz ﬁxed frequency oﬀset relative to the transmied radar signal.
Aer the ﬁrst down-conversion stage the range origin is at 2.4 GHz. A second
down-conversion stage is performed against a 2.4 GHz ﬁxed oscillator using a
quadrature mixer. An ideal quadrature mixer would produce output from its I
and Q ports with a 90° phase oﬀset across its entire input frequency range. How-
ever real mixers exhibit some degree of phase mismatch across their operating
bandwidth, the eﬀect of which being to cause a proportion of positive frequency
content to appear as a negative frequency image and vice-versa. Diﬀerences in
the I and Q signal paths aer mixing can also contribute to this eﬀect.
is eﬀect may be understood by decomposing the complex input to the
complex-to-complex FFT as two real-to-complex FFTs as follows:
Z(t ) = I(t ) + iQ(t ) (3.9)
FI(ω) = F (I(t )) (3.10)
FQ(ω) = F (Q(t )) (3.11)
F(ω) = F (Z(t )) = FI(ω) + iFQ(ω) (3.12)
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If we consider the case of a pure cosine wave with a phase diﬀerence between
the I and Q channels of ∆φ:
I(t ) = cos(ω0t ) =
1
2
(e iω
0t + e iω
0t ) (3.13)
Q(t ) = cos(ω0t   ∆φ) = 1
2
(e i∆φe iω
0t + e i∆φe iω
0t ) (3.14)
FI(ω
0) =
1
2
(3.15)
FI( ω0) = 12 (3.16)
FQ(ω
0) =
e i∆φ
2
(3.17)
FQ( ω0) = e
i∆φ
2
(3.18)
When applied to equation 3.12, the power contained in the positive and neg-
ative frequency bins may be shown to be:
P+ =
F(ω0)2 = 1 + ie
 i∆φ
2

2
= 1 + sin(∆φ) (3.19)
P  = F( ω0)2 = 1 + ie
i∆φ
2

2
= 1   sin(∆φ) (3.20)
us the level of leaked power in the negative frequency bin, expressed as a
ratio of the positive frequency power is:
P 
P+
=
1   sin(∆φ)
1 + sin(∆φ)
(3.21)
Figure 3.14 shows the relationship between the deviation from quadrature and
the relative amplitude of the resultant negative frequency image.
3.9.2 Mixer characterisation
NIRAD and IRAD both use an Eclipse Microwave IQ2040MP4 quadrature mixer,
which operates from 2 GHz to 4 GHz. While the IQ phase deviation varies by
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Figure 3.14: Plot showing the relationship between the deviation from quadrature
and the relative amplitude of the resultant negative frequency image.
several degrees across this bandwidth, the variation across the 10 MHz IF band-
width is negligible. erefore, by characterising these deviations at the 2.4 GHz
operating point a ﬁxed IQ phase correction may be performed.
In order to perform mixer characterisation, a 2.401 GHz signal was injected
directly into the RF port of the IQ mixer. e signal source was generated by a
Marconi 2024 signal generator which was locked to the radar’s 10 MHz master
oscillator. e LO port of the mixer remained connected to the radar’s 2.4 GHz
reference. e low-pass ﬁltered output of themixer is a single frequency of 1MHz,
the diﬀerence frequency between the two oscillators. is output is sampled by
the acquisition card with a sampling duration which is a multiple of the signal
period of 1 µs. Aer acquisition a real-to-complex Fourier transform is applied
separately to both the I and Q channel. e frequency bin corresponding to the
test signal is examined in the I and Q channels and the phases φI and φQ are
extracted. is allows the actual phase relationship between I and Q, ∆φ to be
determined:
∆φ = φQ   φI (3.22)
e DC oﬀset of each channel is also recorded. In order to correct the IQ
mixer imbalance, the DC level is subtracted from each channel and the transform
shown in equation 3.26 is applied to the Q channel. e resultant IQ pairs have a
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IQ phase diﬀerence adrature deviation
Eclipse IQ2040MP4 95.56° +5.56°
Marki IQ1545LMP 92.35° +2.35°
Table 3.3: Measured IQ phase balance of two quadrature mixers from Eclipse Mi-
crowave and Marki microwave.
true 90° quadrature phase oﬀset.
is technique was evaluated using an Eclipse Microwave IQ2040MP4 mixer,
as used by NIRAD and IRAD. e results were then compared with a Marki Mi-
crowave IQ1545LMP mixer under identical conditions. e 1 MHz mixer output
was burst sampled at 10 MHz, with a burst length of 100 samples. is corre-
sponds to a sampling period of 10 µs, or 10 signal cycles. 1600 such bursts were
acquired and coherently averaged together. Table 3.3 shows the result of these
measurements.
3.9.3 Target characterisation
An alternative method which can be applied without the need to inject signals is
to make use of an suﬃciently bright and isolated scene reﬂector to characterise
the phase diﬀerence between the I and Q channels. A real-to-complex FFT is
applied independently to the I and Q channel and the phase is extracted from
the bin corresponding to the reﬂector. e I and Q phase are then subtracted to
obtain the phase diﬀerence ∆φ.
is method was tested using IRAD with a reﬂector located at a range of
approximately 20 m. Phase oﬀset was extracted an averaged over 13,312 chirps,
yielding ameasured phase oﬀset of 101.46°. e relative amplitude of the negative
image was -20.2 dBc which is consistent with the value of -20.0 dBc which is
predicted by equation 3.21.
3.9.4 Method
As a vector analogy, the uncompensated I and Q output of the mixer represent a
set of non-orthogonal basis vectors I and Q. A compensation operation may be
thought of as a mapping to a new set of orthogonal basis vectors I0 and Q0 such
that:
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I = I0 (3.23)
Q = cos(∆φ)I0 + sin(∆φ)Q0; (3.24)
sin(∆φ)Q0 = Q   cos(∆φ)I; (3.25)
Q0 = csc(∆φ)Q   cot(∆φ)I; (3.26)
By applying the above transformation to captured data post-acquisition, the
true quadrature data is obtained.
3.9.5 Results
Figure 3.15 shows the result of applying the quadrature correction shown in equa-
tion 3.26, based upon the IQ phase oﬀset of 101.46° obtained as described in sec-
tion 3.9.3. Prior to the correction, there is a negative frequency image of the main
target response with an amplitude 20.2 dB below that of the positive frequency
amplitude. Aer correction, the negative frequency image is suppressed.
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Figure 3.15: The uncorrected response from IRAD for a corner reflector placed
at a range of approximately 20 m. The result of applying the quadrature correc-
tion shown in equation 3.26, based upon the IQ phase oﬀset of 101.46°. Positive
frequencies appear in bins 1-512 and negative frequencies appear in bins 513-1024.
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3.10 Chirp non-linearity
3.10.1 Theory
An ideal FMCW system has a bandwidth-limited range resolution of c=2B. How-
ever, any non-linearity in the frequency ramp will result in IF response which
shis in frequency during the chirp. is results in a degradation in the eﬀective
range resolution of the radar. ere are a number of methods which may be used
to compensate for this non-linearity [48, 78–80], allowing the bandwidth-limited
range resolution to be restored.
In this section, a compensationmethodwill be outlinedwhich has been shown
to achieve good compensation in IRAD without the need for any additional com-
putation during runtime. While the chirp generator in IRAD is highly linear by
virtue of its DDS-based synthesis, its linearity is subsequently degraded during
the up-conversion and frequency multiplication stages.
e phase of the transmied radar signal can be derived from the integral
of its instantaneous frequency, which in the case of a linear frequency ramp is
deﬁned as follows:
θ (t ) = 2pi
Z t
0
 
f0 +
B
T
t 0 + ϵ (t 0)
!
dt 0 (3.27)
Where f0 is the starting frequency, B is the chirp bandwidth,T is the chirp period
and ϵ (t ) is the frequency error at time t . e phase of the down-converted IF
which results from a given target return can be obtained by subtraction of the
time-delayed transmit phase:
φ (t ) = θ (t )   θ (t   τ ) (3.28)
= 2pi
Z t
t τ
 
f0 +
B
T
t 0 + ϵ (t 0)
!
dt 0 (3.29)
 2piτ
 
f0 +
B
T
t + ϵ (t )
!
(3.30)
where τ is the time-of-ﬂight of the radar return. is result of this integral can
be simpliﬁed if we make the assumption that the chirp length T is much greater
than τ and that ϵ (t ) is slowly varying relative to τ . By eliminating the time-
independent term 2piτ f0, the expression can be further simpliﬁed to:
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φ (t )  2piτ
 
B
T
t + ϵ (t )
!
(3.31)
As a consequence of the non-linearity present in the frequency ramp, there is
a corresponding phase error in the IF which is directly proportional to the target
range. Consequently, the eﬀective range resolution is degraded more severely
for targets at a larger range. erefore, it is not possible to correct across the
full range extent of the radar by applying a simple phase correction to each time
sample since the phase error varies depending on target range.
Inspection of equation 3.31 shows that the phase observed from a target return
is either advanced or retarded by an amount of time which is independent of
target range. It is therefore possible to derive a non-uniform sampling which
cancels the error in phase [78]. is may be achieved through the interpolation
of uniformly-sampled time data. However, interpolation is an intensive process
which introduces a large computational overhead.
In the case of IRAD, where stand-oﬀ measurement occurs around a relatively
small proportion of the full range extent, a simpler phase correction can achieve
eﬀective compensation. is method will be outlined in the following section,
demonstrating compensation over the speciﬁed measurement range of IRAD.
3.10.2 Phase error calibration
Calibration begins by placing a corner reﬂector at the position about which mea-
surements will be performed. e radar is aligned to the target in order to obtain
a maximal target response. A large number of chirps are performed in order to
allow noise to be suppressed through averaging. As the starting phase is ﬁxed,
due to coherent operation, coherent averaging is performed.
e resulting time data is ﬁltered to isolate the contribution which results
from the corner reﬂector while eliminating all other contributions from reﬂectors
in the scene. e averaged time data is ﬁrst Fourier transformed with no window
and the corner reﬂector is identiﬁed. Frequencies which don’t correspond to the
corner reﬂector are zeroed and an inverse Fourier transform is performed in or-
der to yield the IF contribution due to the corner reﬂector alone. is isolated
response, which shall be referred to as Ψ(t ), will be compared to the ideal target
response.
In order to calculate the ideal target response for comparison, it is necessary
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to obtain an accurate ideal IF frequency, which corresponds to the real range to
target. is can be derived either from the radar data itself, or from an inde-
pendent measurement. For IRAD, the ideal frequency ω0 is determined from the
unwrapped phase of the ﬁltered calibration signal. is is determined as follows:
φ0(0) = arg
 
Ψ(0)
 (3.32)
ω0(0) =
arg
 
Ψ(T )
   arg  Ψ(0)
T
; (3.33)
e ideal response is then calculated according to the following equation:
Ψ0(t ) = exp

i (ω0t + φ0)

(3.34)
By comparing the ideal response to the measured response, an expression for
the phase error can be obtained. is equation can be related to the frequency
error ϵ (t ) from equation 3.31.
∆φ (t ) = φ (t )   φ0(t ) (3.35)
= arg
 
Ψ(t )
   arg Ψ0(t ) (3.36)
= 2piτ0ϵ (t ) (3.37)
Where τ0 is the round trip time to the calibration reﬂector.
Figure 3.16 shows the phase error obtained from the calibration process for a
corner reﬂector placed at a range of approximately 17.8 m.
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Figure 3.16: Measured phase error in IRAD across the duration of the chirp.
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e phase error ∆φ (t ) can then be used to generate a compensation window
functionwc(t ) which cancels the phase error:
wc(t ) = exp

 i∆φ (t )

(3.38)
is compensationwindow can be incorporated into a pre-calculated complex
FFT window function by multiplication, thereby providing cancellation during
future acquisition. e need to perform a complex multiplication introduces a
small additional processing overhead compared to a conventional window func-
tion. However, perfect cancellation of the phase non-linearity is only achieved at
the range from which the compensation was generated. By combining equations
3.31 and 3.37, we can obtain an expression for the phase non-linearity present in
the compensated time signal:
φcorr(t )  2pi
 
B
T
τ t + (τ   τ0)ϵ (t )
!
(3.39)
us, the point of zero distortion is shied from τ = 0 to τ = τ0. is com-
pensation technique is therefore suitable for use where targets are conﬁned to a
subset of the
3.10.3 Testing
In order to assess the performance of the phase error compensation, corner cube
measurements were performed with IRAD at 5 diﬀerent positions, with a sepa-
ration of 1 m between each measurement position. Calibration was performed
using the centre measurement, which was located at a range of approximately
17.8 m. e chirp bandwidth was 3600 MHz, with a chirp duration of 102.4 µs
and a chirp repetition period of 200 µs. Analysis was performed oﬀ-line using
MATLAB code which was implemented according to the process described in the
preceding sections.
Figure 3.16 shows the phase error obtained from the calibration process for
a corner reﬂector placed at a range of approximately 17.8 m. e compensation
window was derived from this phase deviation measurement. Figure 3.17 shows
the uncompensated response for these 5 targets. Figure 3.18 shows the result
of applying the correction window. A comparison between the uncompensated
response, the compensated response and the ideal theoretical response is shown
in ﬁgure 3.19. e compensated response closely follows the theoretical target
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Figure 3.17: Uncalibrated response obtained using IRAD for a series of 5 corner
cube measurements with a separation of 1 m. Centre reflector is positioned at a
range of approximately 17.8 m.
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Figure 3.18: Calibrated response obtained using IRAD for a series of 5 corner cube
measurements with a separation of 1 m. Centre reflector is positioned at a range
of approximately 17.8 m.
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Figure 3.19: Calibrated response, uncalibrated response, and ideal target re-
sponses obtained using IRAD. Calibration was performed at approximately 17.8
m and the subsequent measurement was performed at the same range. The com-
pensated measured response conforms closely to the theoretically-derived range
profile, indicating the restoration of the bandwidth-limited range resolution.
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Figure 3.20: Compensated range profiles for reflectors at -2 m, 0 m, and +2 m rela-
tive to the calibration target position. There is lile observable diﬀerence between
the compensated range response of each each target, indicating good compensa-
tion across a displacement of approximately ±14% of the calibration target range.
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response indicating the restoration of bandwidth-limited range resolution.
In order to assess the degree to which non-linearity is compensated across
the 5 m measurement extent, the compensated range proﬁles were overlaid, as
shown in ﬁgure 3.20. As there is lile observable diﬀerence between the compen-
sated range response of each each target, we can conclude that this compensation
method performs well across a displacement of at least ±14% of IRAD’s designed
operating range.
3.10.4 Application to non-coherent radar
As IRAD operates coherently, the starting phase of the recorded IF is consistent
from measurement-to-measurement. In non-coherent radars where IF starting
phase is not predictable, the coherent averaging operation cannot be performed
on the set of calibration. Non-linearity in phase can, however, be expected to be
consistent from chirp-to-chirp aside from an arbitrary phase shi. is arbitrary
phase shi must be discarded before averaging can be performed.
One strategy which would satisfy this requirement would be to perform the
Fourier transform target isolation process for each of our n individual calibration
chirp. From there, n unwrapped phase records can be obtained which each diﬀer
by an arbitrary phase. is arbitrary phase shi can then be eliminated by sub-
tracting the starting phase from each sample. Our n phase measurements, which
should be equal notwithstanding any noise, may then be averaged in order to
obtain a single phase measurement from which the compensation window may
be derived.
3.10.5 Application to non-quadrature data
IRAD’s quadrature down-converted IF contains directly accessible phase informa-
tion in the sampled waveform, to which the correction window can be applied.
However, a purely real signal can be considered as the superposition of a positive
frequency complex waveforms and a corresponding negative waveform of equal
absolute frequency and magnitude. e Fourier transform of the real calibra-
tion data will therefore result in a symmetrical frequency spectrum, from which
only the positive frequency component should be selected. Since the negative
frequency content is removed, the isolated time domain data obtained aer in-
verse transform will be complex. e calibration process should then progress as
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described in the preceding sections.
e compensation window is applied to non-quadrature time data as would
be the case for quadrature time data. However, as the compensation windows is
complex, the resulting compensated time data will also be complex which means
that a full complex-to-complex FFT must be performed. is imposes a factor of
2 increase in computation time compared to a real-to-complex FFT. Since a real-
to-complex FFT can no longer be applied, this method does introduce a factor of
two increase in computation load, which was not the case for quadrature time
data.
Figure 3.21 shows the application of this phase compensation routine to simu-
lated non-quadrature radar data. Fourier transform of the uncompensated wave-
form produces the expected symmetrical frequency spectrum which exhibits line
broadening. Application of the compensation window to the simulated time data
results in correct compensation of the positive frequency component, while the
negative frequency component is degraded. is result is expected since the
phase of the negative frequency component advances in the opposite direction.
Consequently, any phase non-linearity present during the chirp is doubled, result-
ing in further line-broadening. e degradation of negative frequency content is
of no practical importance since it contains no additional information, and thus
may be simply discarded.
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(a) Undistorted response
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Figure 3.21: Plots showing a) the range profile of a simulated undistorted point re-
sponse, b) the corresponding range profile with a simulated phase distorsion, and c)
the result of applying the phase correction technique to the real time-domain data.
The undistorted range profile is restored for the positive frequency component of
the real signal, while the negative frequency image is further distorted.
Chapter 4
Concealed object detection
4.1 Background
Millimetre wave scanners have emerged as a promising technology for the pur-
pose of screening persons for the presence of concealed objects. In recent years,
a range of diﬀerent millimetre-wave imaging systems have seen extensive de-
ployment in airports worldwide for short range screening of compliant subjects.
However, in the face of legitimate privacy concerns amongst the travelling public,
and to reduce the impact of operator fatigue, the overwhelming trend within the
industry is toward the use of automatic classiﬁcation algorithms, while the raw
captured imagery is not shown to the operator directly.
Although millimetre wave scanners are already well established for the coop-
erative screening of individuals, where typical stand-oﬀ distances are less than
two metres, the capability to operate at larger stand-oﬀ distances has clear advan-
tages for high throughput non-cooperative screening of people in open spaces.
e ability of millimetre-wave radiation to penetrate both clothing and environ-
mental obscurants, while oﬀering relatively high spatial resolution, makes oper-
ation in this frequency band very aractive. However, there are a number of
diﬃculties which must be overcome in order to make such a system viable at
range.
First of all, as stand-oﬀ distance is increased, antenna size must also be in-
creased in order to counter the eﬀect of beam divergence and maintain a con-
sistent spot size, and hence spatial resolution. Additionally, while short-range
scanners are typically used to scan willing participants, where acquisition times
of many seconds are acceptable, long-range scanners must be able to scan mov-
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ing subjects whose motion is largely unpredictable. For this reason, acquisition
time must be short, typically a fraction of a second in order to obtain suﬃcient
image quality. Furthermore, since long-range scanners, by deﬁnition, can only
produce imagery from a single perspective, concealed objects may be occluded
much of the time, therefore a high image acquisition rate is also desirable. When
scanning a large number of subjects in a crowded environment high frame rates
are also essential to allow targets to be reliably diﬀerentiated.
In such high throughput situations, algorithmic detection becomes critical to
the eﬀective operation of such systems, since a human operator would quickly
become fatigued.
4.2 Overview
In the following chapter, a series of ﬁeld trials will be discussed. ese trials were
conducted alongside Dr Duncan Robertson and Dr David Macfarlane, in collabo-
ration with the Home Oﬃce. All data gathering was performed at a Home Oﬃce
test facility, with subsequent analysis performed in St Andrews. e aim of this
project was to assess the potential of two radar systems, NIRAD and IRAD, out-
lined in chapter 3, for the detection of concealed objects at range in crowded pub-
lic spaces. Development of an automatic determination was identiﬁed as critical
in this situation, due to the high subject throughput. ese trials were performed
using a number of human volunteers, incorporating both male and female sub-
jects of varying body dimensions. Initial work was concentrated on capturing
data methodically by precise iteration over known subject conﬁgurations. Based
on the analysis of the data captured during this initial investigation, automatic de-
tection algorithms were developed for each radar, in order to provide a concealed
object detection based on polarimetric signatures characteristic of man-made ob-
jects [50, 51]. ese algorithms were then incorporated into subsequent trials, at
which point focus shied towards object determination for subjects where object
placement was not known to the operators.
e central focus of this chapter will be on the results obtained using IRAD
[17], which were captured and analysed by the author as part of this doctoral
work. Operation of NIRAD, and the subsequent analysis of its datawas performed
by Dr David Macfarlane [21].
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4.3 IRAD
IRAD is a two-mirror-scanned 3D imaging radar. While originally designed to
operate at a much larger range, its main lens was refocussed for operation at
a 20 m stand-oﬀ distance for this application. e focussed beam diameter is
approximately 3 cm, and the operating bandwidth is 3.6 GHz, which corresponds
to an ideal range resolution of 4.2 cm. e ﬁeld of view is approximately 50 cm,
both horizontally and vertically, while the beam is well focussed over at least
a range of 2 m about the focal point. In the current system the lens cannot be
refocussed in real time. With this limitation in mind, screening was restricted to
stationary individuals, or scenarios involving a choke point. All measurements
were performed indoors at a stand-oﬀ distance of 20 m. Figure 4.1 shows the
conﬁguration of IRAD during the trials.
For each test iteration, a volume incorporating the entire 50 x 50 cm ﬁeld
of view, and 2.1 m in range around the target, was stored for post trial analysis.
X pixels 36
Y pixels 36
Chirp duration 51.2 µs
Chirp repetition period 160 µs
Chirp repetition frequency 6.25 kHz
Frame rate 4.8 Hz
Bandwidth 3.6 GHz
Range resolution 4.2 cm
Stored bin count 51
Stored range 2.1 m
Table 4.1: IRAD operating parameters throughout the trials.
Figure 4.1: Photographs showing the configuration of IRAD from the front (le)
and from the rear (right). Subject can be seen 20 m in front of the radar.
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Table 4.1 outlines the radar operating parameters throughout. In order to allow
data to be wrien to disk without interfering with acquisition, the stored range
and frame rate had to be reduced. Each data ﬁle was time and date-stamped for
later correlation with a master record of subject, clothing type and concealed
object. Relevant observations were also recorded, such as suspected location of
concealment as well as suspected false detections.
4.4 Trial structure
ree trials were undertaken in total, each over a period of one week at a Home
Oﬃce test site. ese trials were performed using human volunteers, each wear-
ing a variety of typical everyday clothing items. A proportion of these runs in-
cluded one of a number of diﬀerent concealed objects, placed at various locations
under the subject’s clothing. An overview of the three trials is provided below:
1. e ﬁrst trial took place between 19 March 2013 and 21 March 2013. A
total of four volunteers were used: two male and two female, each with
one average BMI and one above average BMI subject. e majority of the
data gathered during this initial trial incorporated a single subject rotating
slowly on the spot with data recorded for every permutation of subject,
concealed object and clothing type. e data gathered was subsequently
used to develop an automatic detectionmetric for use in the following trials.
2. e second trial took place between 29 July 2013 and 1 August 2013. e
aim of this trial was to gather statistically signiﬁcant numbers of blind runs
where the presence of a concealed object was unknown to the radar opera-
tor. e number of volunteers was expanded, with 6 male and 6 female test
subjects taking part. Prior to this trial, the automatic detection metric de-
veloped aer the ﬁrst trial was integrated into the radar control soware,
to provide a real time indication. Data was recorded as before, with the
addition of video footage co-registered to the data capture.
3. e third trial took place between 9 September and 13 September 2013. e
purpose of this trial was to provide validation of the techniques developed
through the previous trials. A statistically signiﬁcant number of blind runs
were gathered in crowded situations, where subject dwell time is short and
multiple subjects appear in quick succession. A total of 12 volunteers were
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employed, as for the second trial. All runs were performed blind, the major-
ity of whichwere based around a test scenariowhere each subject was chan-
nelled sequentially through the radar sense volume. Groups of between 2
and 4 persons passed through the sense volume during any individual run.
4.5 Compliant screening
As discussed in the previous section, the majority of the ﬁrst trial concerned the
screening of compliant subjects. Subjects were asked to stand on a single spot
20 m in front of the radar and to perform a single rotation on the spot. In or-
der to maximise the chance of observing credible detection signatures, subject
dwell time was extended. Typical subject rotation time was around 12 seconds.
Clothing type was designated as either light or heavy, depending on whether the
garment would likely be worn indoors or outdoors. Data was recorded for each
permutation of subject, clothing type, object and concealment location. Where
objects were concealed on the front, rotation began and ended with the subject
facing the radar. Similarly, for rear concealment the subject started with their
back towards the radar.
e three dimensional volumetric data presented in ﬁgures 4.2-4.8 is repre-
sented as a series of two dimensional range slices, each showing the radar re-
sponse at a single range cell. ese images are presented from le to right in
order of increasing range to target. Co-polar response is shown above and cross-
polar response is shown below. e subject appears to be slightly closer in the
cross-polar channel due to a shorter path length within the radar. It should be
noted that, as the data is presented on a logarithmic colour scale, the bin response
Figure 4.2: Subject F1 carrying no target. View from front. Top images shows
co-polar response in order of increasing range to target, with a colour scale from
-80 to -13 dB. Boom plot shows cross-polar response, with a colour scale from -85
to -18 dB.
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Figure 4.3: Subject F2 carrying no target. View from behind. Top images shows
co-polar response in order of increasing range to target, with a colour scale from
-80 to -13 dB. Boom plot shows cross-polar response, with a colour scale from -85
to -18 dB.
Figure 4.4: Subject F1 carrying object #4. View from front. Top images shows
co-polar response in order of increasing range to target, with a colour scale from
-80 to -13 dB. Boom plot shows cross-polar response, with a colour scale from -85
to -18 dB.
Figure 4.5: Subject F2 carrying object #4. View from front. Top images shows
co-polar response in order of increasing range to target, with a colour scale from
-80 to -13 dB. Boom plot shows cross-polar response, with a colour scale from -85
to -18 dB.
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Figure 4.6: Subject M1 carrying object #1. View from front. Top images shows
co-polar response in order of increasing range to target, with a colour scale from
-80 to -13 dB. Boom plot shows cross-polar response, with a colour scale from -85
to -18 dB.
Figure 4.7: Subject M2 carrying object #4. View from side. Top images shows
co-polar response in order of increasing range to target, with a colour scale from
-80 to -13 dB. Boom plot shows cross-polar response, with a colour scale from -85
to -18 dB.
Figure 4.8: Subject F1 carrying object #4. View from side. Top images shows co-
polar response in order of increasing range to target, with a colour scale from -80
to -13 dB. Boom plot shows cross-polar response, with a colour scale from -85 to
-18 dB.
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can vary enormously from one cell to the next.
Figure 4.2 shows an example of a single frame of captured data for a female
subject with light clothing and with no concealed objects. As is typical for body
reﬂections, there is a larger co-polar response. A signiﬁcant amount of coherent
speckle is visible. Note that the torso reﬂection appears in slices further to the
le, reﬂecting its closer proximity to the radar. A visible shadow corresponding
to the torso is visible in the rearmost range bins, due to occlusion by the front
surface. Figure 4.3 shows data obtained from another female subject with her
back facing towards the radar. Again, there is a larger co-polar response and a
large amount of visible coherent speckle.
Figures 4.4 and 4.5 each show the data obtained from a female subject with a
large concealed object below their clothing. In contrast with the data presented
in ﬁgures 4.2 and 4.3, there is a noticeably larger cross-polar response produced
by the concealed object present in the frame centre. is is consistent with the ex-
pected response from man-made objects. A small degree of range diﬀerentiation
can be seen between the concealed object and the response from the torso.
Figure 4.6 shows a male subject carrying object #1 carried in the right pocket
of his jacket. e object shape is easily identiﬁable on the le hand side of the
radar image as a group of pixels which are clearly distinct from the surrounding
body returns. Again, the object shows a strong cross-polar response, while its
presence is not clearly visible in the co-polar channel.
Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show a concealment of object #4, carried by a male and
female subject respectively. Each subject is standing with their le hand side of
their body toward the radar. is view is particularly useful for demonstrating
the degree to which the spatial separation between the body and the concealed
object can be observed, since the beam width is smaller than the range resolution.
An eﬀort was made to develop a detection indication using the range information,
however this proved to be diﬃcult even with the larger objects. e conclusion
must therefore be made that the volumetric resolution of the radar (beam diame-
ter of approximately 3 cm, and a 4.2 cm range resolution) is insuﬃcient to provide
a reliable detection metric. Extending the chirp bandwidth would likely go some
way toward resolving this shortcoming. IRAD is capable of generating a chirp
bandwidth of approximately 5 GHz, which corresponds to an ideal range resolu-
tion of 3 cm. However, non-linearities in the system across its operating band-
width result in a reduction in range resolution beyond that predicted by theory.
e current bandwidth of 3.6 GHz was selected to maximise the eﬀective range
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resolution of the system. Non-linearity correction in soware was explored in
section 3.10, however this enhancement was not available during these trials. It
is not expected that 3 cm range resolution would signiﬁcantly mitigate this prob-
lem. A voxel size of less than 1 x 1 x 1 cm would be desirable.
As mentioned earlier, the volumetric data captured by the radar is presented
to the operator as a series of 2D ﬁxed range images, as shown in the preceding
ﬁgures. Visually representing 3D data to an operator in an eﬀective manner is
not a trivial problem to address. As it is diﬃcult to interpret a large number of
distinct 2D images, which update at 4.8 Hz, some eﬀort was made to ﬁnd a more
eﬀective method of presenting the data. One proof-of-concept method which
was developed was a front, side and top projection output as shown in ﬁgure
4.9. In order to generate these three projections, the 3D data is collapsed into a
2D representation by selecting the maximum return across each dimension. is
type of representation allows one to observe returns across the entire range ex-
tent as a single object, while maintaining the ability to identify depth informa-
tion, body orientation and the position of limbs. Range streaking can be seen,
coincident with the bright reﬂection caused by the concealed object, and is more
pronounced in the cross-polar where target return power is larger. is eﬀect
can be aributed to an increase in the noise ﬂoor due to reﬂected transmier
phase noise. e limitations on system performance which can be aributed to
this eﬀect are discussed further in section 3.5, in the context of phase sensitive
displacement measurements performed using NIRAD.
e soware which controls these radars, detailed in chapter 2, makes use of
GPU accelerated rendering using the OpenGL application programming interface.
is choice of rendering method opens up the possibility of performing 3D ren-
dering. Such a method of rendering the radar output in 3D was considered and
a proof of concept was constructed in MATLAB. At each line of sight, a range to
target was determined to yield a 3D coordinate point. ese points were then ren-
dered as a mesh as shown in ﬁgure 4.10. While such a rendering method would
provide an ideal representation in theory, the spatial resolution of the radar was
deemed to be insuﬃcient to produce a useful output for operator interpretation.
Furthermore, as the ultimate goal was to screen in high throughput situations,
where detection of concealed objects would be performed algorithmically, the
method of visualising the data was deemed to be of lile consequence.
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Figure 4.9: 2D front, side and top representation of the 3D data volume. Le image
shows the co-polar response and the right image shows the cross-polar response.
Subject M1 carrying object #1. View from front. Radar return from the concealed
object appears stronger in cross-polar as anticipated.
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Figure 4.10: Subject F2 with object #4. 3D representation of data. Mesh is gener-
ated from the range of maximal return power and colour-scale shows magnitude
response in logarithmic power.
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4.6 Algorithmic detection
4.6.1 Polarisation signatures
Aer conﬁrming visually the depolarisation eﬀect produced by man-made ob-
jects, eﬀort was made to quantify the depolarisation eﬀects outlined in the previ-
ous section, in order to develop an algorithmically determined metric capable of
reliably indicating the presence of a concealed object. First of all, the distribution
of return power was examined across the entire image. Figure 4.11 shows the
distribution of detected power in the co-polar and cross-polar channels, for each
pixel contained in a single frame. ese four scaer plots show data obtained
from a blank target (plot a) and from three diﬀerent concealed objects (plots b-
d). e response obtained from a blank subject shows a single cluster of points
with an small co-polar bias, which is consistent with the observations outlined
in the previous section. is body response is also observed in the presence of
a concealed object. However, all three objects introduce an additional detection
component with a large return power and clear cross-polar bias. Again, this is
consistent with the observations made in the previous section. is depolari-
sation eﬀect was the strongest diﬀerentiating signature observed between body
returns and the returns from a concealed object, and forms the basis of the auto-
matic classiﬁcation algorithm outlined in the following section.
A logarithmic colour-scale is useful when presenting imagery visually to a
human operator, since the dynamic range of the radar image is large. However,
the signature detection process which will be described in the following section
instead operates using the linear magnitude data since the types of objects which
(a)M1 Blank (b)M1, object #1 (c)M2, object #2 (d) F2, object #4
Figure 4.11: Scaer plot showing co-polar and cross-polar response for each a
blank subject and three diﬀerent objects. Each point corresponds to a single pixel
of the radar image. A cluster of points with a small co-polar bias, representing
the subject’s body response, can be observed in all four images. The presence of a
concealed object introduces an additional response with a strong cross-polar bias.
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Figure 4.12: Subject M1 with no concealed object. View from front.
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Figure 4.13: Subject M1 with object #1. View from front.
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Figure 4.14: Subject M2 with object #2. View from front.
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Figure 4.15: Subject F2 with object #4. View from front.
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we are considering display a large radar cross-section. It is therefore not desirable
to over-emphasise the lower level returns which may confuse the target classiﬁ-
cation. e depolarisation metric used herein is calculated by taking the diﬀer-
ence between the maximal co-polar return and the maximal cross-polar return
for each individual line of sight. e result of this process is indicated in plots
4.12-4.14, for subjects wearing light items of clothing. Each plot shows the co-
polar response on a logarithmic colour scale (le), the cross-polar response on a
logarithmic colour scale (centre) and the linear diﬀerence between the co-polar
and cross-polar magnitude response (right). On this colour-scale red indicates
a stronger response on the cross-polar channel and blue indicates a stronger re-
sponse on the co-polar channel. Figure 4.12 shows the response for a subject with
no concealed object. No strong depolarisation can be observed in this case. In
contrast, plots 4.13-4.14 show the response observed for three diﬀerent concealed
objects. A strong cross-polar bias at the concealment location is observed in each
of these cases.
4.6.2 Spatial signatures
Eﬀort was made to uncover viable detection signatures based upon the range in-
formation captured by the radar. An example of a spatial proﬁle of a test subject
is shown in ﬁgure 4.10. Data was compared for each subject, both with and with-
out a concealed object, in order to assess the visibility of each object type. While
clear variation was observed between diﬀerent test subjects, the radar range reso-
lution and beam size were found to be insuﬃcient to reliably detect the presence
of a concealed object. For this reason, the detection algorithm was developed us-
ing polarisation signatures only. Range information is discarded by selecting the
range cell of maximal return power for each line of sight, over a volume subset
around the subject. Subsequent analysis is therefore performed on a condensed
2D image.
4.6.3 Algorithm design
eaim of thisworkwas to achieve real-time automatic target classiﬁcation based
on polarisation signatures present within the scene. In order to achieve auto-
matic classiﬁcation, the content of each frame is analysed and reduced to a single
algorithmically-determined value. is value will be referred to throughout as
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the anomaly index. A higher anomaly index represents a greater probability that
the subject is carrying a concealed object. By choosing an appropriate threshold
value, the system can then alert the operator to the likely presence of a concealed
object. A high level of accuracy is necessary if the system is to be eﬀective.
However, there is some degree of overlap between the normal returns which
are observed from the human body and the returns which are observed in the
presence of a concealed item, particularly if the item is small. For this reason, a
lower detection threshold will increase the probability of interception, resulting
in a larger number of true positive (TP) results, at the expense of a higher false
positive (FP) rate. On the other hand, a threshold increase will reduce the number
of false positives, thereby increasing the number of true negatives (TN), at the
expense of a corresponding increase in the number of false negatives (FN). Table
4.2 indicates the 4 possible classes of detection, based on the detection output
when compared to the actual presence of a concealed item.
Object detected
Yes No
Object present Yes True positive (TP) False Negative (FN)No False positive (FP) True Negative (TN)
Table 4.2: Decision matrix indicating the four diﬀerent possible detection out-
comes as determined by detection decision and actual presence of a concealed ob-
ject.
A concealed object will typically be small in comparison to the dimensions
of the human body, though it should be expected to occupy a contiguous region
of at least several pixels. However, the response generated by the torso typically
shows a large amount of coherent speckle. erefore, although the torso is a dis-
tributed target, its radar response shows spatially conﬁned regions of increased
intensity, due to this coherent eﬀect. is eﬀect, to some extent, may resemble
the returns which result from concealed objects and is therefore is a potential
source of confusion in target classiﬁcation, particularly for small concealed ob-
jects, although it must be noted that depolarisation characteristic of man-made
objects provides an additional discriminating feature.
e anomaly index is determined through a spatial analysis, by decomposing
the radar image into one or more regions of depolarisation as it is acquired by
the radar. Regions composed of a greater number pixels of above-average depo-
larisation are given an enhanced weighting, in order to reﬂect their greater level
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of signiﬁcance. Regions below a threshold size are discarded in order to suppress
spurious detections.
4.6.4 Algorithm implementation
Based on the above observations an algorithmwas produced to yield the anomaly
index. is algorithm can be broken into several discrete stages: pixel thresh-
olding, association and grouping, group size weighting, and accumulation. e
process is described in detail below:
1. First collapse the 3D volume in range to form a 2D image with the value at
each pixel set according to the maximal magnitude value associated with
the corresponding line of sight.
2. For each pixel in the frame, the excess depolarisation is calculated by sub-
tracting the linear magnitude in the cross-polar channel from the magni-
tude in the co-polar channel. A positive value therefore indicates a higher
level of depolarisation. A threshold value is then subtracted.
3. A binary mask is then constructed to represent which pixels are to be in-
cluded in the anomaly index. A value of 1 indicates that the pixel is to be
included and a value of 0 indicates that the pixel is to be excluded. All pixels
with negative values are immediately excluded.
4. Iteration is performed across the image mask. When a value of 1 is discov-
ered, a new group of pixels has been encountered. New variables are ini-
tialised for the number of pixels present and the total depolarisation. ese
variables are passed as pointers to a group analyser function.
5. e group analyser function operates recursively in order to count the num-
ber of pixels which form one contiguous group. e analyser function ﬁrst
zeroes the corresponding position in the image mask to indicate that the
pixel has been counted. e pixel count is incremented and the excess de-
polarisation in the pixel is added to the group total. e group analyser
function then calls itself recursively for every one of the 4 nearest neigh-
bouring pixels (above, below, le and right) which has a non-zero mask
element. By ﬁrst zeroing each visited pixel, and only making recursive
calls for pixels which have not been visited, there remains no possibility of
double-counting or becoming trapped in an inﬁnite loop.
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6. Once recursion is complete, the group analyser function returns the total
excess depolarisation and the number of pixels which compose the group.
e depolarisation is multiplied by a weighting factor proportional to the
pixel count in the group in order to emphasise larger groups of contiguous
detections versus smaller groups which are more likely to result from co-
herent speckle eﬀects. An empirically determined weighting factor of n1=2
is used, where n is the number of pixels in the group. is weighted total
is added to a single per-frame accumulator.
7. Iteration continues until all of the cells which are above threshold have
been incorporated, yielding a single anomaly index for the frame.
Initial prototyping and implementation of the above described algorithm was
performed in MATLAB.is allowed the algorithm to be easily tuned and reﬁned,
before performing oﬀ-line classiﬁcation of the archived trial data. In order to au-
tomate this process, MATLAB routines were wrien to load each ﬁle individually,
producing anomaly index time plots and predicting the presence of a concealed
object. ese predictions were then compared to the trial records in order to
assess the capability of the algorithm.
Prior to the second trial, the algorithm was integrated into the radar control
soware in order to provide real-time feedback to the operator. e raw anomaly
index vales are presented to the operator as a rolling time graph. Additionally,
the ﬁltered anomaly index value, obtained by performing a rolling average, is
ﬁed to a two-level threshold system and the result is displayed to the operator
on a traﬃc light style indicator for ease of classiﬁcation. e purpose of a rolling
average is reduce sensitivity to false detections caused by spurious ﬂuctuations
in the anomaly index from one frame to the next. ese temporal ﬂuctuations
were aributed to coherent speckle eﬀects which can be observed to vary faster
than the inter-frame period due to subject movement. Increasing the integration
period reduces susceptibility to such spurious detections at the expense of a loss
of sensitivity to objects which are visible for a very short time. A faster frame
rate would allow further suppression by permiing a larger number of averages
for a given integration period.
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4.6.5 Trial two
emotivation behind the ﬁrst trial was to gather data in a controlled manner in
order to obtain a controlled data bank so that a suitable detection metric could
be developed. e anomaly index algorithm described above was then integrated
into the radar control soware in order to provide real-time indication for the sub-
sequent trials. During the second trial, which took place between 29 July 2013 and
1 August 2013, focus shied towards gathering a statistically signiﬁcant numbers
of blind runs where the presence of a concealed object was unknown to the radar
operator. e number of volunteers was expanded, with 6 male and 6 female test
subjects taking part. Raw radar data was recorded for each run as before, with the
addition of video footage co-registered to the data capture. e majority of the
data was gathered in a compliant scenario where the subject rotated slowly on
a single spot, as was the case in the initial trial. In the following section, perfor-
mance of the anomaly index will be closely examined in a number of compliant
measurements runs in the presence of three diﬀerent concealed objects.
4.6.6 Single person compliant results
In order to demonstrate the capability of the anomaly index algorithmwith IRAD,
let us consider a single subject and object type in detail. Figure 4.16 show the
raw radar output for a female subject with no concealed object. e subject was
wearing light clothing. e photograph on the boom le of this ﬁgure indicates
the starting pose. On the boom right of this ﬁgure there is a time plot showing
the variation in anomaly index as the subject rotates on the spot. e x-axis
indicates the frame number. Baseline response from this subject remains low
throughout, showing no observable correlation with the rotation of the subject.
Figure 4.17 shows the same female subject with object #4, located on the front
of her body, and placed on top of her clothing. On this occasion, there is a clear
bright response visible within the raw radar data shown in the top of the ﬁgure.
As expected, the object is considerably more visible in the cross-polar channel.
e subject begins by facing the radar, during which time the there is an elevated
anomaly index value. As the subject begins to turn away from the radar, and
the object is obscured by her body, the anomaly index begins to reduce to a level
which is consistent with the baseline level. Again, as the subject turns to face the
radar the anomaly index returns to the elevated value observed at the beginning.
Figure 4.18 shows further anomaly index time plots obtained with object #4
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(a) Radar image
(b) Photograph (c) Anomaly index
Figure 4.16: Baseline anomaly index response for a female test subject with no
concealed object.
(a) Radar image
(b) Photograph (c) Anomaly index
Figure 4.17: Anomaly index response for a female test subject with an object lo-
cated above her clothing. Anomaly index shows a substantial increase over baseline
when object is in view.
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(a) F1 blank (b) F1, object #4
(c) F3 blank (d) F3, object #4
(e) F5 blank (f) F5, object #4
Figure 4.18: Anomaly index time plots showing a comparison between the base-
line response and the anomaly index response in the presence of object #4 for three
female subjects, each wearing light clothing. For each individual, the presence of
a concealed object causes a significant increase in the anomaly index. Variation in
baseline measurement is observed between each subject.
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(a) F7 blank (b) F7, object #3
(c)M6 blank (d)M6, object #2
(e)M7 blank (f)M7, object #2
Figure 4.19: Anomaly index time plots showing a comparison between the base-
line response and the anomaly index response in the presence of object #3 for one
female subject, and object #2 for two male subjects. All subjects were wearing
light clothing. The presence of a concealed object causes a significant increase in
the anomaly index. Baseline variation is observed between each subject.
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for three female subjects, including subject F5 as shown previously in ﬁgures 4.16
and 4.17. e upper three plots (a, c and e) indicate the baseline response for each
subject with no concealed object. e boom three plots (b, d and ) show the
anomaly index response as each subject rotates. All objects were placed on the
front of the body for the sake of consistency. For each subject, the anomaly index
shows a signiﬁcant increase in the presence of the concealed object. However,
while F1 and F5 show similarly low baseline indications, F3 shows an slightly ele-
vated baseline anomaly index. is elevated baseline response can be aributed
to properties of the item of clothing worn by the subject. is eﬀect is discussed
further in section 4.8.4.
Figure 4.19 shows anomaly index time plots for two additional objects, #2 and
#3. As before, the top plots (a, c, e) indicate the baseline response for each subject
with no concealed object. e boom three plots (b, d and ) show the anomaly
index response as each subject rotates. Once again, each of these conﬁgurations
shows amarked increase in the anomaly indexwhen a concealed object is present.
It is, however, clear from close examination of even this small selection of data
that the response generated by any given concealed object can vary signiﬁcantly
depending on the individual subject concerned. Furthermore, there is a distinct
variation in the baseline response for each individual subject. While each of these
examples demonstrates an increase in anomaly indexwhen an object is concealed,
some baseline responses generated by certain subjects, such as F3 (ﬁgure 4.18c)
and M6 (ﬁgure 4.19c), show a baseline which is similar to the positive detection
responses of F7 (ﬁgure 4.19b) and M7 (ﬁgure 4.19).
A number of broad observations can be made with regards to the sources of
such confusion. ese are:
• While there may be some variation in response due to body shape, diﬀer-
ences were observed even for subjects of similar build. is variation is not
expected to be caused by the subject’s body itself. However, variation in the
characteristic signatures of individual clothing items, due to material prop-
erties or construction of a garment, are to be expected. ese eﬀects may
act to cause depolarisation which is similar in nature to the depolarisation
eﬀects expected from a concealed object.
• While the radar is certainly capable of penetrating clothing, fabric is not
completely transparent at this frequency. Material absorption can be ex-
pected to reduce the prominence of the characteristic detection signatures.
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• In real-world situations, individuals usually carry a number of objects on
their person (e.g. mobile telephones, glasses, wallets etc…). Any of these
items could be reasonably expected to display depolarisation signatures
which coincide with those of an object of interest.
4.7 Measurement of multiple subjects
4.7.1 Introduction
While the controlled compliant screening scenario considered up to this point
was necessary in order to identify detection signatures, it does not represent a
realistic real world situation. Since IRAD has a ﬁxed and relatively narrow depth
of focus, its operation is restricted to situations in which subjects pass through
the restricted scan volume at a ﬁxed stand-oﬀ distance.
Towards the end of the second trial, data was gathered under a controlled
scenario, whereby groups of between two and four subjects were instructed to
proceed in sequence through the radar sense volume, each pausing brieﬂy for 2-3
seconds. Given the operational limitations of IRAD at present, this was consid-
ered to be a realistic multiple subject scenario where IRAD would be capable of
making a detection. One or more of the subjects may carry a concealed object.
As for the compliant measurements performed in the ﬁrst part of trial two, the
presence of these concealed object was not known to the operator.
is type of measurement scenario is considerably more challenging for a
number of reasons. Firstly, this scenario results in considerably shorter subject
dwell time meaning that a determination must be made in a much shorter time-
frame, and with less information. Additionally, the presence of multiple subjects
within the radar’s ﬁeld of view necessitates additional programming in order to
track the movement of each individual subject and provide a separate classiﬁca-
tion based on their individual detection signatures.
4.7.2 Method
As each subject moves through the radar sense volume, they travel from the far-
thest range cell to the nearest range cell. Subject spacing is much larger than the
radar range resolution of 4.2 cm, so each target may be easily distinguished in
range. e top plot in ﬁgure 4.20 shows the variation in time of the raw range
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(a) Raw radar response
(b) Isolated subject tracks
(c) Isolated anomaly index responses
Figure 4.20: Illustration of a typical output from the subject tracking and separa-
tion process, showing a) the raw range response for the centre line-of-sight across
the duration of the measurement, b) the tracks which are generated for each indi-
vidual subject, and c) the anomaly index value corresponding to each of the sub-
jects.
response corresponding to the centre line of sight. In this plot, the movements of
four individual subjects can easily be distinguished visually.
A tracking algorithmwas designedwhich partitions the radar time record into
distinct regions for each subject. If for a given run there are n subjects present
the algorithm will produce n records, each containing the observed positions and
anomaly index values. is algorithm, illustrated as a ﬂow chart in ﬁgure 4.21,
operates as follows:
1. For each frame identify the range to target by ﬁnding the cell of maximal
return power, for the centre line of sight.
2. If the power contained in the maximal range cell is below the detection
threshold, discard it immediately.
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FindRrangeRtoRtarget TrackRestablished? StartRnewRtrack LastRframe?
WithinRnRcells?
TrackRlengthR>R6
ExportRtrack
StartRnewRtrack
AddRtoRtrackSTART
TrackRlengthR>R6
ExportRtrack
END
yes
no
no
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
Figure 4.21: Flow chart showing the method by which the contiguous radar data
is partitioned into individual tracks for each subject.
3. Calculate the anomaly index value using a restricted volume of ±15 range
bins (63 cm) around target position.
4. If the new detection is within n range cells from the last observed target
position, append the new detection to the existing track. Otherwise, the
new detection is considered to be another subject for which a new track is
created.
5. Spurious tracks consisting of very few detections, were oen produced at
the transition point between two targets or by spurious reﬂections. All
genuine tracks were observed to contain at least 12 detections, therefore
any track composed of six or fewer detections is discarded immediately.
e raw range detections and corresponding tracker outputs are shown in
ﬁgure 4.20. e top plot shows raw range response with time, the middle plot
shows isolated subject trajectories for each subject position, and the boom plot
shows the corresponding anomaly index traces.
4.8 Assessment of IRAD performance
4.8.1 Overview
A third trial took place between 9 September and 13 September 2013. e purpose
of this ﬁnal trial was to gather a statistically signiﬁcant number of runs in order
to assess the eﬀectiveness of the radar system and the algorithm development
which was informed by the measurements performed during the previous trials.
e majority of the data gathered during this trial was performed with groups
of subjects as discussed previously. Two measurement conﬁgurations were used
during these trials:
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• Small groups: Groups of between two and four individuals were instructed
to pass through the radar sense volume in a predetermined sequence. Ob-
jects were concealed according to a pre-speciﬁed run list. e concealments
speciﬁed by the run list were unknown to the operator at the time of mea-
surement. Measurements from 283 individual subject permutations were
collected under this conﬁguration. Total number of concealments was 65.
• High throughput: Under this conﬁguration run-time was much larger, util-
ising all 12 volunteers. e volunteers cycled continuously through the
radar sense volume for the duration of each run. A predetermined object
was concealed on a volunteer by removing them from the cycle, placing the
object and re-merging them with the other volunteers. Object were placed
on the subject behind a screen, out of sight of the operator. Under this con-
ﬁguration, 16 runs were performed. Across all runs, 13 concealments were
made and 1028 subject measurements were made in total.
e measurements obtained under the above conditions yielded a statistically
signiﬁcant number of blind measurements which provide a detailed illustration
of the system’s strengths and shortcomings. ese will be discussed in the re-
mainder of this chapter.
All automated analysis was performed using MATLAB. Code to coordinate
these analysis results with the master run record, and to perform the subsequent
statistical analysis, was wrien in Perl.
4.8.2 Automatic scoring
Given the large number of measurement runs, a manual analysis of each individ-
ual run would be prohibitive. For this reason, a fully automated analysis routine
was developed.
Each individual time and date-stamped data ﬁle was assigned a unique run
number during measurement. While each subject conﬁguration was unknown
to the operator at the time of measurement, a corresponding master list of all
subject conﬁgurations was made available aer the conclusion of the trial. Code
was developed inMATLAB to iteratively open each captured data ﬁle, segment by
subject, and produce a list of the anomaly index values observed for each subject.
As the total exposure time of each individual to the radar was rather short, in the
order of several seconds, a single average of the anomaly index history is used.
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By thresholding against a mean anomaly index, the potential for false detections
due to single spurious responses is reduced. At the completion of this process,
a report is produced which records the number of subjects detected and their
corresponding anomaly index value, for each subject detected. Correct subject
segmentation was conﬁrmed against the master run list, in order to verify that
number of subjects detected matched the number of subjects actually present.
4.8.3 Analysis
Statistical analysis of the trial data was performed using a program wrien using
the Perl programming language. is language was selected for its ease with
which it handles data and text processing tasks. e program loads the anomaly
index values exported from MATLAB and collates them with the master run list.
Regular expressions are used to correct errors in spelling, unify variations in the
name recorded for each item of clothing, and to classify each clothing item as
either heavy or light. Items of clothing typically worn indoors were classiﬁed
as light, and items of clothing typically worn outdoors were classiﬁed as heavy.
e result of this process is a list of individual measurements with the following
subject information: subject id, item of clothing worn, clothing type (light or
heavy), concealed item present, and anomaly index.
For a given anomaly index threshold value, a prediction of object present or
object not present can be made. When correlated with the actual concealment
state, the prediction can be classiﬁed as one of four conditions: true positive (TP),
false positive (FP), true negative (TN) or false negative (FP). Based on the relative
proportions of these classiﬁcations, a true positive rate (TPR), false positive rate
(FPR), false negative rate (FNR), and true negative rate (TNR) may be determined:
TPR =
TP
TP + FN
(4.1)
FPR =
FP
FP + TN
(4.2)
FNR = 1   TPR = FN
FP + TN
(4.3)
TNR = 1   FPR = TN
FP + TN
(4.4)
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Figure 4.22: Proportion of true positives (TP), false negatives (FN), true negatives
(TN), and false positives (FP) as a function of anomaly index threshold for all cloth-
ing types.
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Figure 4.23: Proportion of true positives (TP), false negatives (FN), true negatives
(TN), and false positives (FP) as a function of anomaly index threshold for light
clothing types.
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Figure 4.24: Proportion of true positives (TP), false negatives (FN), true negatives
(TN), and false positives (FP) as a function of anomaly index threshold for heavy
clothing types.
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Figure 4.25: True positive rate (TPR) and true negative rate (TNR) as a function of
anomaly index threshold for all clothing types.
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Figure 4.26: True positive rate (TPR) and true negative rate (TNR) as a function of
anomaly index threshold for light clothing types.
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Figure 4.27: True positive rate (TPR) and true negative rate (TNR) as a function of
anomaly index threshold for heavy clothing types.
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(a) All objects, by clothing type
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(b) Object #3, by clothing type
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(c) Object #1, by clothing type
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(d) Object #2, by clothing type
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(e) Light clothing, by object
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Figure 4.28: ROC curves generated for diﬀerent measurement configurations.
Plot a shows the average response for all object types, by clothing type. Plots
b-d present the response for each object, by clothing type. Plots e and f present
the response for light and heavy clothing, by object.
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A high TPR is of critical importance to a reliable detection system. However,
in a real world measurement situation, the number individuals with no concealed
objects of interest can be reasonably expected signiﬁcantly exceed the number of
individuals carrying a concealed object of interest. erefore, even a relatively
low FPR may result in an unacceptably high number of false positives. ese
detection rates vary as a function of threshold level so increasing the rate of true
detections usually comes at the expense of an increase in false positives.
Figures 4.22, 4.23, and 4.24 show the proportional variation between each of
the four detection classiﬁcations as the anomaly index threshold is increased, for
all clothing types, light clothing, and heavy clothing. While the number of false
positives and true negatives does not vary signiﬁcantly based on clothing type,
there is a clear net reduction in true positive detections when a subject is wearing
a heavier item of clothing. is can be seen in the reduction in size of the bright
red region, which represents the proportion of true positive detections, for a given
anomaly index threshold value.
Figures 4.25, 4.26, and 4.27 show the corresponding variation in true positive
rate and true negative rate as a function of anomaly index threshold.
System eﬀectiveness can therefore be broadly categorised using the true pos-
itive rate, the probability of detecting a concealed object, and the false positive
rate, the probability of falsely identifying an object where none is present. As
both of these rates are dependent on the threshold level, a useful way of visu-
alising their relationship is through the use of a receiver operator characteristic
(ROC) curve [81]. A ROC curve is a parametric plot of TPR and FPR as a function
of predictor threshold level. e x-axis corresponds to the FPR and the y-axis cor-
responds to the TPR. A random guess, which can be expected to be correct 50%
of the time, will produce a straight line from the origin to the coordinate (1,1). If,
however, the metric under examination shows some degree of correlation with
the true state of the subject, with a greater than random chance of detection, then
the plot trace will deviate from the straight line towards the upper le corner. Fig-
ure 4.28 shows a number of ROC curves under diﬀerent measurement conditions.
Plots a-d show the aggregate results for all objects and for each object individu-
ally, by clothing type. Plots e and f show the results for light and heavy clothing
respectively, for each object.
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4.8.4 Clothing eﬀects
rough analysis of these measurements, two main eﬀects were observed be-
tween each individual clothing item a particular item of clothingwhichmay aﬀect
the resulting detection classiﬁcation. ese are:
• Material attenuation: Clothing items with greater absorption at the radar
operating frequency can be expected to result in aenuation to the radar re-
turns from a concealment object. is may be due to the particular material
properties of the item in question or due to the thickness of the garment.
e expected result of this eﬀect is a reduction in TPR and a corresponding
increase in FNR.
• Depolarisation eﬀects: e presence of depolarisation signatures due to
clothing items themselves will result in an increased anomaly index re-
sponse independent of any concealed object. If no object is present, the
increase in depolarisation may trigger a false detection. e expected re-
sult of this eﬀect is an increase in FPR and a corresponding decrease in
TNR.
Analysis of this data set revealed distinct paerns between these two sources
of confusion. Let us ﬁrst examine the situation of material aenuation. As pre-
viously stated, ﬁgures 4.22-4.28 demonstrate a clear distinction between the light
or heavy clothing designation and the true positive rate. In order to isolate the
eﬀects of aenuation from the depolarisation response of the clothing, measure-
ment runs were separated into isolated groups where each measurement was per-
formed with a speciﬁc subject and clothing item. Within each of these groups, an
average anomaly index was calculated for the blank runs and for each of the indi-
vidual objects. For each object, a relative anomaly index was calculated by taking
the ratio of average concealment response to average blank response. An average
All clothing Light clothing Heavy clothing
Object #1 1.54 1.96 1.43
Object #2 1.48 1.98 1.18
Object #3 1.27 1.74 0.97
Table 4.3: Comparison of the average relative anomaly index for each object, rel-
ative to the baseline measurement obtained from the same subject wearing the
same clothing.
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of these relative anomaly index scores was performed for for each combination
of clothing type and speciﬁc object. Table 4.3 shows the resulting scores. While
the average relative anomaly index observed for each object is larger than one,
indicating an increase in observed depolarisation versus baseline, heavy clothing
items cause a substantial reduction in observed anomaly index. In the case of ob-
ject #3, the average depolarisation is almost identical to the baselinemeasurement
when the subject is wearing heavy clothing.
It is reasonable to expect that certain clothing items may contribute to the
excess depolarisation present in the scene. To examine the extent to which this
is true, measurements for which no concealed object was present were grouped
by subject and clothing item. An average anomaly index value was obtained for
each of these subject/clothing conﬁgurations. Figure, 4.29 presents these conﬁgu-
rations in ascending order of anomaly index. e ﬁrst half of these clothing items
show a low, slowly increasing anomaly index response. A steep linear increase
in anomaly index can be seen in the upper 50% of responses. It is also clear that
both items of both light and heavy clothing show this eﬀect, with no observable
diﬀerence between these classiﬁcations. e average anomaly index is 0.31 for
light items, and is 0.30 for heavy items.
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Figure 4.29: Distribution of anomaly index scores for each unique combination
of subject and clothing item, in ascending order. Each bar represents one such
combination and is coloured depending on its classification as heavy or light cloth-
ing. There is no clear diﬀerence in the underlying anomaly index value obtained
between each clothing type. Approximately 50% of these measurements show a
low anomaly index response with a gradual linear increase. The remaining mea-
surements show an steeper linear increase.
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4.8.5 High throughput screening
In addition to the measurements of small groups described thus far, a number of
high throughput runs were conducted. During these measurements, each lasting
several minutes, the subjects were cycled continuously through the radar sense
volume. A total of 16 runs were performed, producing a total of 1028 individual
measurements. e concealment ratio was considerably smaller, with a total of 13
concealments made across all 16 runs. Due to the large run-time, radar data was
not recorded to disk due to space constraints. Video was recorded for subject
identiﬁcation and this was co-registered with the anomaly index output of the
radar soware. Concealment was performed out of sight of the radar operator.
Measurement threshold was set to 0.3 for the amber detection threshold, and
0.6 for the red detection threshold. Due to a conﬁguration error, some of the
measurement runs were performed with a higher threshold level of 0.5 and 1.0.
ese measurements are presented separately.
As for the small group measurements before, the known blank measurements
can be separated by subject in order to examine the anomaly index contributions
from each item of clothingworn. Figure 4.30 shows the anomaly index three-level
threshold value recorded for each subject. Since each of these measurements is
blank, the only correct detection result is low (shown as green). ere is a large
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Figure 4.30: Distribution of the three stage traﬀic light indications obtained for
each subject with no concealed object. Low (green) is therefore the only correct
classification, with medium (amber) and high (red) corresponding to false positive
detections. A large variation in false positive rate is clearly visible across the range
of test subjects.
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variation in the anomaly index registered for each target. While four of the twelve
subjects correctly register low in the vast majority of measurements, there are
four subjects who show an anomaly indication of at least medium in the majority
of blank measurements.
Initial analysis of the detections made during these measurements was en-
couraging. However, since there is a considerable variation in anomaly index
value when a concealed object is not present, it is important to ensure that the
distribution of objects across the range of subjects is uniform. A non-uniform
distribution carries a risk of aributing a true positive detection to a correct iden-
tiﬁcation of the concealed item, when in reality the detection may the result of a
high anomaly index response from clothing item alone. If the clothing and object
concealments are truly uncorrelated, then a positive result may be interpreted
conﬁdently.
Examination of the records of object placement showed that items were con-
cealed disproportionately on subjects who registered high anomaly index mea-
surements with no concealment. In order to address this procedural shortcoming,
the number of true positive detections were compared to an expectation value
based on the analysis of blank measurements shown above. is expectation
value is the number of detections which would be expected to result from a blank
measurement alone. If the number of detections exceeds this value consistently,
then it can be said with a good degree of conﬁdence that there is a correlation
between the detection and presence of a concealed object. In other words, that
the probability of detection exceeds that random chance alone.
Measurements were performed during three separate sessions. On the ﬁrst
day, there was an unintended discrepancy between the anomaly index thresholds
used between two groups of runs. For this reason, these runs will be considered
as two separate measurement sessions. e third session was performed on the
following day, so it too will be considered separately due to changes in subject
clothing. For each session an expectation value of medium and high detections
is calculated by summing the probability of detection for each subject who car-
ries a concealed object. If the number of true positives is signiﬁcantly above the
expectation value, these additional detections may be aributed to the detection
of actual object signatures. Table 4.4 shows the results of this analysis. In total
there were 13 concealments, 8 of which were detected at the low threshold and 7
of which were detected at the high threshold. Note that the missed detection at
the high threshold occurs in the session where there was an elevated threshold
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Low threshold High threshold
Day # resh. Det. Exp. Det./Exp. resh. Det. Exp. Det./Exp.
1 4 0.3 2 1.85 1.08 0.6 2 1.36 1.47
1 5 0.5 3 3.56 0.84 1.0 2 0.95 2.11
2 4 0.3 3 2.19 1.37 0.6 3 0.38 7.89
Table 4.4: A record of the three high throughput measurement sessions indicat-
ing the number of concealments and the threshold level, number of detections,
expected number of detections based on blank measurements and the ratio of de-
tections to expectation value, for low and high threshold levels.
level of 1.0. In all three cases, the high detection level resulted in a signiﬁcantly
higher number of detections versus the expectation value, when compared to the
low threshold level.
As was the case for the small group measurements, it is clear that certain
items of clothing produce a high anomaly index output which acts as a source
of confusion in target classiﬁcation. is can be alleviated to some extent by
increasing the threshold level, but in doing so the false negative rate will increase.
e object which was used throughout these high throughput measurements was
larger than any of the objects used throughout the small groupmeasurements and
compliant measurements. is explains why the high threshold detection rates
are greater than would be expected by examining ﬁgures 4.25-4.27.
4.9 Conclusions
4.9.1 System performance
e experimental work which has been presented in this chapter was made possi-
ble by the signiﬁcant enhancements which were made to the radar systems, both
soware and hardware. ese are outlined in detail in chapter 3. High frame
rate is of critical importance in an eﬀective stand-oﬀ screening system with high
subject throughput. is is due to the relatively short target dwell time, the possi-
bility of occlusion of the concealed object during measurement, and the necessity
to reliably distinguish between multiple subjects entering the detection volume.
Furthermore, a large amount of coherent speckle is observed which varies on a
time-scale shorter than the image acquisition period. Similar temporal variation
was noted in the depolarisation observed from frame-to-frame. A faster frame
rate would allow a larger number of averages to be taken, reducing the eﬀects
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of transient shis in anomaly indication, while maintaining a suﬃciently short
integration period which is matched to the exposure time of each subject. e
measurements outlined in this chapter were performed at 4.8 Hz, which is close
to the reasonable upper limit of the mirror scanning mechanism for the X-Y res-
olution used. However, a frame rate of at least 10 Hz would be desirable.
e radar voxel size is approximately 3 x 3 x 4.2 cm, which was found to be
insuﬃciently ﬁne for reliable detection using the range information. Achieving
a narrow beam-width at this stand-oﬀ distance is complicated by the need for
a large antenna aperture size. System bandwidth would also need to be signif-
icantly enhanced. IRAD is capable of generating a chirp bandwidth of approxi-
mately 5 GHz, which corresponds to an ideal range resolution of 3 cm. However,
non-linearities in the system across its operating bandwidth result in a reduction
in range resolution beyond that predicted by theory. e current bandwidth of
3.6 GHz was selected to maximise the eﬀective range resolution of the system.
Non-linearity correction in soware was explored in section 3.10, however this
enhancement was not available during these trials. It is not expected that 3 cm
range resolution would signiﬁcantly mitigate this problem. A voxel size of less
than 1 x 1 x 1 cm would be desirable.
4.9.2 Detection signatures
Man-made objects were observed to have a large radar cross-section, with a larger
cross-polar response, when compared to a typical torso response which is greater
in the co-polar channel. A detection metric, referred to as the anomaly index, was
developed and integrated into the radar processor. is metric was developed
and further reﬁned during the ﬁrst two trials. is algorithm reduces the radar
sense volume within a frame into a single number which indicates the presence
of spatially coordinated depolarisation. A weighting is performed in order to
enhance the excess depolarisation contribution resulting from a larger areas. is
detection metric is indicated on the radar display in real-time.
Oﬀ-line batch processing was performed on each measurement run collected
during the ﬁnal trial in order to evaluate the detection capabilities of the system.
ese measurement scenarios were conducted blind and were designed to test
the performance of the system under conditions which were considered to be
representative of a plausible real-world measurement situation. Each concealed
object resulted in a consistently reproducible increase in the anomaly index value.
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4.9.3 Clothing
Clothing was identiﬁed as the principle source of confusion in detecting con-
cealed objects. ere are two distinct mechanism by which this occurs: aenua-
tion of depolarisation response from a concealed object and depolarisation con-
tributions due to the clothing itself. Clothing aenuation was examined by com-
paring the detection statistics for light clothing items which would be typically
worn indoors, and heavy clothing item which would be typically worn outdoors.
Detection rates were found to be signiﬁcantly lower when objects were concealed
behind heavier items of clothing.
e anomaly index response which results from the clothing item itself, in-
dependent of the presence of a concealed object, was investigated by examining
the detection statistics of blank measurements, both for the small group and high
throughput scenarios. Many clothing items displayed a non-negligible anomaly
index response during blank measurements, which for some items was much
larger than the contribution which would be expected to result from a concealed
object. In contrast to the aenuating eﬀect of clothing items, this excess depo-
larisation response was found to be uncorrelated with the clothing classiﬁcation.
Comparing the measurements of each clothing item both with and without a con-
cealed object conﬁrmed that, at least for light clothing items, a strong anomaly
response was still present. An inability to decouple the clothing-induced signa-
tures from object-induced signatures results in a high false positive rate, which
limits the system eﬀectiveness.
e structure of these trials did not permit the exact causes for these observa-
tions to be identiﬁed. Investigation of these clothing eﬀects, and the possibility
of distinguishing the clothing response from the object response, would form the
likely basis of any further development work.
4.9.4 Future work
e research described in this chapter has resulted in a polarisation-based detec-
tion metric for the identiﬁcation of concealed objects. is detection metric has
shown a reproducible, yet modest, capability of detecting objects concealed be-
hind clothing. Any future development work to improve the detection reliability
would likely focus on characterising, and investigating techniques to mitigate the
high depolarisation signatures of certain clothing items, with the aim of reducing
the false positive rate.
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It is, however, unlikely that IRAD in its current form is capable of achieving
the desired performance. However, if a system were to be constructed with a
larger operating bandwidth, and ﬁner spatial resolution, the polarisation-based
signatures described in this chapter could be augmented by spatial detection sig-
natures as a means to achieve reliable stand-oﬀ detection of concealed objects
carried by non-cooperative subjects in crowded locations.
Chapter 5
SAFIRE
5.1 Introduction
e St Andrews Fast Imaging Radar Equipment (SAFIRE) is a portable short range
radar developed at St Andrews primarily for use as a demonstration tool for public
engagement [82]. SAFIRE was designed both for indoor and outdoor operation,
where its 7.5 cm range resolution and 6 Hz frame rate allow fast real-time imagery
to be presented even in conﬁned environments. Figure 5.1 shows SAFIRE’s basic
design. Like NIRAD, it utilises a zenith-directed Gaussian optics lens antenna
(GOLA), which is scanned by a 45 degree rotating, belt-driven mirror capable of
Figure 5.1: SAFIRE radar design. Image courtesy of Dr David Macfarlane
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SAFIRE NIRAD Units
Source PM-YTO Upconverted DDS
Frequency 94 94 GHz
Bandwidth 2000 600 MHz
Range resolution 0.075 0.25 m
Chirp duration 64 102.4 µs
Sampling rate 4 10 MSa/s
Time samples 256 2 x 1024
Lines of sight 1440 1024
Frame rate 6 8.8 Hz
Power 2.5 20 dBm
Data rate 35.4 590.6 Mbps
Table 5.1: Comparison of the typical operational parameters of SAFIRE and NI-
RAD.
operation up to 6 Hz.
A low phase-noise permanent magnet YIG tuned oscillator (PM-YTO) is used
as a frequency source which is 12× multiplied to 94 GHz. e transmied beam
is circularly polarised with a modest 2.5 dBm transmit power. e radar is con-
trolled by a compact PXI instrumentation PC with a 2-in/2-out data acquisition
(DAQ) card. e PM-YTO control voltage is supplied by the analogue output of
the DAQ. e radar’s RF hardware, scanner and control computer are all housed
in a single compact enclosure. e base of the enclosure and supporting struc-
ture are constructed from aluminium, with transparent polycarbonate enclosure
walls which allow the radar internals to be visible in education seings.
Over the years SAFIRE has been a major part of the Millimetre-wave Group’s
science outreach work in schools, science festivals and other public events and
has reached an estimated 250,000 people to date. In the last two years SAFIRE
has been deployed as part of a science centre installation in Dundee, Aberdeen
and Glasgow. Further to its original purpose of public engagement, SAFIRE has
recently seen deployment as part of study into the use of millimetre-wave radar as
an active sensor in a robotic boat guidance system. is study yielded some very
promising early results in what is a new radar environmental sensing application.
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5.2 Integration of soware processor
5.2.1 Overview
Informed by the development work performed with NIRAD and IRAD, enhance-
ments were made to the processing eﬃciency of SAFIRE by porting relevant parts
of the soware radar processor. e low power PXI computer is equipped with
a single-core Intel Pentium M 760 CPU clocked at 2.0 GHz, and an Intel GME915
integrated graphics processor. While the volume of captured data is an order of
magnitude smaller than for NIRAD and IRAD, highly eﬃcient processing is desir-
able since the available computing resources are considerably more limited. Due
to the lack of a multi-core processor, multi-threaded processing was not imple-
mented. Instead, a single threaded design, not unlike the existing control so-
ware, was implemented. Compiler and library enhancements from NIRAD and
IRADwere duplicated. e LabWindows/CVI environment was conﬁgured to use
the Microso Visual C compiler and the processing routines were altered to use
the FFTW Fourier transform library. However, speciﬁc programming techniques
successfully employed with NIRAD and IRAD, were found not to be compatible
with the hardware available necessitating the development of an alternative pro-
cessing techniques.
5.2.2 GPU processing
e Intel GME915 integrated graphics processor present in the control computer
supports the hardware-accelerated OpenGL graphics library. However, it lacks
the shader support necessary to run the GPU processing code which was devel-
oped for NIRAD and IRAD. e GPU code in question is responsible for coor-
dinate transformation, conversion to logarithmic units and colour-scaling. An
alternative GPU processing routine was developed, using more basic OpenGL
features to perform coordinate transformation and ﬁnal rendering without the
use of shaders. Later generations of Intel’s integrated graphics processors, of the
type embedded within the CPU package of the second generation and later of
Intel Core processors, feature more complete OpenGL support including support
for programmable shaders. ese modern chips, which in many ways share more
in common with older discrete accelerators, should not present the same diﬃcul-
ties.
In order to perform coordinate-transformation without the use of OpenGL
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shaders, standard OpenGL geometric primitives are used. e circular image re-
sulting from the translation from angle-range data is drawn by approximation as
a fan of quadrilaterals. A larger number of quadrilateral primitives results in a
closer approximation to a circle at the expense of a larger processing load. Log-
arithmic colour-scaling was implemented using the eﬃcient CPU-based lookup-
table technique described in section 2.5.1, and the resultant colour-scaled radar
image is uploaded to the GPU as a 32-bit RGBA texture, which is mapped to the
rendered geometry. e quality of the rendered image was found to be greater if
the number of quadrilaterals is an integer division of the number of angular po-
sitions per revolution. Increasing the segment count further enhances the qual-
ity of the approximation. Rendering geometry is speciﬁed as the OpenGL type
GL_QUAD_STRIP, where coordinates are speciﬁed in the order shown in ﬁgure
5.2.
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Figure 5.2: The circular profile swept by the radar is drawn by approximation as
a series of quadrilateral segments. Colour-scaled polar radar data is stored as a
32-bit OpenGL texture. An integer number of lines of sight are mapped onto each
quadrilateral segment. Increasing the number of segments improves the quality of
the approximation at the expense of additional rendering load.
OpenGL has no speciﬁc 2D rendering support, however 2D drawing can be
easily performed within by seing up an orthographic projection. First, the
OpenGL projection matrix is conﬁgured to an orthographic projection using the
glOrtho function as follows:
g lOr tho (  1 . 0 f , 1 . 0 f ,  1.0 f , 1 . 0 f ,  1.0 f , 1 . 0 f ) ;
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Aer executing the above code, the rendering window is addressed by a co-
ordinate system which -1 and +1 in the x and y axes correspond to the le, right,
boom and top of the screen respectively. e screen centre is at the point (0, 0).
For a frame of radar data composed of N angular positions, the equations
deﬁning vertex positions are as follows, indexed from 0 to 2N. Coordinates are
normalised to the coordinate system-described above.
x2n =
rmin
rmax
sin
 
2pin
N   1
!
(5.1)
y2n =
rmin
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!
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x2n+1 = sin
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y2n+1 = cos
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All rendering commands are loaded into the graphics card as an OpenGL dis-
play list. Each frame is drawn by passing new frame data to the GPU using the
glTexSubImage2D OpenGL library function, before calling the display list and
ﬁnally swapping the active display buﬀer.
5.2.3 Results
e original radar control soware captured, processed and rendered imagery en-
tirely in soware. In order to achieve acceptable performance, resolution of the
resulting imagery was typically lower than the display resolution. By making
changes to the compiler and libraries, implementing more eﬃcient processing
code and oﬄoading many of the rendering operations to the GPU, the resulting
soware is capable of running the radar at 6 revolutions per second, a limit im-
posed by the mirror scanning hardware. Furthermore, imagery is rendered at the
display resolution, resulting in a clearer radar output.
5.3 Outreach installation
Between late-2012 and June 2014 SAFIRE was installed as part of a temporary sci-
ence centre exhibition, on display in Dundee Science Centre, Satrosphere Science
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Figure 5.3: Photograph of SAFIRE installation at Dundee Science Centre.
Centre in Aberdeen and Glasgow Science Centre. In contribution to this installa-
tion, I took responsibility for adapting the radar control soware for automated
continuous operation, capable of producing public-facing imagery without the
need for an operator to set up and control the radar.
A modiﬁed version of the radar control soware described above was pre-
pared which runs full-screen, hiding the Windows desktop. In order to prevent
excessive wear or overheating of the motor and mirror scanning mechanism, the
radar is run at a reduced speed of 3 revolutions per second for up to 2 minutes
at a time. Radar parameters altered between runs. Figure 5.3 shows SAFIRE in-
stalled inDundee Science Centre. Imagery is displayed on a large projector screen.
During the interval between runs, educational videos explaining the underlying
concepts are shown. Imagery is rendered with OpenGL, with the displayable re-
gion cropped to only display the area immediately surrounding the exhibit. is
allows the high measurement resolution of the radar to be clearly visible as well
as ensuring that the reﬂected returns which are inevitable in a conﬁned indoor
environment aren’t visible. While the false targets which appear as the result of
reﬂections could be a suitable point to explain to visitors, in practice the imagery
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becomes very diﬃcult to interpret.
5.4 Wave tracking
5.4.1 Overview
While SAFIRE was designed primarily as an instrument for public engagement,
its high range resolution and compact design make it suitable for portable short
range sensing applications. is section will describe the integration of SAFIRE
into an autonomous boat control system.
Millimetre-wave radar is well established in the automotive industry as a
method of tracking nearby vehicles, pedestrians or other potential obstacles. Data
from radar systems is oen passed to collision avoidance or mitigation systems
in order to improve road safety. us far, these types of radar systems have not
seen application in marine environments.
e motivation of this project, which was to investigate the utility of millime-
tre wave radar for the purpose of collision mitigation in a computer controlled
autonomous boat system. In this environment, large waves are capable of desta-
bilising the small boat when moving at speed. A human operator would reduce
speed in anticipation of arriving waves, in order to avoid causing damage to the
boat or its contents. Without a method of monitoring the positions of nearby
waves, an automated controller cannot perform a similar manoeuvre.
is work was conducted as part of an MOD CDE funded industrial collabo-
ration involving ales and ASV Limited. e boat in question was guided by a
computer using a series of pre-programmed GPS way-points. By algorithmically
identifying and tracking the position of waves in the scene, an estimate of ve-
locity, an hence time to impact, can be obtained. ese predicted collision times
were subsequently passed to the boat controller in order to reduce power for a
period of time around the estimated time of impact.
5.4.2 Car radar
e aim of this project was to evaluate the capabilities of radar technology sim-
ilar to that found in a car radar, the higher azimuthal resolution of SAFIRE was
deliberately degraded to match car radar speciﬁcations. Four 5° beams were sim-
ulated by taking the mean across multiple lines of sight. As SAFIRE has a 0.25°
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beam width, each simulated car radar beam corresponds to 20 lines-of-sight on
SAFIRE.
Using an existing radar system such as SAFIRE is advantageous since, aside
from its higher resolution, its capabilities are broadly similar to that of a car radar.
Commercial car radar modules do not typically make their raw imagery exter-
nally accessible and feature highly specialised signal processing routines which
are not readily adaptable to non-automotive applications. Using an existing sys-
tem therefore allows the principle to be evaluated without the expense of con-
structing a new radar.
5.4.3 Algorithm overview
With only four lines of sight, there is insuﬃcient angular resolution to accurately
determine the direction vector for each wave. For this reason, wave motion was
treated as one-dimensional in the direction deﬁned by the radar beam. Let us
consider a wave whose front is straight and large relative to the boat, and which
travels towards the boat at an angle θ relative to the radar line-of-light vector. In
this case the apparent velocity of the wave will be increased by a factor of sec(θ ),
relative to the wave velocity in its direction of travel. However, as the reported
distance to target is increased by the same factor, the calculated time of arrival is
unaﬀected.
e basic steps in the tracking routine are as follows:
• Receive 1 complete frame of new data and isolate the 80 lines of sight facing
forward.
• Group into sets of 20 lines of sight and take the mean to form 4 ”car radar”
lines of sight.
• Subtract ﬁxed frequency interference from each range proﬁle in order to
suppress false detections.
• Low-pass ﬁlter each range proﬁle and perform peak detection to identify
detections in the scene.
• Aempt to associate new detections with previous detections in order to
identify moving waves, assigning a unique identiﬁcation number to each
tracked wave.
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• For each tracked wave which is determined to be on course to strike the
boat, transmit a predicted time-to-impact to the boat controller.
5.4.4 Development of a tracking algorithm
e tracking routines were developed as a set of library routines, wrien in pure
ANSI C, which are designed to be invoked by the SAFIRE radar code. e basic
methodology was based on example tracking code supplied by Dr Andy Stove at
ales. e tracker is generalised in terms of beam count, the number of real lines
of sight in a virtual line of sight, range bin count, range resolution and chirp repe-
tition frequency, making it easily adaptable to another radar system. Additionally
this abstraction allowed the tracker to be independently developed and veriﬁed
separately before integration into the radar control soware. Development and
reﬁnement of the algorithm were performed oﬀ-line using archived data gath-
ered from the shore. At every stage of development, algorithm eﬃciency was
emphasised, given the limited computing resources available.
5.4.5 Beam integration
e radar data is passed directly as a pointer. e ﬁrst stage of processing is to
condense the multiple radar lines of sight to produce a smaller set of virtual lines
of sight. Two methods were considered, which will be described below. e ﬁrst
of these is to perform a simple mean across each range bin of each line of sight.
e second method is to select the maximum response at each position from the
set of individual lines of sight which compose the virtual line of sight. ese two
methods were considered, as well as a combination of the two, however the sec-
ond method was quickly discarded as the raised noise ﬂoor, resulting from bright
reﬂectors, frequently overpowered smaller reﬂectors in adjacent range bins, us-
ing this method. Furthermore, a simple mean more closely represents the result
obtained from a single beam of larger width. Figure 5.4 shows the raw captured
data (le) and the four simulated beams (middle).
5.4.6 Filtering
Aer condensing down to the four simulated beams, ﬁxed frequency interference
is then removed. is interference, while constant in short time periods, dris
over longer periods of time. e dynamic nature of the interference makes static
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Figure 5.4: Example data during processing. The le figure shows raw acquired
data consisting of 80 lines of sight. The middle figure shows the 4 simulated car
radar beams. The right figure shows the suppression of interference by the median
filter. Colour scaling is uniform across all three figures.
characterisation unreliable, therefore a method of estimating of the interference
proﬁle in real time is required. is estimate can then be subtracted from each
range proﬁle to eliminate the false detections which result from this interference.
Let us make the assumption that the scene is relatively sparsely populated.
In other words, each radar individual range bin is unoccupied more oen than
not. e interference present in a given range bin is equal in power for each
virtual beam. Considering these assumptions, a ﬁlter based around the median
of the last N radar measurements, across all beams, should yield a good estimate
of interference since target reﬂections would be conﬁned to the upper quartile of
observed return powers. Such a ﬁlter was implemented.
5.4.7 Optimised median filtering
As each line of sight is acquired, it is added to a circular buﬀer of size N , with
each new line of sight displaces the oldest line of sight. Aer each new line
of sight is incorporated, the median value is updated for each range bin. e
simplest conceivable method of determining the mean would be to sort the range
cell values and then select the middle element. However, typical sort algorithms
such as quicksort or heapsort have average-case complexity of O (n log(n)) and a
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worst-case complexity of O (n2) [83].
An optimised median ﬁltering algorithm was developed which eliminates re-
dundant sorting operations by maintaining an ordered list of cells, to which each
new cell is added at the correct position. is could be considered as a modiﬁed
insertion sort. In addition to this sorted list, a chronologically ordered element list
is maintained, which is required in order to allow the oldest entry to be removed
as each new entry is added. e chronological list is implemented as a C array.
e oldest element is identiﬁed by an integer index which is incremented each
cycle, and reset to zero when it exceeds the length of the array. e sorted list is
maintained as a doubly-linked list, for which insert and delete operations have a
complexity of O (1). e chronological list is a an array of median_linked_list, a
struct which incorporates the linked list pointers, as deﬁned below:
typede f s t r u c t med i a n _ l i n k e d _ l i s t m e d i a n _ l i n k e d _ l i s t ;
s t r u c t med i a n _ l i n k e d _ l i s t {
double va lue ;
i n t median ;
m e d i a n _ l i n k e d _ l i s t * prev ;
m e d i a n _ l i n k e d _ l i s t * nex t ;
} ;
e process of updating the ﬁlter with a new line of sight is as follows:
• For each range cell, remove the oldest cell from the linked list by cross-
referencing the previous cell and next cell in the chain.
• Recycle the structure by updating it with the value of the new cell.
• Starting in the middle of the linked list, compare the new value with the
middle element and step forwards or backwards through the linked list until
the correct position is found.
• Update the pointers of the new element, and of its new neighbours.
• Read the value of the new centre element. is is the new median value.
e linked-list insertion and removal operations have a complexity of O (1).
Searching for the new insertion point has a complexity of O (n). us, the com-
plexity of the algorithm as a whole is O (n). e median value at each range bin
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can now be assembled to form a background interference proﬁle which is inde-
pendent of thewaveswithin the scene. Figure 5.4 shows the four simulated beams
prior to ﬁltering (middle) and aer ﬁltering (right).
5.4.8 Peak detection
Figure 5.5: Diagram illustrating the peak detection algorithm. The signal level
must rise to its peak value by the threshold amount and fall by the threshold to be
considered a distinct peak. The solid black dots indicate detected peak positions.
Prior to peak detection, a rolling average ﬁlter is applied. e ﬁlter length was
chosen to correspond to 2.5 metres. is value was chosen based on the observed
size of a typical wave in captured data and is performed in order to obtain the
mean position of the wave instead of multiple detections. e peak detection
algorithm requires that the signal level rise by a threshold amount below the
minimum signal level encountered. Aer a maximum is encountered, the signal
must fall below the maximum by the same threshold amount for a peak to be
registered. If the signal begins to rise again before the threshold is met then the
search continues until the signal falls by the threshold level. Only the highest
peak will be recorded. is condition prevents small ripples from registering as
false targets.
5.4.9 Tracking
e tracker algorithm is implemented using C structs and linked lists in order to
store and organise detections and their associated tracks. ese structures are
deﬁned as follows:
typede f s t r u c t r a d a r _ d e t e c t i o n r a d a r _ d e t e c t i o n ;
s t r u c t r a d a r _ d e t e c t i o n {
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i n t t ime ;
double p o s i t i o n ;
double p o s i t i o n _ e s t ;
double v e l o c i t y ;
double i n t e n s i t y ;
i n t beam_s t a r t ;
i n t beam_count ;
r a d a r _ d e t e c t i o n * prev ;
r a d a r _ d e t e c t i o n * nex t ;
} ;
typede f s t r u c t t r a c k e d _ o b j e c t t r a c k e d _ o b j e c t ;
s t r u c t t r a c k e d _ o b j e c t {
i n t i d ;
i n t s i z e ;
i n t l a s t _ u p d a t e d ;
double l a s t _ p o s i t i o n ;
double l a s t _ v e l o c i t y ;
r a d a r _ d e t e c t i o n * f i r s t ;
r a d a r _ d e t e c t i o n * l a s t ;
t r a c k e d _ o b j e c t * prev ;
t r a c k e d _ o b j e c t * nex t ;
} ;
Each individual detection has a radar_detection structure associated with it
and every tracked wave has a tracked_object structure associated with it. Both
structures contain pointers to the previous and next element of the linked list to
which they belong. Each radar_detection itself belongs to one of the following
lists:
• List of new detections
• List of orphaned detections, which were detected in previous frames but
have not yet been associated with a track
• List of detections associated to a given tracked wave
Aer each frame is acquired, a new tracked_object struct is populated and
added to the set of new detections. An aempt is made to associate each new
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detection with an established track. Each track has an associated position and
velocity at the time it was last observed. A current position estimate is obtained
for each track based on the last known position estimate, time of last observation
and the last known velocity element. For each existing track, an aempt is ﬁrst
made to associate it with a new detection. e detection with the smallest dis-
crepancy between observed position of the detection and the track’s estimated
current position, is chosen as long as it is below the maximum error limit. e
detection is removed from the list of new detections and appended to the list of
points within its new track.
e track position and velocity estimates are updated based on the new de-
tection. e position and velocity estimates are also duplicated within the radar
detection struct corresponding to the new detection. is allows the change in
position and velocity to be monitored as the track grows. is additional infor-
mation is very useful in understanding the eﬀect of the tracker parameters, per-
miing them to be ﬁne-tuned for this application. e track is removed from the
list of tracks and reinserted at the front. is results in priority being given to
the tracks which have been observed most recently.
Aer this process is complete, the new detections which have not yet been
associated with tracks are then compared with the list of orphaned detections,
in order to create new tracks. If an orphaned point can be associated a new de-
tection, then both points are removed from their respective lists and added to a
new track object. e track position is set to the last detected position and the
velocity estimate is calculated from the diﬀerence in observation times and ob-
served positions. New detections which have failed to associate with a track are
removed from the list of new detections and placed in the list of orphaned detec-
tions. Orphaned detections which have failed to be associated with a track aer
three frames, are discarded.
Track data structures, and the detection structures stored within them, are
recycled under the following two conditions:
• When the position and velocity estimates indicate that it must have arrived
at the boat
• When the tracked wave is moving away from the boat and its distance
exceeds the maximum range of the radar
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5.4.10 Alpha-beta tracker
e tracker operates using estimated positions and velocities calculated based on
the detected ranges returned by the peak detector, which can be presumed to
contain some degree of error in range based on the particular part of the wave
which produces strong reﬂection at a givenmoment in time. Perhaps the simplest
way of obtaining a velocity estimate would be to set the track position to be equal
to the position of the last detection and set the velocity based on the positions of
the last two detections in space and time. e resulting estimates, however, vary
wildly from observation-to-observation. An alpha-beta ﬁlter [84] is employed to
suppress these sudden variations and produce an estimated position and velocity
which is determined across a larger number of observations. It is important to
note that this results in a position estimate which is not generally equal to the
last observed position.
Suppose that we have a last known track position estimate xˆk 1 and last
known track velocity estimate vˆk 1, with an elapsed time since last observation
of ∆t . An estimate of the new position is as follows:
xˆk  xˆk 1 + ∆Tvˆk 1 (5.5)
where ∆t is the time since the last observation. e velocity estimate remains
unchanged:
vˆk  vˆk 1 (5.6)
Aer each new frame is acquired, and a new set of detections are obtained,
a new position estimate is generated for each established track based on the pre-
vious position and velocity estimates. is new estimated position is then com-
pared to the set of new detections in order to associate the new detections with
an established wave track.
For each established track, starting with the most recently observed, an error
is calculated between the track’s estimated position and the observed position of
each new detection.
rˆk  xk   xˆk (5.7)
Values of rˆk greater than a deﬁned maximum are immediately discarded. If
any suitable detections are found, the detection with the smallest rˆk value is cho-
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sen and incorporated into the established track. e track position and velocity
estimates are then updated by feeding back a fraction of the error rˆk .
xˆk  xˆk + α rˆk (5.8)
vˆk  vˆk + β
∆t
rˆk (5.9)
e constant α determines the proportion of rˆk which is incorporated into the
position estimate, and β determines the proportion of rˆk which is incorporated
into the velocity estimate. If α and β are both equal to 1, then the situation reverts
to the simple case of seing position estimate based on last observed position, and
a velocity calculated only from the last two points. If, however, α and β are given
values less than 1 then the position and velocity estimates could be said to be a
ﬁltered version of the actual observation. Because these estimates are generated
based on more than two observations, noise is suppressed and a more accurate
and time-stable estimate is obtained increasing the accuracy of time-of-arrival
predictions.
5.4.11 Alternative filters
ere are a number of alternative tracking ﬁlters which could be applied to this
scenario, notably the Kalman ﬁlter. Like the alpha-beta ﬁlter, the Kalman ﬁlter
provides state estimates based upon noisy observations, but does so in a more
mathematically rigorous way. While the feedback of an alpha-beta ﬁlter is static,
the gain of the Kalman ﬁlter is updated based on observations and can be expected
to provide higher tracking accuracy, particularly as the number of measurements
increases. However, for this particular application, where each wave is tracked
over a relatively small number of observations, it was concluded that the advan-
tages of the Kalman ﬁlter over the simpler alpha-beta tracker would be somewhat
diminished. An alpha-beta tracker can provide acceptable tracking performance
while allowing the tracker implementation to be considerably simpliﬁed.
5.4.12 Evaluation and tuning
In normal operation, the only information presented externally by the tracker is
list of tracks and their estimated time of arrival. However, in order to evaluate
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and tune the algorithm, a history of the following information is stored by the
tracker at the time of each detection:
• Raw observed wave position
• Updated position estimate
• Updated velocity estimate
• Return power
An optional debug mode was implemented, which is enabled or disabled by
altering a C preprocessor directive. When debug mode is enabled, the additional
information outlined above is wrien to disk for later analysis. is data was
processed and visualised using MATLAB in order to select optimal values for the
α and β gain coeﬃcients. Initial values for alpha and beta were estimated and
further reﬁnements were made to improve tracking accuracy and position/veloc-
ity estimate stability. Increasing the feedback coeﬃcients causes the position and
velocity estimates to react more quickly to wave acceleration at the expense of
increased error and decreased time-of-arrival determination. e chosen values
were α = 0:7 and β = 0:2 based on the observed data gathered from the shore.
It is expected that waves in open water will move at a constant velocity over
the relevant window of measurement. However, during stationary testing, waves
were observed to decelerate as they approached the shore. is was aributed
to the corresponding reduction in water depth. However, it must be noted that,
while waves themselves may exhibit an acceleration of zero, the radar certainly
will at times be accelerating relative to thewaves. In this application, GPS-derived
positional information is used to guide the boat’s navigation systems. Integrating
positional data into the prediction model would be expected to increase the accu-
racy of the estimates. Increasing the accuracy of predicted position would allow
the feedback constants α and β to be reduced, potentially yielding a more stable
estimate. Unfortunately, while the utility of such an enhancement was clear, time
constraints would not have permied its implementation.
Figure 5.6 shows the resulting output of the alpha-beta tracker, showing the
evolving position estimate as each additional detection is added to the track. An
estimated time of arrival is calculated based on the last recorded position and
velocity estimate for each track.
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Figure 5.6: Output from the wave tracker showing waves approaching the radar.
Data was obtained from shore-based observation. Raw detection locations are
shown as crosses and the position estimation is shown as a solid line. As the po-
sition estimate incorporates previous detections it is not generally coincident with
each raw detection. The tracks are extrapolated beyond their final position to in-
dicate their time of arrival based on the estimated velocity, indicated as a dashed
line.
5.4.13 Live testing
Live closed-loop testing was performed alongside ales and ASV at Portsmouth
harbour between 19 and 22 August 2013. During testing, the wind speed was
10 knots at sea and the water was calm. Due to a lack of suitable waves for
testing, the wake generated by a second support boat was used to simulate waves.
SAFIRE was mounted on the autonomous boat and the estimated arrival times
of detected waves were transmied to the boat controller by a standard RS-232
serial connection. SAFIRE was operated at a frame rate of 6 Hz. During this
testing, waves were successfully identiﬁed and tracked, allowing accurate arrival
estimates to be supplied to the boat controller. e boat controller then cut the
throle several seconds before impact resulting in a signiﬁcant reduction in the
resulting impact.
is successful result provides validation for the hypothesis that millimetre-
wave radar would provide a useful wave detection capability. It is hoped that a
commercially viable radar could be constructed by adapting existing technology
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developed for car radar.
5.5 Conclusions
By incorporating soware enhancements, as outlined in chapter 2, system per-
formance was greatly increased, permiing real-time radar processing and data
visualisation at up to 6 Hz, a limit imposed by the scanner hardware. By adopting
GPU acceleration through use of the industry standard OpenGLAPI, the CPU pro-
cessing burden was reduced and the ﬁdelity of the rendered image was improved.
Functions was developed which enable unaended operation of the radar, wh-
cih allowed the radar to be deployed as part of a science centre exhibition. is
work, alongside visits to schools and other public events, has promoted public
understanding of this exciting technology.
A real-time wave tracker was developed and integrated into SAFIRE for use as
part of an autonomous boat control system. Incoming radar data was processed
in order to simulate the capabilities of an integrated car radar module. Eﬃcient
algorithm design and implementation were emphasised throughout in order to
meet the requirement for high frame rate real-time operation. During live test-
ing, waves were successfully identiﬁed and accurately tracked, and estimates of
arrival were relayed to the boat controller allowing corrective action to be taken.
By using an existing radar system, this new potential application for car radar
technology could be rapidly explored without the need to develop a specialised
radar system.
e work outlined in this chapter provides strong justiﬁcation for a soware-
based processing approach. Use of conventional computer hardware allowed the
concept to be quickly prototyped, reﬁned, and integrated for real-time operation
quickly, oﬀering a degree of ﬂexibility which is hugely desirable in a research
system.
Chapter 6
AVTIS
6.1 Introduction
AVTIS (All-terrain Volcano Topography Imaging Sensor) is a hybrid mm-wave
radar and passive imager developed by Dr David MacFarlane at the University
of St Andrews [3, 11]. AVTIS was designed to monitor the changing topography
of the Soufrière Hills volcano on the Caribbean island of Montserrat. e FMCW
radar component of AVTIS operates at 94 GHz. At this operating frequency, good
spatial resolution is achieved while oﬀering the ability to penetrate environmen-
tal obscurants, typically orographic clouds, which regularly cloak the underlying
terrain. For this reason AVTIS enjoys a distinct advantage over optical surveying
techniques, such as Lidar or infra-red cameras.
AVTIS’s passive millimetre-wave imager is capable of producing thermal im-
agery even when there is no optical visibility, though the resolution is lower than
that of a thermal imaging camera which operates in the infra-red. Since the radar
and passive imager share a common antenna, radar topography and thermal im-
agery may be trivially co-registered.
ere are two current incarnations of AVTIS, which both share a common
design. e ﬁrst of these is AVTIS-2, a portable instrument capable of whole-
day operation from standard 12 V lead-acid baeries. e portability of AVTIS-2
means that a more complete topography map can be obtained by combining mea-
surements from diﬀerent vantage points to overcome the occlusion inherent to a
ground-based measurement. e second is AVTIS-3, a permanently installed and
fully automated instrument which is designed for continuous monitoring from a
ﬁxed location. AVTIS-3 is currently situated approximately 3 km from Soufrière
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Hills, and is powered by six solar panels. Recorded data is transferred to the
Montserrat Volcano Observatory automatically using standard 802.11 wireless
networking with a high gain antenna link.
6.2 Operation
6.2.1 Overview
AVTIS-2 and AVTIS-3 produce three-dimensional digital elevation maps (DEMs)
by raster scanning. e radar head, featuring a Cassegrain antenna, is mounted
on a two-axis gimbal scanner. Signal digitisation is performed inside the radar
head through use of a USB-based ADC. AVTIS makes use of a voltage controlled
oscillator (VCO) for chirp generation. Chirp generation and analogue capture
triggers are derived from positional information supplied by the gimbal during
scanning. e radar is controlled by a low-power computer system which is in-
tegrated into power supply unit and control box (PSUCB) with a weather and
impact-resistant plastic casing. e PSUCB communicates with the radar via a
single USB connection to a USB hub which is located within the radar head. is
hub is connected to a USB acquisition card which generates the modulation volt-
age which is supplied to the VCO, and to a custom USB clock generator board
which is responsible for generating timing signals. is clock generator was de-
veloped as part of this doctoral work, and is outlined in section 6.6.
6.2.2 AVTIS-2
AVTIS-2 was designed to be portable for use as a surveying instrument. e
gimbal and radar head are designed for mounting on a modiﬁed surveyor’s tripod.
e instrument takes around 5 minutes to assemble, followed by a 45 minute
thermal stabilisation period aer which it is ready for measurement. Power is
supplied using either two or four standard 12 V sealed lead acid baeries, which
oﬀer around 8 hours of continuous measurement time. AVTIS-2 is sealed against
moisture, however a tent is required during operation during rainfall.
6.2.3 AVTIS-3
AVTIS-3 was designed for permanent installation for continuous operation as
an autonomous radar. e radar head, gimbal and control computer are housed
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inside a waterproof ﬁberglass enclosure with a rigid hemispherical polystyrene
radome. Data collection is automated, with the resulting data buﬀered locally
prior to transfer to base via two pairs of Tranzeo 5 GHz 802.11 directional wireless
antennas. AVTIS-3 is powered by six solar panels with a baery reserve in order
to permit 24 hour operation.
6.2.4 Reference reflectors
Positional registration is performed by placing a number of reference corner re-
ﬂectors in the scene. e position of the radar, as well as the position of each
reﬂector, is determined by diﬀerential GPS. ese reference reﬂectors are used
to map the gimbal’s positional information to real-world coordinates. is is of
particular importance where diﬀerent measurements are to be directly compared.
During measurement, regular reﬂector measurements are performed to compen-
sate for change in measured range due to thermal dri.
6.2.5 Digital elevation map (DEM) generation
When operated in radar mode, a DEM is generated by successively performing
range measurements as the gimbal is scanned in position. Positional feedback
from the gimbal is used to trigger acquisition at the correct interval. e ele-
vation position is conventionally stepped, while a continuous azimuth sweep is
performed at each step. e nominal radar pixel size is 0.1°, which corresponds
to a spot size approximately 5 m at a range of 3 km.
e beam footprint incident on the terrain surface typically extends over
many range bins. Additionally, coherent speckle eﬀects can produce bright nar-
rowly deﬁned peaks across this range. A soware low pass ﬁlter is performed
across the range proﬁle in order to suppress these spurious deviations, yielding a
range proﬁle which correspondsmore closely to the underlying bulk terrain. Dur-
ing longer range operation, multiple observations may be averaged to improve
the signal-to-noise of the measurement.
For each line of sight, the range peak of maximal amplitude is selected as the
range to terrain. e recorded data is mapped to real-world coordinates by corre-
lating corner reﬂector observations within the scan volume with their recorded
GPS-referenced positions.
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6.3 Fieldwork
6.3.1 Summary
In 2011, AVTIS-2 and AVTIS-3 were deployed on the island of Montserrat for
the purpose of surveying the Soufrière Hills volcano. I was involved throughout
the two months of ﬁeld work, alongside Dr David Macfarlane and Dr Duncan
Robertson from St Andrews, and Catherine Hayer and Professor Geoﬀ Wadge
from the University of Reading. At the conclusion of this ﬁeldwork, AVTIS-3 was
permanently installed at a remote location approximately 3 km from the volcano,
in order to provide continuous monitoring of the lava dome. is section will
provide a brief summary of this ﬁeldwork.
Preparations began in early January 2011 during which time AVTIS-3 was de-
ployed for a period of two weeks on the roof of the Biomedical Sciences building
in St Andrews, which is located close to the School of Physics and Astronomy.
e unit was operated under mains power during this period of testing. A com-
munication link was established back to the roof of the School of Physics and
Astronomy using the same 802.11 wireless connection which was used for its ﬁ-
nal deployment. Figure 6.1 shows AVTIS-3 during its deployment in St Andrews.
During testing, outside temperatures in St Andrews were signiﬁcantly lower than
those in Montserrat.
From AVTIS-3’s position on the roof, it had a clear view of the adjacent golf
course and beach, as shown in the ﬁgure 6.2. Two corner reﬂectors were placed
in two diﬀerent position on the grounds of the golf course in order to allow for
positional registration and range calibration to be tested. No major issues were
encountered during this period of testing.
Some soware functionality, including the ability to schedule scans and the
automated transfer of data to the base computer, were not completed in time to
be integrated prior to this testing period. is functionality was developed in
parallel and completed prior to the ﬁeld trips, with ﬁnal integration and testing
performed during the ﬁrst ﬁeld trip.
6.3.2 Deployment
ework performedwith AVTIS included twomonths of ﬁeldwork inMontserrat,
between 14th March and 13th April, and 2nd May and 31st May 2011. e main
aims of this ﬁeldwork were to:
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Figure 6.1: Field testing in St Andrews showing the radars installation on the roof
of the Biomedical Sciences buiding (le) and close-up photo of the radar with the
radome removed (right), showing the radar’s field of view over the golf course.
Figure 6.2: Aerial photography showing the location of the AVTIS-3 on the roof of
the Biomedical Sciences building during deployment in St Andrews. Also indicated
is the Physics and Astronomy building to which wireless communications were
established. The radar had a clear view of the golf course visible in the centre of the
photo, where two corner reflectors were placed to allow for positional registration
and range calibration to be performed. Satellite imagery adapted from Google
Earth.
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• Assemble and test system prior to installation at the remote site.
• Place GPS-referenced calibration corner reﬂectors in suitable locations.
• Install network repeater at a location with line of site to MVO and AVTIS-3.
• Install AVTIS-3 in its remote location on Windy Hill.
• Perform terrain measurements using AVTIS-2 from several diﬀerent van-
tage points in order to assemble a single uniﬁed DEM with complete cov-
erage of the lava dome.
6.3.3 First field trip
e original purpose of the ﬁrst ﬁeld trip, between 14th March and 13th April,
was to complete the installation of AVTIS-3 at a suitable location. is was to be
followed by a shorter two week ﬁeld trip in order to perform a multi-site survey
usingAVTIS-2. However, upon arrival, damage to the azimuthal drivemechanism
was discovered on AVTIS-3’s gimbal, which required a repair to be performed by
the manufacturer. In addition, while the radar did arrive in advance of the ﬁeld
trip, the radar enclosure and solar panels suﬀered signiﬁcant delays in transit,
arriving aer the conclusion of the initial ﬁeld trip. Consequently the decision
was made to complete necessary programming work and system testing during
the ﬁrst ﬁeld trip, while delaying the installation until the second ﬁeld trip, which
was extended to a period of 4 weeks.
e radar soware was modiﬁed to disable functions related to gimbal control
so that testing could progress without its presence. is meant that performing a
radar scan was not possible, but allowed scan scheduling and data transfer func-
tions to be integrated and tested.
During this trip, a number of potential sites were identiﬁed for the ﬁnal in-
stallation of AVTIS-3. Of these, the location which was selected was Windy Hill
which is located 3 km from the volcano. As this remote location has no direct
line of sight to the Montserrat Volcano Observatory (MVO), a wireless repeater
station was installed. Garibaldi Hill was selected as a suitable location due to its
accessibility by road and its line of sight to both Windy Hill and the MVO trans-
mier mast. Link quality tests were performed, however ﬁnal installation was
delayed until the arrival of the solar panels.
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Corner reﬂectors were placed at suitable locations, securely mounted to metal
piping. e corner reﬂectors each feature a standard GPS mount, aached at the
apex of the reﬂector, which was used to obtain a precise position for calibration
purposes.
6.3.4 Second field trip (AVTIS-3 installation)
During the second ﬁeld trip, AVTIS-3 was tested for one week prior to its instal-
lation on Windy Hill. A concrete plinth was constructed adjacent to MVO, upon
which AVTIS-3 was installed inside its enclosure. e solar panels were installed
and conﬁgured and wireless communication was established with the antenna
which was aached to the MVO communications tower. Charge levels on the
solar panel baery backup were closely monitored to ensure that continuous op-
eration would be achieved. Baery capacity was found to be suﬃcient to power
the system during the hours of darkness and there was suﬃcient excess power
available to completely change the baeries during the day.
Aer a successful period of testing, the radar was installed on Windy Hill. A
clearing was made and another concrete plinth of identical dimensions was con-
structed at the remote site. As there was no road access to this site, equipment
and personnel were transported by helicopter. Figure 6.3 shows the ﬁnished in-
stallation of AVTIS-3. Visible to the rear of the photograph are the 6 solar panels
Figure 6.3: Remote field installation of AVTIS-3 on Windy Hill. Radar is enclosed
in a fibreglass housing with polystyrene radome. Telemetry antenna is visible to
the right of the picture. Dense fog obscures the view of the volcano.
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installed in twometal frames, and the antenna which is directed towards the relay
site on Garibaldi Hill. e image illustrates the common situation of zero optical
visibility caused by localised cloud formation.
6.3.5 Second field trip (AVTIS-2 measurement)
During the laer part of the ﬁeld trip, a series of measurements were performed
with AVTIS-2 in order to obtain complete DEM coverage of the volcano. Figure
6.4 shows a typical measurement conﬁguration. AVTIS-2 is mounted on a modi-
ﬁed surveyors tripod. e PSUCB and radar are powered by two 80 Ah lead acid
baeries which were capable of providing power for at least 8 hours of operation.
For each measurement location, corner reﬂectors were placed at locations where
they would be suitably isolated from the surrounding terrain and their position
was measured by recording 20 minutes of GPS observations. Additionally, a sec-
ond external GPS antenna was mounted on a frame which was located directly
above the AVTIS-2 radar head. GPS data was captured throughout the duration
of the measurement run and later processed via diﬀerential GPS to obtain highly
accurate positional information, both for the radar and for each of the corner
reﬂectors.
Figure 6.5 shows a single uniﬁed DEM which was obtained by combining the
data gathered for each observation site.
Figure 6.4: Photograph showing AVTIS-2 in the process of scanning the volcano.
GPS antenna was positioned vertically above the radar for the duration of the mea-
surement, in order to record an accurate position of the radar head for the purpose
of coordinate registration.
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Figure 6.5: Digital elevation map (DEM) assembled from three AVTIS-2 observa-
tion sites, plus data from AVTIS-3. Each measurement location is separated by
colour. The top plot shows a top down view of the data and the boom plot shows
the captured topography superimposed upon data obtained from an airborne LI-
DAR survey. Gaps in the data set result from occlusion. The ability of AVTIS to
penetrate environmental obscurants allows terrain to be mapped at the lava dome,
which is missing from the LIDAR survey data set.
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6.4 Control soware
6.4.1 Processing enhancements
Informed by the development of the soware radar processor outlined in chapter
2, enhancements were incorporated into the AVTIS control soware in collabora-
tion with Dr David Macfarlane.
ADC capture and FFT processing operations were moved to separate threads
in order to improve performance and increase responsiveness. AVTIS uses a low-
power single core processor and therefore does not beneﬁt from an increase in
processing throughput withmultiple processing threads. For this reason, process-
ing occurs inside a single thread. e USB ADC used by AVTIS requires captured
data to be transferred from the device before a new chirp can be acquired, which
means that the device must be regularly polled in order to avoid missing data.
By performing ADC operations in a separate thread, the soware can remain re-
sponsive to newly arriving data without an unnecessarily reduction in processing
throughput.
Implementing FFT operations using FFTW and compiling using the Microso
Visual C compiler resulted in signiﬁcant additional gains in processing through-
put. ere was insuﬃcient time to perform benchmarks in order to quantita-
tively assess the observed improvement. However, aer these enhancements
were made, data processing rate was observed to be approximately equal to the
rate of acquisition. Previously, the processing rate was signiﬁcantly less than the
rate of acquisition.
In the case of AVTIS-3, processing of the captured radar time domain data is
not strictly necessary as such operations could be performed on a more powerful
base computer. However, performing processing during capture allows the vol-
ume of the data which is stored and transmied to be restricted only to the region
of interest. Transmiing time-domain data would require all captured data to be
transmied.
6.4.2 Scheduling
e biggest diﬀerence between AVTIS-3 and previous versions of AVTIS is its
function as a continuously operating autonomous radar. In order to permit unat-
tended operation, it was necessary to implement a scheduler function into the
radar control soware. Functionality to save and load the operating parameters
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existed prior to this work, and was therefore used as the basis for the scan sched-
uler.
e scan scheduler operates by loading diﬀerent scan conﬁgurations in se-
quence and performing a scan according to the relevant parameters. Conﬁgura-
tion parameters include, but are not limited to, mode of operation (radar or ra-
diometer), extents of the scan volume, gimbal speed, chirp bandwidth and chirp
duration. Resulting output data is stored in date and time-stamped folders which
contain the processed data and radar conﬁguration for later examination. Data
is stored locally until it has been transferred to the base computer, at which time
it is removed.
Scheduling is performed via a graphical user interface. Scheduling conﬁgu-
ration can be stored and recalled from disk in order to allow the schedule to be
quickly and easily adjusted manually by an operator, depending on the desired
measurements and regions of interest.
6.4.3 File transfer requirements
An important function of the AVTIS-3 radar is its ability to telemeter the data
which it captures back to a base computer located at MVO. is is achieved
through the use of two pairs of Tranzeo 5 GHz directional wireless antennas.
As AVTIS-3 is sited on Windy Hill, with no direct line of sight to MVO, a solar
powered repeater station was placed on Garibaldi Hill, which has direct line of
sight to both locations with a distance of several kilometres. e telemetry of
data must be fully automated, reliable and capable of withstanding interruptions
in power and network connectivity. Successful delivery of data must be reliably
veriﬁed and ﬁles must be removed to avoid ﬁlling the limited on-board storage.
Additionally, the transfer soware must not interfere with the operation of the
radar control routines. I have designed and implemented a ﬁle transfer system
that meets these requirements.
6.4.4 File transfer design
In order to minimise potential disruption to the radar control soware, the data
transfer routines were implemented as a standalone program running on the
radar control box. is program was wrien in C. Figure 6.6 shows the design
of the soware’s control logic. File transfers are coordinated between the radar
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Figure 6.6: Flow diagram illustrating the control logic of the file transfer soware.
The transfer soware runs on the radar control box and transfers data to a remote
PC.
control soware and the ﬁle transfer soware through a shared database ﬁle.
e database is implemented using the public domain SQLite database library
[85]. In order to verify that data has been correctly received, a lightweight check-
sum veriﬁcation program was wrien which runs on the base PC. e transfer
soware on the radar control box communicates with the veriﬁer via a standard
TCP connection and a simple text-based command and response protocol. For
each ﬁle to be veriﬁed, the transfer soware sends a query containing the ﬁle
name to verify and the veriﬁcation soware responds with the size of the ﬁle and
an MD5 checksum. is response is in the following form:
04c80000-226190d94b21d1b0c7b1a42d855e419d
Where the ﬁrst eight characters before the dash contain the ﬁle size in bytes en-
coded in base-16 and the 32 characters following the dash contain the 128-bit
MD5 digest encoded in base-16. If the reported ﬁle size is less than the size of
the original ﬁle, then the ﬁle has only been partially copied. In this case the MD5
checksum corresponds only to the partially copied data. e MD5 checksum is
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calculated using the digest functions of the open-source OpenSSL library.
Whenever the radar control soware ﬁnishes writing a data ﬁle to disk, the
ﬁle is closed and its location is added to the database, which records both the
ﬁle name and transfer state. e transfer soware subsequently reads these ﬁle
entries from the database sequentially and aempts to transfer them to a standard
Windows network share. Aer transfer, the checksum is generated locally on the
radar control computer, and the checksum is requested from the remote base PC.
ese two checksums are then compared. If the checksum matches, the transfer
is deemed to be successful and the source ﬁle is removed from the database and
the ﬁle system.
In the event of power failure or loss of network connectivity, the transfer of
a given ﬁle may already have partially completed. If the ﬁle already exists on
the base PC, its checksum is requested and the ﬁle size is compared to the source
copy on the control box. If the ﬁle sizes match, the checksum of the entire ﬁle is
calculated locally and is compared. If the ﬁle sizes do not match the checksum is
calculated locally for the data which has been transferred. If this partial signature
matches, the transfer is resumed and the remainder of the ﬁle is copied.
If at any stage a checksummismatch occurs the ﬁle is deleted from the remote
computer and transfer is re-aempted from scratch. Data is never removed from
the radar control computer until it has been successfully copied and veriﬁed.
6.4.5 File transfer performance
Prior to its deployment, the soware underwent exhaustive testing in order to
simulate handling of the error cases outlined above. Errors were recovered from
gracefully and without unnecessary retransmission of data. During testing prior
to deployment in Montserrat, a defective ethernet connection between the base
computer and the antenna resulted in a large amount of data corruption which
rendered impossible the manual transfer of data. Even under this challenging
condition, broken transfers were successfully resumed and ﬁles were transferred
correctly.
e data transfer soware was then deployed in the ﬁeld inMontserrat during
installation of the radar at its remote site on Windy Hill on 19th May 2011. e
ﬁle transfer has performed reliably, and has proved capable of transferring data
under continuous radar operation without accumulating a backlog of data. Some
full and partial checksum mismatches were observed. In all cases the soware
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recovered gracefully, re-transferring data as necessary. is observation reaﬃrms
the importance of the robust approach taken, as valuable data could otherwise
have been lost.
In comparison, large ﬁle transfers performed manually using Windows ﬁle
copy frequently failed to complete due to wireless network degradation, for ex-
ample during bad weather.
6.5 Rain
6.5.1 Overview
Heavy localised rainfall can cause the formation of lahars, a type of fast-moving
mudﬂow composed of water and rock particles dislodged from the slopes of the
volcano [86]. During initial testing of AVTIS-3, it was noted that heavy rainfall
was visible on the captured radar data with the spatial structure of the rainfall
distribution clearly visible. e ability to monitor the position of rainfall was
therefore identiﬁed as a potentially useful secondary measurement ability to aug-
ment existing weather station data [45]. A ies Clima laser disdrometer, was
co-located with one of the corner retroreﬂectors in order to provide an indepen-
dent source of data. is disdrometer produces drop size and velocity distribution
of precipitation on a minute-by-minute basis.
e disdrometer itself has no on-board storage, and is designed to communi-
cate with a computer bymeans of an RS-485 serial connection. However, as mains
electricity would not be available at any suitable location within visual range of
the radar, the disdrometer was powered by a standard 80 Ah lead-acid baery.
Deployment of a conventional computer would have limited the maximum de-
ployment time and it would have been diﬃcult to protect from the weather. For
this reason, a custom microcontroller-based data logger was developed, which
records the data to a MicroSD memory card. e design and implementation of
this data logger will be outlined in the following section.
6.5.2 Data logger
In order to allow the remote deployment of the disdrometer, a low-power data
logger was designed and built. Due to time constraints, the data logger was built
around an oﬀ-the-shelf microcontroller development board. e development
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board which was selected was the Seeeduino Stalker, which is a customised ver-
sion of the popular Arduino development board and is equipped with an AVR AT-
MEGA328P 8-bit microcontroller, a DS1307 real-time clock with baery backup,
and a MicroSD interface for data storage. is development board was extended
with a custom daughter board, which incorporates a pair of Maxim MAX3485
RS-485 level converters and three linear-voltage regulators which provide 9 V, 5
V and 3.3 V power to the board. Reverse polarity protection was incorporated
by means of an in-line diode. Total current draw for the data logger was approx-
imately 40 mA at 12 V, compared to 300 mA at 12 V for the disdrometer. e
device is housed in a IP-rated polycarbonate enclosure. Total parts cost was ap-
proximately £50.
e microcontroller was programmed in C++, and makes use of the Arduino
soware libraries for serial communication and MicroSD card handling. When
the board is powered, the disdrometer is initialised and its clock is synchronised
with the real-time clock. e disdrometer is conﬁgured to provide updates every
minute. ese updates are received as 2212 byte messages which are streamed
directly to the MicroSD card. e real-time clock has a baery backup to allow it
to keep time when the board is not powered. e microcontroller code allows the
clock time to be set when it receives an appropriate command sent to its serial
Figure 6.7: Photographs of the data logger showing the daughter board (top le),
lab testing in St Andrews (boom le) and its field installation in Montserrat pow-
ered by a solar panel. The disdrometer is mounted alongside a radar corner reflec-
tor.
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port by a computer.
Figure 6.7 shows the data logger during construction, testing and in its ﬁnal
deployment in Montserrat. When powered from a single 80 Ah car baery, the
disdrometer and data logger were capable of 5 days of continuous operation from
a single charge. e data logger performed reliably and without ﬂaws for the
duration of the ﬁeld trip. Aer the conclusion of this ﬁeld work, a solar panel
was incorporated, in order to allow longer term operation.
Figure 6.8 shows rainfall data captured by the disdrometer during the night
on 26th May 2011 and two radar images prior to and during a period of heavy
rainfall. e disdrometer was located approximately 2.5 km from the radar and
its position within the scene is indicated on ﬁgure 6.8b. During the period of
heavy rainfall, aenuation due to the rain located close to the radar obscures
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Figure 6.8: Plots showing a) rainfall rate recorded by the data logger during heavy
rain in Montserrat on 26th May 2011, b) radar plot taken at 00:42, with a clear view
of terrain with the location of the disdrometer indicated, and c) radar plot taken
during heavy rainfall, at 01:03 where the terrain is obscured by the rainfall.
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view of rain at greater ranges and renders the terrain almost completely invisi-
ble. e timestamps recorded on the captured radar images match the recorded
rainfall data with a slight deviation due to the physical distance between the two
instruments.
6.6 Clock generator
6.6.1 Introduction
AVTIS includes a clock generator circuit which is responsible for periodically trig-
gering an ADC acquisition burst. Additionally, in radar mode it also triggers the
chirp generator and in radiometer mode it drives a series of RF switches in or-
der to switch between the hot reference, the cold reference and the scene itself.
AVTIS’s original clock generation circuit was performed using a microcontroller-
based circuit which was controlled by three digital lines and an analogue control
line. e digital lines were responsible for seing one of the six following trigger
modes:
• Radar, azimuth trigger
• Radar, elevation trigger
• Radar, free running trigger
• Radiometer, azimuth trigger
• Radiometer, elevation trigger
• Radiometer, free running trigger
e trigger frequency was set by an analogue voltage supplied by a National
Instruments USB-6008 Digital Acquisition (DAQ) device, which was also used
to apply the above speciﬁed digital control signals. Additionally, the USB DAQ
was used to set the output power of the radar using a voltage controlled variable
aenuator (VCVA) and was used to monitor the output of a power detector for di-
agnostic purposes. Aside from the reliability issues mentioned above, this design
has two drawbacks:
• A lack of coherence between the radar ADC and the clock generator pre-
ludes coherent operation.
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• e use of an analogue control voltage to set the trigger frequency means
that the value can only be set with a granularity limited by the bit-depth
of the microcontroller’s ADC. Furthermore, the ADC value sampled from
the input control voltage may ﬂuctuate due to noise, causing the frequency
stability of the trigger signal to be reduced.
During ﬁeld testing of AVTIS-2 and AVTIS-3, reliability issues with the ex-
isting clock generating circuitry became apparent in both radars. For this rea-
son, and for the reasons outlined above, a redesigned clock generator circuit was
designed and manufactured. is design was guided by the circuit redesign in
NIRAD and IRAD, which is outlined in section 3.4.
6.6.2 Redesigned clock generator
In common with the clock generator developed for NIRAD and IRAD, the mi-
crocontroller which was used was an Atmel ATMEGA328P which communicates
with the computer though an FTDI USB-to-serial converter. e serial communi-
cations channel removes the dependency on the USB DAQ for conﬁguration pur-
poses. Dependency on the USB DAQ was completely eliminated by integrating a
power monitoring capability using a buﬀering op-amp and the microcontroller’s
in-built 10-bit ADC andVCVA control was integrated using an externalMicrochip
MCP4725 digital-to-analogue converter (DAC). As space is constrained inside the
Figure 6.9: Fully assembled clock generator board.
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radar head, a custom printed circuit board was designed and manufactured. is
board, shown in ﬁgure 6.9, has a compact 5cm x 5cm footprint. e design was
completed as a two-layer PCB using the open source KiCAD design package. e
majority of the components are surface mount parts to minimise board footprint.
e board operates at 5 V and is externally powered independent of the USB bus.
6.6.3 USB control
e clock generator is conﬁgured by the control computer using by USB. USB
communications were implemented using an FTDI FT232RL USB UART interface,
which presents itself to the computer as a standard COM port. Conﬁguration is
performed using a simple command and response system. Commands consist of
a ﬁve character command followed by a newline character. Depending on the
command, additional integer parameters are issued as a ﬁve digit numeric string,
padded with leading zeroes, followed by a newline character. In response to a
valid command, the clock generator acknowledges the command by issuing a
response of ”okay!”, or a ﬁve-digit integer response. If a command is malformed,
a response of ”error” is returned. A high-level library was wrien in C, which
abstracts command generation and error handling away from the main AVTIS
soware.
6.6.4 USB programming
Initial programming of the ATMEGA328P microcontroller was performed using
the standard 6-pin ISP header and an AVR Dragon USB programmer. During this
programming stage, chip parameters were set and a bootloader was wrien. is
bootloader is amodiﬁed version of the bootloader used by the popular Arduino de-
velopment board. Aer this initial programming operation, the microcontroller
is fully programmable using the USB interface, without the requirement to use a
specialised hardware programmer. is allows the clock generator to be repro-
grammed to alter its behaviour without the need to open the radar. is operation
may be performed remotely, which is a useful capability in the case of AVTIS-3.
6.6.5 On-board oscillator
A standard 12 MHz DIP-8 oscillator module is incorporated which acts as the
clock source for the microcontroller. e microcontroller’s on-chip pre-scaler
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allows this frequency to be optionally divided by powers of 2. e scaled clock
is output through an SMA port which is connected to the external clock input
of the radar ADC. When driven by this external reference, radar acquisition and
triggering are frequency referenced, allowing coherent operation to be achieved.
6.6.6 Trigger generator
Triggers signals are generated in hardware using the AVR’s 16-bit Timer1. In
azimuth and elevation trigger-modes, the trigger waveforms are derived from
a pair of rotary encoders. As there is only one external timer clock input, an
external multiplexer is used to toggle between azimuth and elevation trigger. In
free-running mode, the timer is clocked internally from the main system clock,
and is capable of generating a wide range of output frequencies, between 0.18 Hz
and 6 MHz, by integer division.
Trigger signals are generated using Timer1’s two output compare pins, mean-
ing that while the timer is conﬁgured in soware, the resulting signal outputs
are derived entirely in hardware, ensuring maximum timing accuracy with no
soware-induced jier. One of the output compare pins is used to generate the
pulse train which triggers analogue acquisition, and chirp generation in radar
mode. e second output compare pin is allocated for driving the RF switches
when operating in radiometer mode. As the switch control requires the genera-
tion of four diﬀerent control signals, the timer output is used as the clock input to
a 74HC174 hex D-type ﬂip-ﬂop. Between consecutive rising-edge transitions, the
next set of signal levels is updated using soware-controlled output pins. Upon
a rising edge from the timer output, the output of the 74HC174 is updated in
sync with the timer. is arrangement provides 7 independent outputs which ad-
equately satisﬁes current operating requirements with spare capacity for future
expansion.
6.6.7 Aenuator and power monitor
In addition to its previous role in conﬁguring the clock generator, the USB DAQ
was also responsible for generating a control voltage for a voltage controlled vari-
able aenuator (VCVA), and monitoring the output of a power monitor. By in-
tegrating this functionality into the clock generator, the dependence on the USB
DAQ was removed, reducing overall system complexity.
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AsVCVA control voltage ranges between 0V and 5V, DACoutput is generated
using the board’s 5 V supply rail. As the ATMEGA328P lacks an internal DAC
peripheral, a 12-bit Microchip MCP4725 DAC was used which is controlled by
the microcontroller via I2C.
As the power monitor reading is for indication only, the microcontroller’s
integrated 10-bit ADC peripheral was judged to be suﬃcient for this purpose.
e voltage range to be measured ranges from -12 V to +12 V, which exceeds the
power supply rails on the board. is input voltage range is converted to a range
of 0 V to 5 V using a three resistor divider and a buﬀering op-amp. is circuit is
shown in ﬁgure 6.10. e indicated resistor values allow a maximum input range
of approximately -12.5 V to +12.5 V, which corresponds to a voltage range of 0 V
to 5 V at the non-inverting input of the op-amp. An OPA703 was selected for its
rail-to-rail input range and its ability to operate using a single-ended supply.
5V
100k
40
.2
k
66
.5
k
OPA703
IN OUT
Figure 6.10: Power monitor voltage shi circuitry.
6.6.8 Integration
Two copies of the clock generator board were fabricated and were installed into
AVTIS-2 and AVTIS-3. Serial command generation and handling was abstracted
into a library, throughwhich the AVTIS control soware interfaces with the clock
generator. Accurate timing was veriﬁed by analysis of the output waveforms.
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6.6.9 Coherent operation
Analogue sampling and chirp generation may be driven by the external 12 MHz
reference supplied by the clock board. Additionally, as the chirp repetition period
is set digitally and ﬁxed throughout, the inter-chirp period is stable. is opens
up the possibility for phase-sensitive measurement such as range-Doppler pro-
cessing. Figure 6.11 shows a distortion in a single elevation slice captured using
AVTIS. is blurring can be aributed to the Doppler shi caused by a rapidly ro-
tation of material during a rock-fall event. While this large event is clearly visible
in the range proﬁle, range-Doppler processing has the potential to detect smaller
events which may be obscured beneath the larger bulk terrain response.
Given the operating range at which AVTIS typically operates, achieving a
high chirp repetition rate suﬃcient to achieve a high maximum unambiguously
resolvable velocity may be challenging. In order to ensure an overlap between
transmied signal and target return necessary for eﬀective down-conversion, the
signal time-of-ﬂight must be short in comparison to the chirp duration. Assum-
ing back-to-back chirp generation and a 95% overlap, the maximum observable
Doppler frequency would be 2500 Hz. If chirp overlap were relaxed to 75% then
this frequency would increase to 12500 Hz, corresponding to a maximum unam-
biguously resolvable velocity of approximately 10 metres per second. However, if
Figure 6.11: Single elevation slice captured from AVTIS. Blurring in range can be
seen due to the Doppler-shiwhich results from the rotationalmotion of a rock-fall
event. Image courtesy of Dr David Macfarlane.
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it is only necessary to diﬀerentiatemotion in the scene from the static background
then aliasing in the velocity transform may be tolerable. At shorter stand-oﬀ dis-
tances, below 1 km, shorter chirp periods could be chosen while maintaining a
high percentage overlap.
Unfortunately, owing to damage to the frequency multiplier in AVTIS-2, it
was not possible to perform Doppler measurements with AVTIS-2 in the time
available.
6.7 Conclusions
A signiﬁcant increase in processing throughput was achieved by implementing
processing routines based upon the work developed with NIRAD and IRAD, as
outlined in chapter 3. As a result of these enhancements, radar processing occurs
approximately in real-time. A scan scheduling feature, critical to the autonomous
operation of AVTIS-3, was developed which allows a number of diﬀerent scan
parameters to be set, which are executed in sequence. Resulting data is stored
temporarily in a date and time-based folder structure, before being transferred to
a remote base computer.
File transfer soware was developed in order to ensure the reliable transfer
of captured radar data under potentially unreliable network conditions. Data
transfer was implemented using standard Windows API functions to copy data
to a remote network share. Successful transfer of data is assured through use of a
custom checksum veriﬁer which communicates using standard TCP networking.
e checksum veriﬁer runs on the base computer and generates the checksum
using the standard MD5 cryptographic function, along with the ﬁle size in bytes.
Aer transfer is completed, the ﬁle size and MD5 signature are compared with a
match indicating successful transfer. Partial transfers are detected and transfer
resumes without the need to redundantly transfer the existing data. In the case
of a mismatch, the transfer is repeated. Data is never removed from the control
computer unless a successful transfer can be veriﬁed.
Aies Clima laser disdrometer was deployed in order to provide a source of
reliable rainfall data, including drop size distribution, for correlation with radar
observations. A low power data logger was developed which interfaces with the
distrometer via RS-485 and stores captured data to a MicroSD card.
Over the course of two ﬁeldwork campaigns, each lasting onemonth, AVTIS-3
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was tested and installed in its remote site on Windy Hill. Located approximately
3 km from the Soufrière Hills volcano, AVTIS-3 is capable of fully automated
operation under solar power. Since the conclusion of this ﬁeldwork, the soware
developed as part of this doctoral work has proven to be robust. AVTIS-2 was
deployed to obtain more complete DEM coverage of the lava dome.
Based on the development of the clock generator, outlined in section 3.4, a
compact 5 x 5 cm clock generator was developed for AVTIS. e board is con-
trolled through USB using a simple serial protocol which allows ﬁne control of
the triggering frequency. e board integrates aenuator control and powermon-
itor functionality which were previously performed by an additional USB digital
acquisition device. e board ﬁrmware is easily reprogrammable over its USB
connection, allowing low level trigger behaviour to be reconﬁgured for new mea-
surement types without the need for physical access to the radar head. is is of
particular use in the case of AVTIS-3. e clock generator has been integrated
and tested in both AVTIS-2 and AVTIS-3. Future work would certainly include
an assessment of the performance of AVTIS-2 for performing Doppler analysis.
If positive results were to be obtained from such testing, they could be deployed
remotely to AVTIS-3.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and future work
7.1 Summary
e underlying aim of the doctoral work which has been presented in this thesis
has been to advance the use of millimetre-wave radar in a number of applica-
tions relating to security and remote sensing. While the work which has been
presented in this thesis encompasses a several diﬀerent themes within the ﬁeld,
they each represent an essential step towards realising this aim. In this ﬁnal chap-
ter, the important results from each of the preceding chapters will be summarised
and potential future work will be discussed.
7.2 Soware signal processor
In chapter 2, the development of a high performance soware radar processor
was outlined. e soware was wrien in ANSI C using the National Instruments
LabWindows/CVI environment.
Each component the signal processing chain was proﬁled and optimised to
achieve maximum eﬃciency. Use of a multi-threaded architecture allows the
full computational capacity of modern multi-core processors to be utilised by dis-
tributing work between each core. An external optimising C compiler and the
FFTW fast Fourier transform libraries were integrated in place of those provided
by LabWindows/CVI, resulting in a substantial performance increase.
Eﬃcient GPU-accelerated rendering was developed using the industry stan-
dard OpenGL graphics interface. Operations related to logarithmic unit conver-
sion, coordinate transformation, and colour-scaling were oﬄoaded to the GPU
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through use of programmable fragment shaders wrien in OpenGL shading lan-
guage. is increases overall throughput by reducing the processing load placed
on the CPU.
A CPU-based colour-scaling routine was developed which uses an innova-
tive lookup-table method to bypass the need to directly compute the logarithm.
In benchmarks, this routine performs up to 22 times faster than a conventional
colour-scaling routine. is colour-scaling method was used in SAFIRE, where
support for programmable shaders was not available.
is soware radar processor was wrien to be as abstract and modular as
possible. is ﬂexibility has allowed the same codebase to target both NIRAD
and IRAD, since radar-speciﬁc functions are well separated from the generic pro-
cessing routines. is work has also resulted in substantial performance improve-
ments to SAFIRE and AVTIS, allowing each of these systems to operated at the
limits of performance imposed by their hardware.
NIRAD and IRAD are capable of capturing over 18 million voxels per second
when operating at their maximum capture rate. e soware radar processor
is capable of processing this data with around 50-60% CPU utilisation on a rela-
tively modest computer system, which is now 8 years old. With the push towards
higher chirp bandwidths and correspondingly smaller voxels, processing loadwill
increase in equal measure. It is therefore reasonable to expect that performance
could be increased by at least one to two orders of magnitude on a modern high-
performance processor with a large number of processing cores.
e millimetre-wave group is currently participating in the development of a
340 GHz security radar as part of the EU-funded CONSORTIS project [87]. is
radar processor architecture is likely to be adopted during the development of
this system.
7.3 Compensation techniques
emaximum operating frame rate of IRADwas signiﬁcantly increased by devel-
oping an automatic soware-based compensation routine which corrects for de-
lays in the scanner drive mechanism, allowing stable operation at a frame rate of
6 Hz under typical operating conditions. An eﬃcient chirp non-linearity compen-
sation routine was developed. A correction window is calculated based on corner
reﬂector observations. is compensation window can be pre-multiplied into the
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pre-calculated FFT window, thus introducing no additional run-time overhead.
Experimental veriﬁcation of this method shows restoration of the bandwidth-
limited range resolution over the IRAD’s 2 m depth of ﬁeld at a distance of 20
m.
e phase non-linearity calibration routines have been implemented in MAT-
LAB and would ideally be integrated into the radar soware itself.
7.4 Real-time tracking
In chapter 5, the implementation of a real-time alpha-beta tracker was outlined.
Real-time operation was permied by careful algorithm design, in order to max-
imise eﬃciency. Aer each frame of data is acquired, a peak detection algorithm
is applied and each detection is associated with previous detections. Position and
velocity information is used to predict an estimated time of arrival for each track.
e tracker was integrated into SAFIRE as part of its processing soware, andwas
successfully deployed to detect incoming waves in an autonomous boat control
system. During live testing, the boat controller reacted successfully by reducing
the speed in response to incoming waves.
is work highlights a major advantage that this soware-based processing
approach brings to a research radar. In permiing radar operation to be quickly
modiﬁed, proof-of-conceptmeasurements can be explored relatively easily. ere
is clear justiﬁcation for further investigation into pursuing car-radar technol-
ogy for this application. ere is also justiﬁcation for pursuing other marine-
monitoring applications with a system such as SAFIRE.
7.5 Coherent measurement
Chapter 3 describes a number hardware enhancements which were made to two
security radars, NIRAD and IRAD, in order to enable coherent operation. e ana-
logue sampling clock and the DDS chirp trigger were ﬁrst frequency referenced
to the 10MHzmaster oscillator. Clockmetastability was addressed by developing
a new microcontroller-based clock generator which automatically compensates
to lock the phase of the trigger signals, relative to the sample clock. Phase stabil-
ity was further improved by electrically isolating the computer and radar power
lines.
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As a result of these modiﬁcations, a high degree of chirp-to-chirp phase stabil-
ity was observed in both radars. Static observation of a 20 dBsm corner reﬂector
with NIRAD demonstrated a displacement sensitivity of less than 200 nm, which
is limited by the phase noise of the system. Micro-Doppler measurements of a
human subject were demonstrated, which allow the relative movements the sub-
ject’s limbs to be resolved against the much larger static torso response. ese
measurements illustrate the ﬁne velocity resolution can be achieved by operating
at 94 GHz. ere is clear promise, particularly in NIRAD, for perimeter security
applications. Future work could be pursued with the aim of diﬀerentiating be-
tween human and animal signatures, or for the detection of movement behind
cover.
Based on this work, new clock generation circuitry was designed and inte-
grated into AVTIS-2 and AVTIS 3. A compact 5x5 cm PCB was fabricated, which
incorporates a frequency reference, clock pre-scaler, positional encoder divider
and 7 channel digital trigger generator.
Potential future work would include pursuing Doppler measurements with
AVTIS for the detection of rockfall. Since this hardware upgrade has been de-
veloped in both AVTIS-2 and AVTIS-3, any techniques which are developed in
St Andrews with AVTIS-2 could be remotely deployed to AVTIS-3 in Montser-
rat without the need to be physically present. e clock generator can be easily
programmed remotely to accommodate any necessary change to radar operation.
7.6 Concealed object detection
Chapter 4 discusses the application of IRAD for the stand-oﬀ detection of con-
cealed objects carried by non-cooperative human subjects in a high throughput
scenario. As high frame rate operation is critical to detection eﬃciency in such
an application, the performance enhancements outlined in the previous chapters
were a critical factor in enabling this work to take place.
An automatic detection routine, based on polarimetric signatures, was devel-
oped in MATLAB based on an initial data gathering exercise at a Home Oﬃce test
facility. While detection based on range information was considered, the voxel
size was determined to be too large to generate viable detection signatures. Each
frame is distilled to a single anomaly index number, which is calculated based
on a spatial analysis of the excess depolarisation within the frame. A three level
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detection indicator was integrated into the radar processor to provide real-time
indication to the operator.
A substantial volume of data was gathered using 12 individual subjects and
3 diﬀerent objects. A detailed statistical analysis was performed in order to as-
sess the detection eﬃciency of the system. Clothing was identiﬁed as the prin-
ciple source of confusion. As one might expect, the presence of heavier items of
clothing resulted in a marked decrease in detection eﬃciency due to aenuation
eﬀects. Additionally, certain items of clothing were found to produce anomaly
index responses which were comparable to those generated by a concealed ob-
ject. e high depolarisation response of a given item of clothing was completely
uncorrelated with its designation as light or heavy.
It is encouraging to see some positive detection capability. However, cur-
rent performance is not likely to be suﬃcient for the system to provide eﬀective
screening. For this detection technique to be further developed, increased spatial
resolution would be highly desirable.
7.7 Autonomous radar operation
Chapter 6 outlines the development work which was carried out with AVTIS-2
and AVTIS-3, two terrain mapping radars designed for monitoring the changing
topography of volcanoes. A signiﬁcant increase in processing throughput was
achieved by implementing processing routines based upon the work developed
with NIRAD and IRAD, allowing radar processing to occur in real-time.
A scan scheduling feature was developed which allows a number of diﬀerent
scan parameters to be set and executed in sequence. Automated transfer of ac-
quired data to a remote computer was implemented as a separate process from
the main radar control soware. Files are copied to a standardWindows network
share and the integrity of the transferred data is veriﬁed before the local copy
is removed. Resumption of partially completed transfers was implemented, and
transfer is reaempted in event of corruption. I was involved in the deployment
of AVTIS-3 to a remote location situated 3 km from the Soufrière Hills volcano
on the Caribbean island of Montserrat. During this ﬁeldwork, a complete digital
elevation map of the lava dome was obtained from 4 distinct survey sites.
It is hoped that AVTIS-3 will provide valuable monitoring capabilities in the
event of renewed activity of Soufrière Hills.
Chapter 8
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